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CHAPTER l 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpoae of thia etudy is to de~cribe and evaluate Edward Auatin 
~heldon'• contribution to education. It will place Sheldon within the 
economic, social, and cultural matrix which shaped hia development aa an 
administrator. The atudy will evaluate hia approach to problem•eolving, 
auperviaion, organizing, coordinating and appraiaal and ayntheaize theee 
element• of adminiatration to deacribe the Sheldon model. 
Pro1res1 in the use of modele in educational administration haa been 
painfully o:»low; primary concern ha• been for wouhipping the few ex• 
ieting modela rather than generating fresh onea.1 
This treatiae will contribute to administrative theory, by adding a new di• 
menaion to the taxonomy of models currently in existence. Using the word 
model in the scientific aenae, aa a aynonym for theory, this reaesrcher finds 
an abundance of models, theoretically defined, but there is no evid•nce to 
suggest that these models evolved from specific case studies. The intent of 
this study ia to describe and evaluate the effectiveaeas of Sheldon's approach 
to the varioua components of administration••iaolate the element th•t was moat 
essential to his success, and in the proce&s, make available a case study of 
an innovative model. The innovative model 1~ not a new concept in education, 
but a study illuatrating the practical application of it in a specific aitua-
tion would appear to be a new departure. ~uch a »tudy is l'llOie meaningful to 
the student of administration than the abstract theory, however well defined. 
l Stephen J. Knezevich, Administration of Public Education (New York: 
Harper & Row, Second ed., 1969), p. 537. 
1 
2 
The historical method was the primary research technique used to 
collect data. pertinent to the study. A survey of the related literature 
was made. The study utilised Report• of the Syracuse School Board Proceedings; 
School Regulations and Laws; Annual Report• published by the Oswego School 
Board; Articlea and speeches by Sheldon; text booka by Sheldon; Circulars of 
the Oawego No\·mal; Addreoaes and Reports published in Barn.nd's Jout'nal of 
Education; Books and Newspaper Articles; ~heldon'a personal correspondence; 
Addresses and Proceedings of the National Education Association and Sheldon's 
Autobiography. 
In each instance data were selected. which related to eaaential ele• 
menta of administration. A secondary concern in the selection of data. waa 
an attempt to preaent a historical reconstruction of events which determined 
the educational context of ~beldon'a administration, ao that bia techniques 
could be validly contrasted with current theories and oractices. 
A review of the related literature reveala that hiatorians coo~ider 
Sheldon'• greatest aucceaa to be the innovative practices he inatituted at 
Oawego Normal ~chool. 
2 teacher education." 
Dorothy Rodgers laudtJ Oswego as "the fountainhead of 
Hollia callit it the ''Mother of Normal Schools • .,l He 
atatea that it was the fiut NormAl School to have .a Kindergarten Training 
Program; however, he notes in the preface to hi• book that further research 
revealed that Fredonia Normal had auch a program at an earlier date. 
Ned Dearborn in evaluating ''The Extent of the Educational Influence 
of Oawego," deacribes the wide area over which graduate• of Oawego were dia• 
peraed••in the United States and foreign countries. 
2A. P. Rollis, The Oswego Move1ne!!!_ (Boaton: D. C. tleath, 189S), p.15. 
3Ned H. The Oswe o Movement in America (New York: Columbia 
Sheldon waa a remarkable man ••• the Norll1£ll ..;;chool at Oawego, under 
the direction of Sheldon, waa the fountainhead of the new 
Peatalozzianism in .i\merice.4 
The initiation and succeaa of the Oswego Movement is accepted by hi•• 
torian1 aa the product of Sheldon'• administrative genius. It ia undoubtedly 
ao important link in t:he evolution of An1edcclD educational ioatitutiona and 
ide.-ia; however, one cannot claim for: it a permanency or influence it did not 
merit. The purpose of thia treatise ia not to appear as a champion of the 
movement; not to cover up what waa faulty; or attempt to prove that Sheldon 
had a aust<:dned or permaa.ent influence on the course of American educational 
theory. The intent of this researcher is to evaluate the success of Sheldon'• 
administration, given the limitation of the econornic, social, Elnd cultural 
context in which he functioned and to analyze the operational theory (model) 
to which one can validly attribute his effectiveneaa. 
The following treet.ioe will serve s triple purpose: (a) It will 
contribute to administrative theory by presenting a n10del of an innovative 
an<l ai;.ereaoive administrator; (b) It will furnish an important link in the 
evolution of modern administrative theory; (c) It will afford an opportunity 
to give a long tera1 evaluation of en important pbaae of the Peatalozzian move• 
ment in the United .:itates, in terms of niodern historiography. 
While the century which baa elapsed since Sheldon'• administration 
presents an advantage in terma of evaluating the effectiveness of his edu• 
cational theories nnd practices, it po:.JC-i n problea1 in the fon11 of limited 
partial 11nd aometh•ea contradictory sourcei;J. Dorothy Rogei:a coocUl:d 
----
4Newton E<lwarda and Berman G. Richey, The School in the American 
Social Order (Boston: Houghton and Mifflin Co., Second ed., 1963), pp. 
587-588. 
F 
••• inf~rmation waa sometimes undocumented, often conflicting, aad 
frequently nii:iuing altogether ••• where data conflicted the concensua 5 
waa adopted ••• not always identical with the writer•a private opinion. 
Committed to the bi:Jtorical method thh researcher cannot equate a concenaua 
with bi»to~ical fact. Where data conflicts, the conflicting data will be 
expoaed. Thia researcher will interpret the facts in light of the available 
information aad make a conaidered judgtoent on that basis. However, it will 
be labeled as a subjective judsment, leaving the reader free to reject it 
aod accept the responsibility of making his own judgment. 
The guideline• for evaluation of Sheldon's effectiven••• and hia con-
tribution to adminiatrative theory evolved from conaideratioo of the following 
elementat: 
1. What cooperation did he get from local co111111Ualtie• (19th century)? 
2. Were there limiting factors in the Acts latebli•hing Free Schoola? 
3. The legal extent of bia powers as clerk of the Syracu•e ~chool 
Board. 
4. Hla duties a.; secretary of the Oswego Board of Education. 
5. What did he contril>ute to educational theory in the 19th century? 
6. What was his participation in curriculum revision? 
1. The extent of hia influence on teacher training. 
8. What was the nature of American pedagogy previous to the Oswego 
Movement? 
9. Row effective was his design for School Reorganization? 
10. What were his resources? 
11. The extent of his influence on local school boards and co111mUnitie• 
5
norothy Rogers, OSWIGO: Fountainheed of Teacher Bduca.£!2!!, (New York: 
Appleton-century-Croft Inc., 1B65). FrotI: the foreword V. 
s 
12. The merit of hia plan for uniftcatloa of the New York Depart• 
ment• of Education. 
In many reapecta, a partial determination of Sheldon's succeaa may 
be inferred from Andrew s. Draper, the ~tate Superintendent of New York, who 
wrote in the introduction to Sheldon's Autobiography: 
Dr. Sheldon waa a gentle, vital force in sll the educational activities 
of the State of New York. He waa at the maxilDWll of hie influence during 
the six yeara when I waa State Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
• • • So far aa the State 'ifas concerned, he had hie way in all regarda 
aave one. That was the unifying of the two £tate departu:ents of Eduea• 
tiooal Ac:lminiatration.1 
Edward A. Skinner, foraer ~tate superintendent of Fublic Instruction 
waa another individual in a rare position to observe and evaluate Sheldon'• 
endeavors. 
Ha waa conspicuous throughout New York State and throughout America 
••• for bia thorough graap of sound educational principles, snd correct 
methods of teaching, for hia power to penetrate au educati•·nal propoei• 
tioD and fix the value, for hi• ability to detect a fault or recognize 
a virtue in educational method.7 
Accepting hia hiatorlcai priminence, thia reeearcher now turns to the 
taak of analysing the modue operandi, or operational theory, that caused a man 
of •uch stature ae Willia• Torrey Barria to aay: 
I went oo a pilgrimage to the shrine at Oswego, and aaw some of the beet 
work done there by Mr. Sheldon and Mias Cooper that lwer had seen. rrom 
the fact that the graduate• laid eo much atreas on the oral eide of in• 
•truction I had feared that the thorough work of mastering the book had 
been alighted, but to my intenae gratification. I aaw in Oewego Model work 
of text book instruction.a 
"4ary Sheldon Barnes, Autobiography of Edward Auatin Sh:_eldon. Quoted 
from the Introduction written by Andre~ s. Draper L.L.B.,L.L.D. (New York: 
Ivea and Butler Co •• 1911). 
7Edward A. Skinner, State Superintendent of Public Instruction New 
York. The Life and Charact1r of Edward Austin Sheldon. Addreae delivered be• 
fore the National Education Aaaociatioo at Waahington, D.C., 1898. 
Snr. William T. Barria, quoted by Mrs. Delia Lathrop, in ''The Influ• 
ence of the Oswego Normal School" from Historical Skatchea (Oswego: R. J. 
Oliphant, 1888), p. 69. 
r 
CHAPTER II 
BIOGRAPHICAL 3T<ETCH 
If a comprehensive i1tudy of ~heldon's contribution to adminhtrative 
theory is to be adequately presented, the re.searcher cannot divorce t.is earl; 
life 1nd anvironment from his later theories and practices. Coul!llentin<:~ on 
the social ideas of American educators Curti concludea: 
No one can doubt that their early surrounding• and pereonal expert• 
ences have greatly influenced their social thinkins. No one can doubt 
that religion, humanitarianism, philoaophy and science have alao been 
powerful factora. But it appears that differtnt elementa ••• have 
exerted quite different degrees of influence. 
Consequently, this treatise begins with Sheldon's birth in October, 1823 and 
places him at Perry Centre, in Geneaee County, New York, ''where the family 
2 
apeedily became leaders in all local u1attera, notably in Church affaira." 
In a biographical sketch published in 1913, hia daughter indicate• that 
Sheldon's Ufe !alb naturally into three perioda: 
••• that of hia youth and early manhood··• preparatory period; that of 
organizing the public school systen: in Oswego, and the trainin& uchool 
for teachera that grev out of th.:at system••a period of rapid and atrenu• 
oua development; and finally, a period during which his ideas an,; methoda 
diffused themselves over a wide area •••• 3 
~rle Curti, The social Ideaa of Ameri~an !ducat~!! (New Jersey: 
Littlefi~ld, Adams & Co., 1959), p. 53&. 
~ry .>heldoo Baroee, "&iographical Ske.tch of E. A. 8he.ldon 11 from 
Hiatorical ~ketchea: i'irat guarter Century..2..l_!l_l~ State. N~.rucal &....!!~-~~-~ 
School, ed. by a Committee of Faculty (Oawego: R.J. Oliphant,1888) 1 p. 135. 
3Mary :theldon Barnes, Biographical Sketches: .. Edward Austin Sheldon 
A.M., J!h.D." published in Ihe .fir¥t Malf C~nL.ury: S!,!!.!_l!.o..!!1!! .. !...!.~!0iD,S 
School, ed. by Committee of Faculty (Oswego: Radcliffe Presa, 1913), p. 40. 
7 
Sheldon wa• a prototype of hia anceator•••long•lived Puritans of sturdy New 
England ~tock. Hia life gave ample evidence of the influence of a father who 
aspired to be a doctor and had tried his hand at school teaching; and a mother 
whom he d.e•cribed aa 11deligent. patient and persevering, and who accomplished 
a great deal in the course of a year ••• Her Bible class of adults ahe held 
until she waa ninety year• old • ..4 
His advocacy of a philosophy of "learning by doing," may be traced to 
his active participation, aa a boy, in farm activities and the dutiee and 
responsibilities he had aa a pioneer farm boy. Children were encouraged and 
expected to help in auch diverse activitiea aa stuffing aausagea, candle 
making, preparing and storing flax for spinning, sharpening the scythes at 
haying time, turning the hay and raking it into windrows, and the primitive 
process of extracting honey from the old hollow log hives. Ria respect for 
the child may well have stemmed from an early environment in which he waa 
made to feel that "he was indiapenaible ... .s 
Ria early expoaure to the problems of pioneer farming and economic 
survival undoubtedly fostered a later competence in problem solving and de• 
ciaion making, which caused Hollis to conclude ••. • • with him, to recognize 
a condition waa to aeek for a practical remedy.',6 
A sense of social responsibility was fostered at an early age by such 
community activitiea as sheep washing, sheep shel'ring, butchering, an apple 
paring bee, and in the process of building a new house, a raiaing bee. Curti 
4 Mary Sheldon Barnea, ed. Autobiography of Edward Auatin Sheldon 
(New York: Ives Butler Co., 1911), p. 8. 
5 
.!E!s!.·, p. 17. 
6Andrew P. Rollie, ~he Osw•~!<?_!:IVV~.I!!!!.! (Boaton: D. c. Heath, 1898), 
p. 81. 
att.riburea (in part) the social ideaa of Au;erican educators to: 
••• economy in which subaiatence agriculture played. an b.portant part, 
and in which the frontier neighborliness that expressed itself in log 
.1.abinga and husking bee11, kindled social sympathy. 1 
Ihe religiou5 atmo•phere in which .;iheldon spent hi& early childhood 
left an indelible impre¥aion, to which he devoted a whole chapter in hia auto• 
biography. It concludea: ''At three score years aud ten and three more I find 
8 
my.-.elf inclined to the beliefs and practices in which I was tnined." On the 
occasion of his departure for college. Sheldon vividly recalls: 
My Father had asked the minuter to be present at: the ti.Ille of niy leaving, 
and had selected the thirty third chapter of Exodua to be read. 
the l1ini8ter read the choaen cbaper. aod9led in prayer. It was an in1• preaaive occaaion never to be forgotten. 
Bia early religious training, and the charity practiced by hia Mother were 
causal factors in his later concern for the plight of the indigent in ttwa 
Oswego Community. With administrative competence, he surveyed the extent of 
the problem, mar•halled hi• resources and applied a prMctical solution. 
Herman Krusi (Peatalozzi'a aaaociate), who muat be credited aa having con• 
tributed much to Sheldon'• success, and to the widespread acceptance of 
American Pestaloszianiam, had criticism as well as praiae for ~twaldon'a ad• 
ministrative ability. He had only praiae for ~heldon's superviaion of the 
religious program in the achool • 
• • • whatever omtsaiona there may have been in the auperviaion of the 
intellectual part of the school. nobody will accuae him of neglecting 
7Merla Curtt, The :iocial ldeaa of American Educators (New Jeraey: 
Littlefield Adass & Co., 1959), p. 587. 
8Mary Sheldon Barnes, ed., Autobiography of Edward Austin Sheldon 
(Hew York: Ives Butler & Co., 1911), p. 39. 
9 
_!lli., p. 47. 
the moral part, to which he attended in a con•i6entious. truly Christian 
spirit, end which seldom failed of its effect. 
Monil lessons we:re an integrnl part of the Sheldon curricula. 
Sheldon's concept of the child-centered curriculum was the antecedent 
of the progressive niovement in AmerLan education. His concern fot· variety 
in subject matter, and shortened class periods may be regarded as a cowpensa• 
tion mechanism for memories of boredom in earl-· elementary cla11srooms where 
other drowsy soula .suffered with him at the hands of an insensitive te!Jcher. 
Among other tricks he resorted to when things got a little dull, waa to 
have the school drop everything and spell the following words in concert•• 
Uo, no, hono•; ri, honor!; fi, honorifi-; ca, honorifiea•; bi, honor• 
iflcabi•; 11, honorificabili; to, honorificabilito-; ti, honorifica-
bilitoti-; bus, honorificabilitotibus-; ~ue, honorificabilitotibus~ue. 
Every ayllable spelled was pronoucned by itself and then added to the 
preceding syllable, and the word so far as completed wsa pronounced and 
the lsat syllable waa long drawn out with a tremendous aqueal. Thia waa 
alwaya entered into with great gusto and was sure to wake up all draway 
aouia.11 
Sheldon, di•enchanted with memories of methodology and lack of 
1110tivation. at.ates "I have no remembrance of having studied a moment in two 
years, unless it might be called studying to memorize lists of (to me) utterly 
meaningleaa worda. 1112 
A further factor in Sheldon's educational desi~n w3s the emphasi3 
he rlaced on physical education. In his Seventeenth Annual Report, he devoted 
a ::special section to gymnast lea and reported, "To give vigor for wearines•, 
frequent recE - >liUJ are recommended for primary schools, and light gymnastics 
10 Herman IC.ruai, ed., Elizabeth ~heldon Alling, Recollection• of My 
.&!1!, (New York: The Grafton Press, 1907), p. 2~3. 
1~ry Sheldon Barnes, ed. Autobiography of Edward Auatiq Sh~~ 
(New York: Ives-Butler Co., 1911), p. 29. 
121.!?.k!·· p. 23. 
lU 
13 have been eucceeafully introduced to all grade• ezcept the High School." 
No doubt his advocacy of a phyaical education program was in1pired by a de• 
privation in this area, io hia early elementary schooling, where the achool 
yard had been an old ash heap. 
We had no school grounds provided for play •••• the truatees felt that 
they could not afford sufficient land for such a uaeleaa purpoae aa a 
playground. to avoid any expenee of this kind, they placed the school• 
houae on the rufuae of one of the aaheriea. • • • The boundarie1 of tbia 
old aah heap determined the boundaries of the school lot provided by the 
diatrict.14 
Such was the school environsent that influenced and shaped Sheldon's phi• 
loeophy on physical exerciae. on methodology and indeed on the whole nature 
of the learning proceaa. 
In hia addraaa of welcome to fellow \eachera and friends who gathered 
to celebrate the firat quarter centennial of Oawego Normal, Sheldon reaffirmed 
hia convictions regarding the merits of a good phyaicat educat:on program. 
Noting the proteat of some educators against receasea and deploring "the moat 
fatal step of all ••• " the abolition of all receaaea and open air sporta in 
conoection with the schoola, Sheldon took a stand squarely against '·he no re-
ceaa movement. Educator• of today would find little to criticise in his poai• 
tion on this matter: 
••• on the contrary we advocate longer and more frequect receaaes, with 
more ample alld better appointed provisions for play and physical exer• 
ciae. • • • In addition to thia there should be a well equipped gymnaaium 
•• • For thi8 part . ·f his work the teacher must be well qualified aa for 
all)' other.15 
l3g9yenteenth Anaual &eport of the School Board of Oawego (Oswego: 
J. a. Oliphant, 1870), p. 16. 
14i1ary Sheldon Barnes, ed., Autobiography of Edward Austin Sheld~ 
(New York: Ivea•Butler Co., 1911), p. 24. 
lSg. A. Sheldon, "Address of Welcome, publlahed in Hlatorical Sketchea 
Related to the First Qu!rter Ceuturz of the State Normal and Training School 
at O!!eso (Oawego: a. J. Oliphant, 1888) 1 p. 31. 
11 
Later experience» of •chool life were more favorable. In the AutWllD of 1844 
Sheldon entered Hamilton College, with the intention of eventually becoming 
a lawyer. He valued the con~~acta made there with members of the AlphaDelta 
Phi Society••young men of high ideals. 
I value it above all other good I got out of my college life. They were 
strong men poaa••••d of high ideals and noble aspiration. •••• Among 
them were men wh1o have taken high poaitiona in the civil, religious, and literary world. 6 
Sheldon was first introduced to the practical conaideration. involved in pub• 
liahing textbooka, at Hamilton College. Profeeaor Mandeville waa negotiating 
with Appleton to publish ht. aerlea of textbooka, and tn the process chose 
Sheldon a• one of the atudenta to ao with him to law York to be teated for 
{ 
"ability to read and to explain the principle• of good reading accordins to 
MandevUle. 017 The books were publbhed but never became popular texts. 
They met with very abarp competition in booka that were leaa philoaophi-
ca l, and ao more easily uaed by teachers who did not care to apend their 
time studying up new theoriea and plane of work.18 
Sheldon learned a valuable leaaon on the behaviorial characteriatic• of 
teachera aa a result of thia experience••knowledge be would uae to advantage 
yeara later, introducing and gaining acceptance for innovative practices and 
for curriculum revlaion. 
By the end of hie junior year Sheldon waa forced to leave college 
due to ill•health and accepted a poaition in Newburg aa a horticulturist to 
be out of doors. He later bought a •hare in a nursery in Oawego, and with the 
failure of thta buaineae venture finally embarked on a career in education. 
Ae a volunteer in the Sa~th achoola of the village, he came ia contact with 
16i.tary Sheldon Ba~ne~, ed. Autobiography of Edward Auatln ~heldon 
(New York: Ivea•Butler Co., 1911) 1 p. 54. 
171b1d., p. 58. 18Ibid. 
--
12 
oswego 1 d poor, their number increased by the influx of refugees from the 
famine in Ireland. Hia approach to the problem was evidence of his leadership 
and his administrative ability: 
He surveyed the community and concluded that an appalling number, po~sibly 
1,500 were illiterate. He resolved to ease their plight, and though un-
.3cquainted with local leaders, spearheaded the organization of the Orphan 
alldFree ;>chool So;:iety. 19 
The first problem•aolving technique he used ia one of the fundamental 
concepts of modern adwinbtration••in modern terminology "community involve• 
ment. 11 He added another fsm:Uiar element in establishing a good public rela• 
tions policy. 
We first introduced the n~eting in a public matter at a prayer meeting; 
there appointed committees to make further inve~tigation. Since then we 
have had two or three meetings of the citizens generally. Christiana are 
praying for it in private and public; our minbtera are all urging it 
from the pulpit; several discourse~ have been based entirely on the ~ub• 
ject. For weeks past we have been circulating sub~cription li$t$ ••• 
The movement enlisted the interest of all the Churches, the Cletkf.y, and 
the leading philanthropic gentlemen ••• Funds were collected~ .ewing 
societieB organized for the preparation of clothing, ••• rooma Wfu:e 
rented for the school.20 
The problem of obtaining a teacher for the "ragged school" was .solved when 
the community prevailed on ~heldon to take the position. He spent ,;)$1turday 
visiting the homes of the parenta••years before educatou introduced the con• 
cept of parent teacher conferences. 
In time the citizentJ of Oawego lost interest in the project and 
ceased to support the "ragged achool." The school closed for lack of fundii. 
Undaunted, Sheldon proceeded to broaden his horizon and initiated a campaign 
ti organize a free school ilystetn throughout the entire city. He further 
------------------------------~-------· 
19
charles ~nyder, OSWEGO: From Buckskins to Bust:.!!..! (New York: 
Empire ~tate Publications, 1968), p. 224. 
20 Mary ~heldon Barnes, ed., Autobiograehx of E~~!!!t~uatin ~n~-2!! 
(New York: Ives-Butler Co., 1911), pp. 75•77. 
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proposed a plan for conaoltdation of the city•a twelve school diatricta. The 
proposal ran into vested interests. .,Opponents labeled it a Protestant plan, 
thus arousing catholic hoatility and the plan for consolidation failed. 1121 
Those in favor of Sheldon'• plan tried to obtain unification by State Legiala• 
tion at Albany. It wae finally won in 1853. In the interim. Sheldon had 
applied for. and obtained the po•ition of Clerk of the School Board in the 
nearby city of Syracuae. 
21
charles Snyder, 9fWIGO: From Buckskins to Buetles (New York: 
Empire otate Publicationa. 1968), p. 227. 
CHAPTER III 
ORGANIZATION 01 THE i:iYRACUSE SCHOOL SYSTEM 
Hiatoriana. without exception, have referred to Sheldon'• role at 
Syracuse aa that of superintendent of .schools. Dearbcn:n a ta tea that "he was 
invited to become Superinteadent of Public Schoote."1 Hollie indicates that 
.. He applied for and obtained the poaition of ~uperinteodent of ~choola :lo 
Syracuse .. ; 2 Snyder uaea the term "superintendent," but quaU.ftee his state• 
ment••0 hb title was Secretary of the Board of Education, n but, ''he waa :l.n 
truth the Superintendent from the moment of ht.a arrival."3 
Research of School Board Proceedinge indicate that ~heldon was em• 
ployed in ~yracuae aa Clerk.4 For narrative purpoaea, it la aufficient to 
state that he had some of the reaponeibilitiea currently entrusted to School 
Superintendents. However, to evaluate ~heldon'a effectiveneaa as an adminia• 
trator, it ia necessary to clearly and precieely define hia role in Syracuse, 
and to diacuea the limitation• impo•ed by Local O::dinaneea and School 
Regulations. 
1Ned Ii. Dearborn, Ihe Opeao Mo!em8Dl, (Boston: n. c. Heath 1898),p.4. 
2A. P. Hollis, The Otwego Movement in American Education (New York: 
Columbia Univeraity Preas, 1925), p. 82. 
3Chadea M. Snyder, O@GO; From l:luckeklna to Bustles (New York: 
Empire State Publicationa, 1968), p. 228. 
4 Monthly Report of the Proceedinga of the Board of Education of the 
City of iyracuae, May 1. 1851. 
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Thirteen acbool ayatema had a auperintendent between 1837 and 1850. 5 
The earliest record of a auperintendency vaa in the ecbool ayateme of Buffalo 
and Louisville in 1837. The firat school Superintendent in New York State waa 
in Rocbeater (1841) and Brooklyn 1848); however, "rhe typical Board continued 
to exerciae extenaive executive power through executive committee• during 
all of the nineteenth century.'" 
The situation in Syracuae conformed in many reapecta to thta prevalent 
practice. The Syracuse School Board bad four standing committees: 
1. Tbe Executive Comaittee 
2. Finance Committee 
3. Teacher Committee (to recommend teacher appointment•) 
4. Vtaiting Coamlittee (an examining body) 7 
School Board Proeeedtnaa indicate that these committeea exerciaed many of the 
powers and dutiea currently deleaated to school Superintendenta. We can only 
evaluate ~heldoo'e adainiatrattve ability within this educational context. 
Effectlveneaa as an innovative administrator demands a talent for 
anticipating the impact of varioua forces, and the ability to influence and 
control the direction of change, 1tven the limitatiopa of a apeci(tc situation. 
• • • we shall arrive at no real understanding of the paat or of the 
present, if we attempt to operate with the concept of an abatract in• 
dividual, atanding outside aoeiety.8 
5
stephen J. Knezevich, Admintafration of Public Inatruction, ~econd 
edition (New York: Harper & lov, 1969 , P• 237. 
6 Ibid.' p. 236. 
7Edvard Smith, ~ HS..tory of the Schools of Syracuse (Syracuse: 
c. w. Bardeen, 1893), P• 46. 
81. H. Carr, What~· Hi1torx (Mew York: Knopf, Inc., 1961), p. 41. 
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In actual fact, the f irat Superintendent of the ~yracuae ~chool system was 
G. L. Farnham in 1859. 9 
The dchool Law applicable to the City of Syracuse, passed on April ll, 
1848, provides that two commissioners be appointed from each of the four wards 
of the City, and that each comdaaioner be a resident of his respective W rd. 
~ection 3 further provides that when the terma of those initially appointed 
by the Mayor and Common Council expire, hereafter, the Commissioners be 
elected. Section 6 state• that the Commissioners shall constitute the Board 
of Education "who shall appoint a clerk and fix hi.a compensation, and who 
ahall hold office during the pleaeure of the Board • • • and perform such 
10 
other duties aa the Board may prescribe." '!hi.a portion of the act would 
appear to conform to current practices of modern sdmini$tration; however, 
Section 9 in as.o· -'i·ning reaponaibUities to the School Board, de facto limited 
the power of the °Clerk. 0 The dutiea of Board members were: 
To have in all respects the superintendence, supervision, and n~nagement. 
of the common achools of aaid city, and from time to time to adopt. alter, 
modify and repeal. as they may deem expedient, rules and regulations, for 
their organization, government and instruction, and for tht reception of 
pupils and their transfer from one lilChool to another • • • 1 
Jection 11 specifies that the Board prepare an annual budget to be presented 
to the Common Council. 
In view of the limitations imposed by the School Law, one may we·1 
wonder how, in e short apan of two years (18'.>1•1853) • Sheldon succeeded :l.n 
9Franklin H. Chase, ~xracuae and It& Environs, Vol. II (New York: 
Lewia Historical Publications, 1924), p. 807. 
lO''The School Law Applicable to the City of Syracuse," from the Annual 
Report of the Board of Education. (Year ending lhcember 31, 1852), pp. 70-77. 
11tbid., p. 73. 
-
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con~olidating and grading the lower schools, organizing a central library, 
revising the curriculum, eatablishing evening schools, instituting written 
contracts for teachers, and giving the tmpulae and plan which resulted in 
the establishment of a High School in January. 1854. 
Sheldon's effectiveness may be sun:oiaed from the manner in which he 
obtained the position as clerk in the city of ~yracuae. School Bosrd proceed• 
inga indicate that there were two applicants; however, Sheldon had the in• 
itiative to present his application in person, at a School Board Meeting. 
He indicated to the Board members that he would appreciate their early con• 
sideration of the appointment of a clerk. aince he had other demands on his 
time. No doubt. impressed by such a forceful presentationt Sheldon got the 
position! 
Sheldon • .,aa responsible for the first publication of an Annual 
School Board Report in Syracuse. Previous reports had been entered in the 
ledger, for the Minutes of the regular Monthly meetings. Sheldon, however, 
with his talent for effective communication and good public relations, used 
this medium to keep the citizena informed regarding the operation of their 
schools. Re coqipiled the Fourth Annual Report for the ye•r ending February 15 
1852 and later, when the school year wa~ changed to conform to the fiscal year 
he issued an Annual Report for the year ending December 31, 1851. The rqport 
for the yeat ending February 15, 1851 describes school property, school 
libraries, text books, course of atudy, absence and tardiness, District 
Boundaries, discipline and a complete financial statement. A special sec• 
tion••"Teachers" pays tribute to the competence and devotion of the teaching 
staff. 12 
12Fourth Annual Report of the Board of Education of the City of 
' racuse for the year ending February 15. 1858 (Syracuse: Truairs Power Presa 
18 
This aection may partly explain the excellent relatioaahlp that ex-
tsted between Sheldon and the teaebera in the various achoola. The Annual 
Report for the year ending December 31, 1851 ia of particular interest since 
Sheldon includes a copy of the School Regulations (pp. 60-69). Section l 
(Chapter II) deecribea the duties of the prealdent of the School Board; and 
thereafter, Sectiona 2 througbJ4 list the duttea of the Clerk. One may 
validly lnfer that it vaa a 11atter of grave importance for Sheldon to define 
the role of Clerk. There ta ao copy of School D.egulationa prior to this time, 
which leads this writer to conclude that these llegulationa were compiled by 
iheldon. A review of the Proceediasa of Monthly School Board Meeting.a in• 
dicatea that Sheldon incorporated the varioua motion• that were passed at 
Board Meetinga, and added. regulatlo1111 that can only be attributed to Sheldon 
personally; e.g., the portioa of Section 14 (Chapter II) that deacribes the 
form of teacher contracta; Section 8 (Chapter III) that "each teacher shall 
commence the morning aeaaioa of the school by reading from Sacred Scripture 
•• •" and Section S (Chapter III) which state• that the teachers in each 
school be allowed one day ia each term to visit other Public School• of the 
City. 13 
Since the Aonwtl aeport waa approved by the School Board, there ta 
no doubt that the member• had every confidence in l'.iheldon'• administrative 
ability and approved hia action. 
The duttea of clerk. aa enumerated in Section 5 (Chapter II) are an 
intereating study in authority by default or conaent. On the surface thia 
section appear• contradictory to the duties of the Clerk •• 4efined in the 
13tbe Annual Report of the Board of Education of the City of Syracuae. 
Year ending December 31, 1852, p. 65. 
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school Law Applicable to the City of Syracuse; however, with a genius par• 
ticularly his own, Sheldon managed to reconcile School Regulationa and the 
City Ordinance. 
He keeps to the letter of the law by beginning "He 1:»hall act under 
the advice and direction of the Board; n but continues immediately: 
He shall have general supervision of all schools, schoolhouses, estates, 
and apparatua ••• He sh.all endeavor to acquaint himaelf with such prin• 
ciples and facts as may concern the interests of popular education in our 
city. He shall give vigilant attention to the organization, government 
and iostruction of the Public Schools • • • 
Section 5 continues: 
It shall be his duty to visit all schools ••• to pay particular atten• 
tion to the classification of pupils; to the character of instruction 
given, and to the modes of diacipline adopted; ••• 14 
The School Board was comprised of businesamen; and since the position of 
Clerk was a full•time occupation, one tnay conclude that they delegated much 
of their authority to Sheldon. It must not be assumed, however, that this 
authority was given lightly. There is ample evUence in the Reports of Stand 
ing Committees that members were well aware of their responsibilities and took 
an active interest in the school. Thie writer concludes that Sheldon's 
authority in matters pertaining to the schools was earned, by proving hi~ 
administrative ability to the School Board. The fact that he wished to have 
the extent of his authority clearly defined and in writing is a measure of 
his foresight and planning. Other elected Commissioners might not prove aa 
cooperative. in future years, but authority once established would be diffi• 
cult to withdraw. 
The problem of overer~ng is evidencedin the First Annual Report. 
14the Annual Repert of the Board of Education of the City of Syra• 
cuse. Year ending December 31, 1852• p. 61. 
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It state.a: 
The entire number for whom comfortable accommodationa are provided in 
our present school buildings. does not exceed 11460; while the number 
returned between the agea of S aod 16 ia 3,724. Excess of the latter 
over the former ta 2,264.15 
Compounding thia problem waa a City Ordinance that 11.aited the building fund 
to $1,500 ta any one year. A ceuua taken in 1850 ah«Mld the total nuaber 
of children to be 4,121. The average daily atteGdaace waa 113 more than the 
seat:lng capacity of the achoole. It ta propoaed in the Second Aanual Report 
that the restriction on the Bfatldiag Fund be removed. A further problem of 
a aerioua nature reported, va• the extent of abaeace and tarcU.neH ta the 
schools. 
The data furaf.ahed by tbe Third Annual lleport. indicate• that U.ttle 
bad been actually aceompliahed in regard to the problem of overcrowding, and 
that it awaited Sheldon'• aolutt.oa when be arrived in Syracuse in May of 1851. 
The ceuua juat completed abowed a total of 4,379 chilclren between the age• 
of s and 16 yeara (258 sr••ter than the figure• for the previous year). l'Wo 
lota bad ken purcbaaed aa aitu for achool buildinga, aDd the Board had con• 
tracted for two new buildinga ea of J'ebruaJ:y, 1851; however, cout.derlng the 
f.ncreaae in the school populat:lon, overcrowding would remain a problem for 
some time. The average c:laaa atae quoted ta the Third Auual Report wae 56, 
exceeding by 5 the nwul'ler reported for previoua year. The extremes, however, 
are considerably above and lNlow that number ... 
The level of teachera• ealartea presented a further problem. The 
report stated that they were being paid: 
15The rt.rat Anaual aeport of the Syracuse School Board: for the year 
ended April 18, 1849. 
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••• a aum conf ... edly ••11 in comparison with the amount pald for the 
services of6the same number of teachers, in aome of the otbeT citiea of the State. 
Budgetary •thode iheldoo waa compelled to reaor.t to• would prove a 
nightmare to modern adminiatratora, considering the statement by Smith that: 
Teachers dld not receive pay for their aervice1 except at the end of the 
term, and in aome inatanctta, then only, in ordera on the City Treaaurer, 
to be paid when the taxea were collected. Many of those engaged in teach• 
ing were obliged to get tTilated for board, clothing, and other necessities 
with the uaderatandiag of the creditors that they would 'be paid at the 
close of the tena. • • • *'17 of tbe employees suffered, not only from 
a•ll COBtpeneatt.on, but from lose io buying on time, with the future lose 
of deduction• for iatere•t.17 
Sheldon handled the overcrovdtng problem by utilizlog building couaittees to 
aid hlm in the important taak of achool expansion. He auceeaded in raising 
the llmitatioa on the buildina fund to $10,000. 18 In September, 1851, a lot 
waa purcbaaed on Seymour Street with "a ten rod frontage" with a view to DIOY• 
tog School ff to that eite.19 A lot four by eleven rocla was alao added to the 
grounds of School #3. Contract4l were awarded for the erection of a new school 
to Diatriet 19 and for enlargiag school #8. Scboolbouae 110 was also altered 
20 
and re pa ired. 
A'baence and tardineaa h«ld reached alanning proportion• prior to 
Sheldon'• appointment •• Clerk. Vartoua measures taken to alleviate the 
problem bad felled. A delegatloa of the ~yracuae Teacher•• Association ap• 
16third Annual l\eport of the S)'l'acuae School Board. Year Ending 
February 17, 1857. 
17Bdward Seith, A H&ttorY gf th! School! of Szr1cu1e (Syracuse: 
c. w. Bardeen, 1898) 1 p. 74. 
lSMinute• of Syracuae school Board Proceedlnga: Jaauary, 1853. 
19rranklin H. Chaae, m,acuu and Its E1nriron1 (New York: Lewie 
Hiatorlcal Publication•. 1924 , P• 805. 
L_
20M1auf•• of Syracuae School Board proceedinga ••• Special Meeting S. temvvr 16 U.52. 
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appeared before the School Board to request some kind of regulation r•garding 
the problem. Ever aenait1ve to reque•te from teachers aDd parenta, we find 
jbaldou reporting the adoption of the following reaolution in School Board 
ProceecU.nga: 
Any pupil who aball have 1tee11 abaent to the a110unt of th:cee ecbool daya 
in any term, except in caae of peraonal aickneea, aickne•3 in the family, 
or abaence from the City, ah.all not be entitled to coutiaue in such 
school, or2te admitted to any other until duly restored by the Ward Coaatttee. 
Enforcemest of thia regulation by over•zealoua Ward Commltt••• caused Sheldon 
to have thta regulation amended to read "restored by the Ward Committee or 
the Clerk. n22 Thia ensured that Sheldou could uae bia own df.acretion and 
avoid further problema of this nature. Sheldon upon vtew1ag tbe extent of 
the o\tererowdiag probln. and the U.111.tation placed on the buUding fund, 
posed the followtog que•tioa in hf.a Minual Report: 
What ecoaomic:ally can be obMrved in the expenditure of thia money• that 
vtll beat tend to promote the interests of popular education in our 
cf.tyt23 
It ta worthy of note, at thil point, that iheldoa'• atandard approach 
to a problem, vaa to form a 1pectal coaaittee to iaveatipte tlM utter, and 
make l'ecommendationa. Ia moat U..taacea, Sheldon wa, himself, a member of 
auch epeeial eo.itteea; and one my validly conclude that in moat f.natancea 
they reflected ht.a vteva. Be waa, at all t:l.mea, well inforaed regardtng 
educatiooal practice• ln other achool eyatema, and was ever ready to adapt 
auch practice• to the need• of the City of Syracuae. Having decided on a 
21.xtnutea of Syracuse School Board Proceedtaga: August. 1852. 
22 lb14. • Deceml>er • 1852. 
23The Annual lleport of tbe Board of Education for the City of 
Syracun: Year ended December :n. 1851, p. 17. 
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course of action, a favorite tactic was to marshall opinion of leading edu• 
cators, and quote them in aupport of his propoaals or innovations. Anyone 
who was not fully convinced at this point, might be persuaded to ~heldon's 
way of thinking by consideration of the economic benefit that would ensue 
aod which Sheldon never failed to emphasize. Convinced of the need for clas$i 
fication of pupils and consolidation of schools, Sheldon prepared to effect 
the neeeaaary change in the Syracuse School System. 
The special committee on Consolidation and Classification offered 
the following propoaal: 
by consolidatton, and by this alone we can provide in some adequate 
degTee for the growing demand for schools. It wou1d be prepostrous to 
attempt to supply all the rapf ily growing districts of our city with 
large schools such as we have established already. Each one baving four 
or five distinct departments. We must centralize the advanced scholars, 
and build our new schoolhouses more particularly for the accommodation 
of the youn~~~ children. By this means. we can supply each district 
with a convenient primary school and make the larger onces already es• 
tablished more efficient than they are now for the instruction of ad• 
vanced classes.24 
As a pilot project, a special committee, consisting of Mr. Burnet, Mr. Ashley 
and Mr. Sheldon were appointed to prepare a report on the possibility of 
consolidating School 16 and #12. They concluded that 15 pupils in #12 be• 
longed to the Higher Department and required nearly four houre of the teacher• 
time each clay, and that they could better be accoanodated into classes in ffa3 
and #5 without increasing the labor of any teacher. Ten pupils from the 
Higher Department in #6 could be transferred to ~7 for a more efficient 
operation of the schools. Thua, there began the process of classification. 
and consolidation. 25 
24Minutes of the Syracuse School Board Proceedings: December, 1852. 
25Mtnutea of a Special Meeting of the Syracuse School Board: 
December JO. 1852. 
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In his Annual Report Sheldon explains at length, the benefit• that 
derived from eonaolidatioa, in terms of educational pbtloaoph7 and ecoDOmic 
benefit. lie quotea Horace Maaa on the evila of amall •chool diatricta. "I 
con.aider the Law of 1849, authorizing the towns to divide themselves into 
small diatr:l.cta, the moat u;1fortunate on the subject of Cotmoo Schools ever 
enacted in thta State... Couolf.dation in Syracuae resulted in the appointment 
of two female principal.a and lut the parent• haft any doubt regarding their 
efficiency, Sbeldoa tndtcatea hf.a own confidence in their ability, and quotes 
Henry Barnard's opinion on the aubject of female teacbere in public schools: 
"In thue achoola I have ever found the fDNlle teacher most faithful. ener• 
getic, untiring, and auceeaafv1."26 Having auccea•full1 introduced and ef• 
fected claaaificaU.on and coa.aolidation, Sheldon did not neglect to inform 
the citueu of the economic benefit involvecl, and devoted a part of his re• 
port to thia important cou14eration. 
The remaining ianovatioa that marked Sheldon'• adminietration in 
Syfaeuee wea the propoaal and plan for a high school. lie reminded the people 
that a High School had been ta their plaa for a ecbool ayatn in 1848, and 
that four years later, it wae not yet a reality. Be dwelt at length on the 
benefit that would accrue from a ceatral high acbool and deacribed the ex• 
perteneea aud pro11:eaa of fourteen other achool aysteme in this area. In all 
tnetancea the •arioua adatnutratora were convinced that a High l:ichool com-
slating their educational ayatem had the effect of rat.ing property value in 
tbe df.strieta. Others were coavlaeed of the social benefit involved. Sheldon 
27 devoted •ixteeo pagea of hia Annual Report to this topic. In the context 
26the Aanual B.epo1't of the kbool Board of the City of Syracuse, 
December :n. 1852 • p. 29. 
27~ •• PP• 33•40. 
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of the Nineteenth Century• one can readily ut1derstand why he felt the need 
for such an energetic promotion. Tile notion still prevailed that not all 
children would have an opportunity to attend high school, and citizens did 
not want to assume the bui.·den of support for an inatitution that served a 
minority of the population. However, Sheldon's forceful advocacy of this 
cause had the desired effect and a high Bchool waa finally established io 
January of 1853, ahortly after ~heldon moved from Syracuse. 
Curriculum reviaion was one of the taaks that faced Sheldon in 
~yracu$e. It ia interesting to note that he explains in detail, in his 
annual reports, the reason and juatific:ation for his adoption of texu. and 
describes the alternatives that wei·e available to him. One may validly con• 
elude that such emphaaia on Public Relations and Comrl~nication fostered a good 
relationship with acbool parenta. Sheldon had a well-developed sense of 
"accountability, n to parent.I that modern•day adminlt. tratoro would do well 
to emulate. 
It would not seem reasonable to expect that Sheldon did not encounter 
some opposition to his innovations. Smith describes reactions to the adoption 
of ~penser and Rice's writing syatem: 
All children uaing pen and ink were required to purchase seta of copies 
provided 'by the Board and teacher• were forbidden to aet copies. This 
was regarded by some of the pupils and patrons as an arbitrary enactment, 
T.:achera, however. couidered it a great relief. lt meant that they were 
relie~ed of the chore of having to set copies for each individual ~nild 
(50•100} between the close of achool and the next morning session. 
Sheldon introduced an innovation into the curriculum in the form of 
vocal music:. The first money to be appropriated for supplying books, etc., 
28 Edward Smith, A Hiatorx 2f the Schools of Syracus.!. (Syracuse: 
c. w. Bardeen, 1893), p. 77. 
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for any but indigent puplla wae aet apart at the June Blffting of the :>cbool 
29 
aoard (1851) for the purchaae of aoag book.a and drawing cerda. To provl.de 
additional in•urance agaiaat lack of cooperation from teaehera, in the area 
of VOCAl muaic be introduced it aa Section 121 (Chapter III) of the School 
aegulatf.ou: 
The teacher• are required, ao far as practicab1!0 to make vocal music 
one of the regular ex.lrciaea of the schoolroom. 
Curriculum reviaioa assured, Sheldon turned bis attention to establishing 
Eveoing School• for adult educatioa. Always wall informed regarding the 
operation of other achool ayat ... , be waa aware that aucb 1ut1tutions existed 
in the larger Eastern towu. Jn llovember of 1852, be opened an evening school 
in #5 aa a pilot project. !valuating thia school. Sheldon atatea in bis 
Annual B.eport: 
The moral aad social influence of thia 41chool, alone, are worth far more 
than all ita coata. We feel confident that the aame amount of money 
cannot ~ more profitably •peat. ia conneetloa with our educational 
mettera. l 
The Annual Report pubU.•hed on rebruary 15, 1852 lad t.catea that there were 
seven diatrict librarie•• at tbat time. One of Sheldon'• innovatioaa was to 
eetabllah a Central Library at the office of the Board of Education: 
By tbu arrangement much of the ordinary expense incurred in duplicating 
'boob to accOllllOdate different diatricta, wUl 1>e uved, and a valuable 
library accumulated, adequate to the wants of the whole eity.32 
29 
.rut·. p. 73. 
30
"school legulttioos," from the Annual Report of the Board of Edu• 
cation of the City of Syra '~:. ae, .December, 1857, p. 67. 
310school llegulatione," from the Annual Report of the Board of Edu• 
cation of the City of Syracuse, Deeaal>er, 1857, p. 14. 
32
tbf.d., P• 10. 
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The largest and most costly books were removed from the District Libraries 
to the Central Library. A list of the books available was published in the 
city newspapers, evidence of Sheldon's concern for an informed public. The 
list was also published in an Appendix to the Annual Report. 
~ummarx 
Sheldon's educational effort in Syracuse may be sunmarized as: 
1. A progressive building program. 
2. Effective regulation for absence and ta•dtneaa. 
3. Classification of pupils and consolidation of schools. 
4. Curriculum revision. 
5. Provision for Adult Education. 
6. Organization of a Central Library. 
7. A plan for a City High School. 
An evaluation of these achievements suggests that all of them in one way or 
another contribute to the American ideal of universal education. The build-
ing of new school houses, and the extensions to existing schools, alleviated 
the overcrowding problem and ensured sufficient accommodation for every child 
in Syracuse so that none would be turned away for lack of space, as had been 
alleged in School Board Proceedings~ The consolidation of schools and the 
plan to make new buildings primary schools, ensured they would be within rea-
sonable distance from the honies of small children. 
Evening schools had already been established in some of the larger 
eastern towns, and if Sheldon's evening schools were not an innovation in 
education, they represented a considerable innovation in Syracuse. 
The extent of the absence and tardiness of pupils that exiated in 
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Syracuse is unbelie•able by all modern-day standards; however, in a sub• 
sistence economy, it i~ not surprising to find children at work when they 
should rightly be in the classroom. In the absence of Compulsory School Laws, 
Sheldon's school Regulations for Absence and Tardiness represented an im• 
portant innovation, and helped to promote the cause of universal education. 
His plan for a High School to comp ete the educational system in 
Syracuse did not become a reality in his time; however, it was established 
less than a year after he left and to him goes the credit for the planning, 
the promotion, and the design for that institution. 
In conclusion, to Sheldon goes the credit for creating a proper 
climate for innovation. A vigorous public relations policy helped convince 
the people of Syracuse that the allocation of ti.me, money, and personnel in 
the various projects was worthwhile. Sheldon kept them informed each step 
of the way regarding progress, and made available to them statistics of 
other comparable school systems for comparison and evaluation. 
CHAPTER IV 
A PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe Sheldon'• philoaophy of 
education. No claim is made that it was necessarily any better than other 
educational philoaophies•-znerely that it was baaed on sound educational prin• 
ciples. These principles will be examined in terms of modern educational 
values, keeping in mind the historical context in which Sheldon's philosophy 
was developed. 
The educators of the nineteenth century did not have at their disposal 
the knowledge of child psychology, or the result of educational research that 
ia available to modern educators, and Sheldon worked within this limitation. 
He has been criticized for espousing the accepted psychology of his day which 
1 
assumed the existence of "faculties," a theory later discredited. Dearborn 
qualified hie criticism by indicating that it was based on "subjective 
analysis" and the fact that apparently Sheldon did not discriminate or borrow 
selectively from the English interpretation of Pe1talozzi. 
Thia writer would argue that point, and agreea with Dorothy Rogers 
who states "~heldon dressed up Pestalozzian principles and practices to suit 
himself. While~ conclusions retained a Pestalozzian flavor, they neverthe• 
1Ned H. Dearborn, The Oswego Movement (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1925), p. 74. 
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less bore the Sheldon stamp.• There is evidence that Sheldon had reserva-
tiona about certain Peetalozzian principles and practices, and that he did 
not necessarily confine himself to the narrow English interpretation of the 
movement; he was aware, as an innovative educator must be, that practices 
and principles must be adapted to a specific situation. Io the preface to 
''Model Lessons for Infant School Teachers," Sheldon states that the plan of 
the lessons was suggested by Peatalozzi 's t'Manual des Meres." He adds: 
The instruction there given, however, ls so exceedingly in detail, and 
so much spread out, that it would be wearing to the active and impetioua 
temperament of English children, though it might auit well the more 
patient painstaking character of the German mind.3 
While it is true that Sheldon referred frequently to "faculties," 
there is no evidence that he interpreted this theory in its moat extreme 
form. In some instances it led to the belief that subject matter was im• 
portant only as a means to develop the mind. Sheldon•• curriculum did not 
conform to thb extreme theory. In regard to "faculties" he has referred to 
memory, reasoning, and perception, and has deplored the extensive use of one 
at the expense of the other. He baa stated that a child should be trained 
to observe properties of objects and communicate his observations clearly. 
Cultivating accurate observation and developing vocabulary ta presently an 
essential exercise of science and other subjects. 
A chapter is being devoted to Sheldon's philoaophy in order to trace 
its practical application in ~heldon's educational design. It presents the 
2Dorothy Rogers, OSWEGO: Fountainhead of Teacher Education (New 
York: Appleton•Century•Croft, Inc., l965), p. 19. 
3E. A. Sheldon, Model LHaona for Infant School Teachers. 
ed. (London: Published by the Home and Colonial School Society, 
Preface, p. vi. 
Fifth 
1857)' 
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rationale that governed his innovative practices and directed his educational 
endeavors. It is a valid assumption that only to the extent that his phi• 
loaophy was based on sound educational principle• can his ideas and practices 
have value, or give direction to modern educators. 
George s. Counts indicates that a comprehensive philosophy of educa• 
tion should have auch essential elements as: 
(1) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
a theory of the nature of the child. 
a theory of the learning and educative proceas. 
a value system. 
a theory of the function of the echool in society 
it should be consistent and practicable. 
Counts further states: 
It should be adapted to a particular time and place. There is no 
philosophy, unleaa it is couched in thg moat general terms imaginable, 
that could poaseas universal validity. 
In regard to the nature of the child, Sheldon recognized the need 
for emotional security, and accepted the fact that much of the learning process 
takes place outtide the classroom: 
At home the child had the free range of the shop, the garden. • • • In 
taking him from his home to the school we should make the transition as 
alight aa possible •••• The only difficulty he should be made to feel, 
between hi.a out-of•achool and in-school studies, should be a little more 
restraint incident to his ataociation with large numbers, and a little 
more system and formality in his work.s 
Sheldon indicate• a need to motivate and challenge the child, but cautions 
against fostering dependence by doing things for him that he can do for 
himself. 
4 George s. Counts, "Criteria for Judging a Philosophy of Education," 
quoted in What Is A Philosophy of Education? by Christopher J. Lucas 
(London: The Macmillan Co •• 1969), pp. 93•94. 
5E. A. Sheldon, ''What Ia the Proper Work of a Primary .:>chool," 
Addreaspa and Proceedinga of the National Teachers Association, 1870, 
p. 103. 
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Aware that the attention span of primary children ia relatively short, 
Sheldon further states: 
Again his occupations must be frequently changed. No matter how pleasing 
they may be at first, they soon become stale and distasteful, and some• 
thing new must be provided. • • • To him change is refreshment, and by 
it, his interest ia ever kept alive and vigoroua.6 
Sheldon was conscious of individual differences, and his endeavor to 
provide for these differences caused Krusi to state that it made the Normal 
School administration "unnecessarily complex." Thia criticism interpreted 
in aurrent educational values would be a coamendation. 
I was surprised to see here the laborious work connected with the 
classification and standing of pupils belonging to three different de-
partments; the Elementary, Advanced, and Claaaical. Thia work was 
rendered the more complicated by a kind of optional plan permitting 
the pupils to take lessons in various departments at once, perhaps in 
advance of their regular course; and causing them to wait for a term 
or two before resuming the studies necessary to graduate in a certain 
course.7 
Sheldon advocated "classification" in .:>yracuae and later promoted 
the same prac~tce in Oswego. With a minor change in terminology, one can 
validly call this ''homogenous grouping." He describes the conditions which 
necessitated this practice: 
Another evil which existed was the forcing of pupils, of very different 
degrees of attainment and capacity, into the same classes, to the great 
disadvantage of all who happened to fall above or below the median rank 
••• the board ••• have endeavored ao to classify the schools. as to 
bring together, in the same achool pupils of like attainment and capa-
aides.8 
Modern educators would refine this practice to bring pupils of "like attain• 
6
,!lli., p. 104. 
7Elizabeth Sheldon, Herman Krusi's Recollections of My Life (New 
York: Grafton Preas, 1907), pp. 223•224. 
8 First Annual Report of the Board of Education of the City of 
Oswego, 1854, p. 5. 
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ment and capacity" together within small groups and clasarooms; however, the 
underlying principle in each case ia essentially the same. 
~heldon's greatest contribution to modern educational philosophy 
was his empirical observations of the nature of the learning process. The 
greater portion of his life was devoted to administration of the Oswego Normal 
~chool where he had a rare opportunity to test his theories of learning and 
develop good teaching practices. Graduates of Oswego disseminated these ideas 
over a wide area of the United States and even to foreign countries. 
Sheldon's first direction to teachers is the basis of modern 
methodology: 
Let teachers first determine what is the particular object to be at• 
tained, not only in every subject they have to teach, but in every step 
of that subject, and then let them hold firmly to their object, endeavor• 
ing to throw as much variety as possible into the means they use to 
accomplish it.9 
This practice lends itself well to the modern theory that different children 
learn by different means, although this principle as such was not formally 
jtated in ~heldon's writings. 
~heldon was a prolific writer••one of his efforts was a series of 
five readers aptly called ":.>heldon •a Readers, 11 and a manual of instructions 
to accompany them. It is interesthg to note that he does not confine himself 
to one reading mothod. While appearing to favor the "ehonic method," he 
states that it should not be uaed exclusively, and provides also for the uae 
of the Word and Sentence Methods. He suggests that "Sounds and combinati.ons 
10 
not yet taught the children may be learned as words." He provided direc• 
9E. A. Sheldon, Model Lessons for Infant School Teachers Part III, 
Second ed. (London: Seeley, Jackaon, Halliday, 185'45": preface. p. xi. 
10 E. A. Sheldon and E. Hubbard Barlow, Teachers Manual (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1875), p. 41. 
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tion~ for using each ruethod • 
.>heldon'a "Cenersl Principles and Directions" portray much of his 
educational philosophy, and therefore will be sununarizod here: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viO.) 
(ix) 
(x) 
(xi) 
(xii) 
(xiii) 
(xiv) 
(xv) 
(xvi) 
Ideas come before words. 
Foster independence; teach the child to help himself. 
Activity is the law of childhood. Children learn by doing. 
Change is rest. 
Avoid lengthly lessons: 15 to 20 minutes for little children. 
As pupils advance, time n~y be extended. 
Cultivate an easy conversational style. 
Progress should be in terms of what the child can learn, not 
what the teacher can give. 
Avoid too much drill. This b not nature's way. 
Allow no pupil to answer in recitation, unless called upon. 
Children are great imitators: use this to advantage. 
''Words of encouragement always go much fnther than words of 
censot' iousneas." 
General rendering of the thought is more important than verbal 
errors. 
Good readers, have to first, foster goodmading habits. 
Help the child read sentences rather than words. 
The child should maintain a good posture. 11 Foster good breathing habits, for smooth effortless reading. 
An appendix to Jheldon'a Manual contains recommendations from aumerous 
administrators who propose to use the reading series in their schools. Five 
normal school principals stated: 
They are, in our judgement. written upon a correct plan; the selections 
are pleasing and at the same time well adapted to the cultivation of 
literary taste in the pupila.12 
If ~heldon's objective was ~o cultivate a literary taate, this re-
futes, in some measure, any allegation that he regarded subject matter, only, 
as a means to cultivate the mind. The "faculties" theory implies that 
11effecti w teaching depends on sufficient repetition. 1113 :>heldon leave» no 
11E. A. Sheldon and E. H. Hubbard Barlow, Teachers Manual (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1875), p. 41. 
12 
.!J?.!& •• Appendix, p. 2. 
13 Rogers, op. cit., p. 79. 
doubt IHi to his views on this m~tter: ''I uni sati~fieJ 1.hat grave mistakes 
sre made just here. These inane repetitiona are at once unnatural and 
stupefying ••• If we were to stop to drill into the child every new idea 
or exprea.sion, we would di.sgust him with every new acquirement. 1114 
It is a valid conclusion that .:>heldon was an early proponent of 
"readiness." In one of his annual reports in Syracuae, he stated: 
Each pupil before being advanced from a lower to a higher department, is 
required to pass a thorough and satisfactory examination ••• on all 
subjects ••• it was thought the examination would niake it neceuary 
for him to master thoroughly all the subjects ••• and it would preclude 
the possibility of slighting any branch that is important in the education 
of the child.15 
There is little to criticize in Sheldon's plan for teacher training. 
The demand for Oswego graduates throughout the country in the nineteenth 
century ia, in itself, an indication of the confidence people had in the 
superior merit of iheldon's theories and practices. Modern educators would 
find little fault with the following principles, summarized for the sake of 
brevity: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
Proper preparation-·"an exhaustive knowledge of the subjects 
to be taught. 11 
Educational theory••"Teachers should undentand the underlying 
principies of every subject ••• and the relation between the 
different subjects ••• " (in modern terminology the inter• 
disciplinary approach) 
Child psychology••a thorough knowledge of the child • • • " a 
careful, systematic study of children." 
Knowledge of methods••"a clear understanding as to the use to 
be made of the means employed." 
Opportunity for observation of teaching. 
History of education••11instruction in theories and history 
of education. 
14E. A. Sheldon, Teachers Manual (New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1875), pp. 18-19. 
15 Fourth Annual Report of the Board of Education of the City of 
Syracuse. February, 1852, p. 6. 
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(viii) The student should be given complete responsibility and freedom 
in control and management of his class. 
(ix) Competent critics should outline the work, see that parts are 
suitably related "and the work properly accomplished. 11 
(x) Curriculum: student teachers ~hould uoderstand "the principles 
on which courses of studies should be arranged, and be able to 
frame such course"."16 
::Jheldon disagreed with the practice prevalent in the New York Normals 
prior to 1896. After con1pleting the acholastic requiremeotlil, student teachers 
spent five months in professional training. :iheldon indicated that a year 
was necessary. ''This would give opportunity for a wider range of applica-
tion of principles, and alao of instruction in the theories and history of 
education. 017 
He proposed three distinct steps in practice teaching: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Observation of classes being taught by a skilled teacher. 
Observation by a fellow clasa member-•the teaching to be followed 
by criticism and discussion 
Teaching in the practice school at the end of their courses in 
child study and methods. 
Benjamin Brinkman indicates that uthe crucial term in the definition 
18 
of education is preferred." Granting that preferences indicate the social 
and cultural values of a philosophy. it is necessary at this point to consider 
Sheldon's approach to the major areas listed by Brinkman as areas of conc•rn 
for American educators: 
l. The nature of Democracy in Anierica. 
2. Cultural heritage. 
3. SJ1ritual values. 
16E. A. Sheldon, ''The Practice School as a Public School, 11 Addresses 
and Proceedings of N.E.A., 1896, pp. 659-665. 
17 J.!?.!4., p. 653. 
18 Benjamin Brinkman, "!he Meaning of Philosophy of Education," from 
What Is a Philosophy of Education, Christopher J. Lucas (London: Macmillan 
Co., 1969), p. 264. 
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4. 
5. 
Nonformal educational inf luencms. 19 National interests and world understanding. 
Beginning with Jefferson. many American educators have stood for a 
democratic conception of life. Sheldon was no exception. After the Revolu-
tion, educators planned a system of schools designed to further national and 
democratic ideals. As has already been stated, Sheldon was one of the early 
proponents of universal education. Educators considered Republican ideals 
could only be preserved by an informed electorate. 
dheldon, in his Second Annual Report, describes Oswego as a eommer-
cial city, with a transient population that increased rapidly from the fact 
of ita being a frontier town. Justifying the Arithmetic and Evening Schools, 
Sheldon states: 
There is much solicitude manifested for the education of the youth of our 
.}mmit,rrant population, and many fears entertained lest an ignorant and 
bigoted constituency should on occasion corrupt legislation. These schools 
more than any other are the most effectual safeguards, and if properly 
conducted, the safest, the surest, and by far the easiest means of dis• 
pelling bigotry, eradicating prejudice, and promoting a common borther-
hood.2o 
Considering the insistence today on "busing11 and education as a weana to 
promote civil rights, Sheldon was proplaetic in assigning to education the 
role of "dispelling bigotry, eradicating prejudice and promoting a common 
bt;~>therhood." 
Sheldon's concern for lndividual differences• and his esteem for each 
individual child, fostered democratic ldeals. The extent to which he was 
prepared to practice the ideala of Democracy represented a considerable 
19 ~ •• p. 265. 
20 Second Annual Report of the Oswego School Board (Oswego: R. J. 
Oliphant, 1855), p. 25. 
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innovation in tbe nineteenth century, an<l may be inferred froni Section fJ33 
(Chapter III) of the Rules and Regulations for the City of Syracuse: 
It shall be the. duty of the Principals to read to their respective 
schools, at least once in each term, so much of the Regulations of the 
Board as will give them a just understanding of the rules by which they 
are to be governed.21 
O. J. Harmon deacrf.bes well the practical view that prevailed in many 
oineteenth•century connnunitiea prior to establishment of the free aystem of 
schools. The education of the child was held to be in the interest of the 
2arent, not the state; and the small sums to be paid by the father kept 
hundreds of children out of school. In the fight fot' bread, the child had 
only a monex value, and was worth what he could EARN; what he was worth to 
23 the $tate••to HDISELF, had little consideration. 
The establishment of free schools helped to alleviate this problem, 
but having submitted to taxes for the conimon school, communities were re-
luctant to assume support of high schools which might only be of service to 
a minority of the school population: 
In order to build a publicly supported system of schools, early educators 
were, indeed, compelled to initiate a campaign for modifying the prevalent 
conception of laissez faire •••• 23 
In his vigorous efforts to establish hir,h echocls in Syracuse and 
f. ;1ego, one may validly as1Jume that Sheldon promoted the ideal of a claaslesa 
society, or anticipated the objectives of modern educatora to provide upward 
21 The Annual Report of the Board of Education of the City of Syracuse. 
Year ending December 31, 1852, p. 68. 
22 Hon. o. J. Harmon, ''Remote causes which Led to the Organization of 
the Normal School" from Historical Sketchea: First Quarter Century (Oswego: 
R. J. Oliphant, 1888), p. 38. 
23 Curti, op. cit., p. 581. 
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n1obility for the poor and underpriviledged. His humanitarian efforts in the 
Ragged o>chool and his evening schools support this p'teirnise. Sheldon looked 
to the primary schoob as a meana to correcting some of the evila prevalent 
in the society of his day: 
ln the right education of early childhood, must we look for a corrective 
of the evils of society in our large cities and manufacturing villages 
and for the beginning of a better and higher civilization than has yet 
blesaed our world.24 
Contrary to prevalent practice, ;:>beldon believed that only the most 
competent teachers should be permitted to teach erimarl children, and he was 
convinced that female teachers were best suited, by nature, for th:fs purpose. 
Re advocated a mild form of discipline, although corporal punishment 
was not ruled out entirely. He regarded it as the lesser of two evils, were 
a choice to be made between corporal punishment and expulsion. He felt 
that the latter should be a last resort: 
••• not only in view of the lasting, irreparable injury it inflicts 
on the child, but upon the community. In nine cases out of ten, the only 
good influence, or wholesome restraints that are thrown around such 
children, are in the school, and when these are sundered, the last hope 
of making a good citizen or a useful man is blasted.25 
Early proponents of universal education and the free school system 
neceaaarily, .. established a precedent for abridgement of private enterprise, 
and the extension of social interest and control. 1~6 Sheldon advocated this 
approach to preserving and promoting ideals of democracy; however, he did 
not envision public schools as Godless institutions. Section #'8 (Chapter III) 
24 Third Annual Report of the Oswego jchool Board (Oswego: R. J. 
Oliphant, 1854), p. 21. 
25Fourth Annual R·Jport of the Board of Education of the City of 
Syracuse. December 16, 1858, p. 12. 
26
eurti, op. cit., pp. 581-582. 
oi. the .:i<.:hool Regula ti1.>ns for the City of .>yracuse demands that each 
teacher begin the AiChool day by reading frorn .:kKi,:ed ~cripture. However, 
.;ognizant of the Constitutional Amendment widch assures aep<.uation of Church 
and State, ;)ection ii8 of the Regulat.ions adde, ''but such l"eading shall be 
without note or cOttlllent upon the portion read."27 
jheldon's ntanual of elementary inatruction includes lesson plans for 
Moral Instruction, which were an essential part of the Sheldon curriculum. 
Sheldon's interpretation of Pestalozzi states that education to be complete 
28 
must be "moral, intellectual, and physical:' and it 18 a valid conclusion 
that Sheldon regarded these elements in just that order of importance. 
He lists four steps in moral instruction which are in no way related 
to any religious denomination. 
Step I. Moral Impressions••distinguish right from wrong, "Thua 
preparing for religious impressions." 
~tep II. Moral Qualitiea••appreciate 1 distinguish and name moral 
qualities. 
Step III. Moral Conduct••to enable the child to form a mental picture 
of an ideal moral charaeter to emulate. 
Step IV. Relationship of moral qualities-·"In short he commtmces 
the atudy of moral principles.29 
Sheldon's belief that a teacher had a duty to lead students "to love and 
follow the right, and reject the wrong," and to carefully develop the 
"aesthetic and moral nature" of the child, is essential to a sound educational 
philosophy. 
27 Annual Report of the Board of Education fo~ the City of Syracuse, 
December 3, 1852, p. 66. 
28.!!?M·· p. 390. 
29E. A. Sheldon and E. Hubbard Barlow, Teachers Manual of Element!_;:I 
Instruction (New York: 6th edition revised; American Book Company, 1862), 
p. 390. 
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An essential element of Sheldon's philoaophy was his theory of the 
worth of the individual child, He refuted the idea that the child waa •inful 
and had to be disciplined. No claim is made that Sheldon init:l.ated this 
theory, but there is no doubt that he was one of its earliest and moat forcefu 
proponents. Hb ideas were diffuaed nationwide, by Oswego alunmi, and it may 
be conclude( that he waa largely responsible for an innovation that rr~decn 
terminology would cla:.uify aa "the child-centered curriculum." 
One of aheldon's greatest contributions to educational theory was 
to emphasize learning by doing, use of familiar objecti:J and the child' a na-
tural environment, development of perception, reasoning, and vocabulary, and 
the incipient trend of a balance between the Sciences and the Humanities. 
He haa been criticized for pedantry in the vocabulary used in lea~ons 
on objec~:s, and the fact that, in time, object teaching utook on a formalism 
of its own. 030 It is a valid concl.uaion that o>hel.don applied in practice 
what he believed in principle; however, it was not hiu fault if imitators of 
II his aystem were guilty of misapplying his theories. Uerbartianiam . . . 
and Progressivism have been as thoroughly misapplied as the systems they 
succeeded. 1131 
~heldon anticipated this development with hia customary foresight. 
lle indicated that it could be averted if teachers endeavored to, "lay hold 
more tenaciously of principles." If thia were done, he indicated, " ••• 
30 R.. Freeman Butts and Lawrence A. Crcuuin, A Hiiitory of Education 
in American Culture (New York: Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, 1953), p. 437. 
31 Rogers, op. cit., p.81. 
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we would not see the effect of plans nullified . . • nor find them so mis-
applied that what was originally used to advantage ceases to do good. n 32 
It is the conclusion of this writer Jhat much of the criticism di.cecte 
at ~heldon was due to the over-zealous efforts of Historians to draw parallels 
between his philosophy and Peatalozzianiam, or to fit Sheldon to the 
Pestalozzi mold. Sheldon's philosophy was particularly his own, and defies 
classification under Progresaivhm, Pragmatism, Idealism or any other "ism." 
It could only be classified as 11developmental." At one point in time and 
place, he borrowed from Pestalozzian theory; years later. in another time and 
with another school population, he corresponded with Elizabeth Peabody in 
regard to what he considered "an important reformation in our methods of 
teaching ... 33 His Kindergarten courses embodie• the best of Froebel 1 s teach• 
ing. Educational needs at a later date cauaed him to invite Dr. Mohlberg 
of Jena, Germany, a disciple of the famous Herbart to come to Oawego with 
the hope of making "some genuine progress in enlarging the psychological out-
34 look of our teachers and making our methods more soundly philosophical." 
Counta 1 theory that philosophy ehould be adapted to "a particular time, and 
a particular place, 11 was practically applied by .>heldon, who also adapted 
philosophy to a particular society in terms of tranamiaaion of cultural 
heritage. 
Sheldon's philosophy is well summarized by Dorothy Rodgers: 
32E. A. Sheldon, Model Lessons for Infant Teachers Part III, Second 
ed. (London: Seeley, Jackaon & Halliday, 1354), preface, p. xi. 
33 Ruth M. Baylor, Elizabeth Palmer Peabody (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 1965). Letter from Sheldon, quoted on p. 8(.. 
34Mary Sheldon Barnes, ''Biographical Sketch of E. A. Sheldon," in 
Historical ~ketches: First Quarter Century (Oswego: R. J. Oliphant, 
1888), p. 144. 
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He searched ceadelesaly for better an~wer6 and wa~ ever ready to give 
promising innovations a fair trial. While for many educators, orthodoxy 
is the trademark 3£ respectability, Sheldon viewed no system aa sacrosant, 
not even his own. 5 
His innovative philosophy is best described by Skinner, in a eulogy 
delivered before the National Education Association'• convention at Washington 
in 1898. Referring to Sheldon's presence at the previous year's convention 
in Mt.lwaukee and his progressive outlook, Skinner states, "The fifty years 
that lay behind him wer~ an inspiration rather than a memory," and he leaves 
to future teachers "a progressive siiJd stimulating viaion . . . 
35 Rogers, OJ?. cit., p. 22. 
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charles R. Skinner• "The Life and Character of Edward Austin 
Sheldon" from ~ddreasea and Proceedings of the N.E.A., 1898, pp. 67•68. 
CHAP'I'ER V 
AmtINISTRATION OF OSWECO SCHOOLS 
Religious pluralism in Oswego delayed consolidation of the school 
1:1ystem and presented problem& in obtaining support for a free school system. 
This was compounded by political factions with vested interests. However, 
an expanding economy after 1845 made more money available for educational 
innovations. 1 
It ia important to review. briefly, the antec~dents of Oswego'a edu-
cational system, in order to understand the problems that faced Sheldon, as 
the first administrator of the new school system. 
It must be remembered that Oswego was a frontier town at the be-
ginning of the nineteenth century, and the educational needs of its children 
were largely left to the various religioua denominations. Established churche 
in Oswego did not emerge until the second decade of the nineteenth century; 
and in keeping with other areaa in American society, established schools fol-
lowed. Initially, foiinal religious meetings were confined to timea when a 
visiting preacher reached the remote settlement. 
The traditional picture of Americans trekking Westward, clearing land 
and bullding homes and after pausing only to take a second breath, 
erecting school houses and white spired churches is an oversimplif ica-
tion. Land and homes were necessities, whereas schools and churches 
were often luxuries, whi<.h a frontier community could not afford ••• 
l Snyder, op. cit •• p. 108. 
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~bsence of clergy, lack of money, and remoteness from older communities 
had to be overcome. And thus, while many Oswego pioneers were God•fearing 
people, they were physically unable, for a time, to duplicate the churches 
or meeting houses which they left behind.2 
The earliest appearance of the various religions was a Baptist service 
in 1808, a Congregational Society in 1802, and the advent of a Methodist 
circuit rider in Oswego C-:·;nty before 181?.. The Baptist Church of Mexico 
erected the first church building in 1823, and the Presbyterians built their 
first church in 1825. Edwin W. Clark assisted in fostering the Sunday School 
System. ''His secretarial report for the Oswego County Sunday School Teacher 1a 
Association in 1831 indicated that dozens of Sunday Schools had been estab• 
liehed in the district school houaea; there were twenty-six in the Town of 
Voleny, thirteen each in Scdba, Granby and Hannibal and eight in New Haven. 113 
The first Catholic Church (St. Paul's) was built in 1844, and a year 
later a brick school house. In 1860, the German element erected St. Peter's 
Cerman Roman Catholic Church. By 1840, with the coming of canals and rail-
roads, Irish and French canadians arrived in the valley. The French catholics, 
finding themselves outnumbered, built the St. Louis French Catholk Church in 
1870. An English influx added yet another dimension to the ethnic grouping. 
The English and Irish influx was reflected in a third pariah in the 
Southweatern part of the city, and the erection of the Church of St. John 
the Evangelist in 1871 •••• However, in forty years, Roman Catholicism 
had attained a majority atatua in Oswego.4 
In 1849, Oswego had a population of about 12,000. Religious plural-
ism and a multiplicity of ethnic groups were reflected in different cultural 
and social values. The establishment of a free school system had been 
achieved in nearby Syracuse in 1848; however, when such a plan waa later 
2 1!?..'!4·' p. 138. 3 ~., p. 147. 4 1!!!.9.. ' p. 146 • 
proposed in Oawego, local opposition developed. "Up to thh time the achools 
o:f Oswego had been under the old district school rat;l ·bill system •••• 
Each diatrict had ita own local officera, elected annually by the people of 
the district ••• there were twelve such districts in the city. The new 
law contemplated the consolidation of all these districts into one with a 
single governing board."5 
The plan for unification was bitterly opposed. It was alleged that 
the whole plan was a scheme to fund a system of Protestant educational insti• 
tutiona which the Catholics would be forced to •upport. 6 
The Honorable O. J. Harmon. describing the situation years later 
stated: 
• • • the people of Oswego aome fort~ years ago regarded with much un• 
easiness the condition of our public schools. Divided into •mall dis• 
tricts by line• which did not divide, hoatilitiea were incessant. 
Teachers were employed whose chief merit was their cheapness. Con• 
aolidation waa bitterly oppo7ed because it would deprive those in power, 
of a little brief authority. 
Finally, a bill was µisa:i:l on April 5, 1853 by the State Legislature 
8 
authorizing the organiaation of a free school system in Oswego. The fact 
that the Act waa passed and unification of the school districts provided for, 
in no way guaranteed its success. Harmon, a five•term school board member 
described Sheldon's administration of the Oswego Schools aa: .. Reorganization 
5 Mary .::;heldon Barnes, Autobiography of Edward Austin lheldon (New 
York: Ives Butler Co., 1911), p. 99. 
6 Ibid., p. 90. 
7non. o. J. Harmon, "Remote Causes which Led to the Organization 
of the Normal School," frotll yts,torical Sketches First Quarter Century 
(Oswego: R. J. Oliphant, 1088), p. 38. 
8
seventh Annaul Report of the Board of Education, City of Oswego; 
year ended March 3, 1860 (Oswego: J. Tarbell ''Times Office," 1860), p. 74. 
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not only of the ~lb lie scho•ls, but public sentiment as well • • • 9 
Syracuse was a more central, a more thriving, and a larger city than 
Oswego, and would have appeared to afford more opportunities for Sheldon. 
However, his progressive outlook and executive talent caused him to co11clude: 
In Oswego I would have the advantage of organising a system, from the 
start, in accordance with my own views. This would be t5tter than to 
try to patch up and reorganize one already established. 
The conditions that faced ~heldon in Oswego in May of 1853, would have 
daunted a man of lesser courage. With predictable skill, he set about survey• 
ing the extent of the problema, and asked the ~oard of Education to give him 
until September to present a suitable plan for consolidation and opening 
of the schools under the new Act. Sheldon describes the result of hia 
initial school survey as followa: 
In several districts I found a single teacher instructing all grades • 
• • • with a single exception no school had more than two teachers. In 
two schools algebra was taught, but with these exceptions no branches 
above the common English wore taught. In a few cases the teaching was 
good, in others poor, very poor.ll 
In his first Annual Report, Sheldon describes in detail the evils of the 
trustee system, which made consolidation desirable. He admitted that he 
was aware "some excellent citizens. 0 were honestlyoppoaed to the plan for 
unification, but felt the opposition to it arose from 'want of propttr under• 
standing of it." With hia customary talent for good public relationa. he 
proceeded to "organize public sentiment, 0 by devoting the first twenty-three 
pages of hia Annual Report (1854) to listing the disadvantages of the twelve 
autonomous school districts, and the advantages the community now enjoyed as 
a result of unification: 
9 Hai.inon, C?P• cit., p. 39. 
liJ Autobiogra2hy, p. 94. 11!2!:2. •• p. 100. 
F'or want of such a t»Ydl:em we have labored under gre<'lt dbadvantagea. The 
reputation of our schools, and the stamlard of instruction in them, have 
been notoriously low •••• Each dii:>U ict was a separate and distinct 
organization ••• schools numbered variously from twenty to two hundred 
pupils. In aome instances teachers would have seventy o:c eighty pupils, 
and in others not more than twenty or thirty. Another evil ••• forcing 
pupils, of very different degrees of attainment and capacity, into the 
same classes .12 
Raving aaaured the community of the neceaaity for change, he introduced the 
new Act as an innovation that had proven beneficial in other cities: 
It ia universally conceded, by all who have given the subject th~ slight• 
est coauideration that the moat economic.al and efficient method of con• 
ducting public instruction in populous districts, ia by a system of con-
solidated schools •••• At the time of the passage of the present school 
act, thel'e waa not another city or populous tmm within our knowledge. 
that did not have a similar organization.13 
The Act for establishing Free Schools in Oswego (April 5, 1853) in its main 
feature& differed little from that of other cities. Essentially Sheldon was 
granted authority at the pleasure of the ;.>chool Board. Hia official title 
in this instance, however• was "Secretary" of the Board of Education. The 
limitativn on the Building Fund was $2,0vJ, and in listing the purposea for 
which the ConmlOn Council could. levy taxes, it included ttthe salary of the 
.:>ec.cetary of the Board." 
The Act provided that "any member could call a special meeting upon 
peuonal or w:dtten notice to other membera. 11 In compiling School Regula• 
tiooa, $heldon re-writes this provision to limit each member's authority 
to call apecial meetings. He indicates that any three membera may call a 
special meeting. An ethics clause added to the Oswego Act: states that school 
board melllbers Bball not be 11 interested, directly or indirectly in any 
12First Annual Report of the Board of Education of the City of Oswego. 
Year ended March 31, 1854 (Oswego: R. J. Oliphant, 1854), pp. l-5. 
13Ibid., p. 3. 
contract for building, or for making any improvement ox:· :repai ·a provided by 
14 this act. 
It wouid appear that the supervision of achools, by the visiting 
comn1ittee was somewhat curtailed, in the Oswego School Act. It was limited 
to achool visits, twice a year. Law demanded that the committee visit the 
Syracuse schools four times esh year. 15 
In Oswego, Sheldon repeats hia policy to asaume as much authority 
over the scl.ools as the local School Boa rd would permit. The Act for ea-
tablishing Free Schools in Oswego leaves complete responsibility for super-
vision and government of the schools vested in the local School Board. Aa 
in Syracuse, Boacd members allowed Sheldon to write Regulations. giving token 
authority to the Board and de facto taking over himself reapQnaibility in !!! 
things pertaining to the school. 
If the Act for establishing Free Schools in Oswego and in Syracuse 
was aimLar, there wtia a vast difference in School Regulations for each City. 
In Syracuse, Sheldon stipulated that the Clerk visit the schools 11as often 
as posaible," but Regulations for Oswego indicate bia intention to increaae 
tf 
• • • school supervision. as often as once in each month, to They state: 
carefully inspect each school •• • • In passing from school to school he 
shall endeavor to transfer improvements and remedy defecta."16 
The trend towards greater control over the schools is further evi• 
denced by the fact that the "Duties of the Executive Committee," of the 
Oswego School Board, omits authority granted to the Executive Comu1ittee in 
14
seventh Annual Report of the Board of Education of Oswego, op. cit •• 
p. 75. 
15Ibid.. 75 
- • p. • 
16Ib1d., p. 63. 
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syracuse to: 
• • • consider and report upon any proposition to alter or amend the 
Regulations of the Board.17 
It is evident that Sheldon did not wiah to encourage any special meet• 
inga of the Board or any amendments to School Board Ordinances, other than 
those, he himaelf, might find it expedient to euggeat. 
School Regulations for Oawego devote Chapter III (Section No. l 
through Saction No. 44) to "Dutlea of Teachers."18 Thia repreaenta a aig• 
nificant change in Sheldon'• adminf Ptrative policy. It placea much more 
reaponaibility on the individual teacher• where before the onu1 of reaponai• 
bility reated with school princlpala. Many of the aec~tona •ight properly 
be regarded aa belonging to the area of methodology, rather than under the 
category of executive command. However, the emphaai.a is unmistakeable. It 
denotes an attempt to eatabliah a direct chain of command between the Sccre• 
tary, and individual teachers, de facto, limiting the authority of prin• 
cipals. Thia type of personal auperviaion, while virtually assuring the 
suecesa of Sheldon's educational endeavors, would be impoaaible to achieve 
in tne large, complex, city school system at the present time. However, no 
one can doubt its effectiveness in nineteenth•ceotury Oswego. 
the extent of personal supervision exercised by Sheldon ta impractical 
in present school diatricta, yet DO superintendent can afford to overlook the 
hazards of pursuing a policy that isolates him from the achoola. The im• 
plications for fostering a good ayatem of communication, and the necessity 
for cooperation from the teaching staff is as evident today as it was more 
17Annual Report of the lloard of Education of the City of Syracuse, 
Year ended December 31 1 1852, p. 63. 
18
seventh Annual Report of the Oswego Board of Education, 1860, 
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than a century ago. 
Sheldon believed that "If one is to be reai:>on11.ble for the succeae 
of a syatem of schools, he must be allowed freedom in their organization and 
19 
management." To ensure thia freedom, Sheldon went to great length• to try 
and control in some measure, School Board election. He waa nicknamed ''The 
Pope" on account of his predominant influence in the Board of lducation. 20 
Sheldon, without apology, deacribea in a practical manner, the 
sneasures he took to maintain hie influence with the Oswego School Board: 
••• before the election I waa on the alert, would have a good man 
picked out, and would get my friends interested in the nomination. • • • 
On the day of the election I waa not idle. I went the round• among my 
friends, again to see that they did not neglect their duty, and eapeci• 
ally if there was any danger point, I guarded that in every poasible way. 
It rarely occurred that a man hostile to the schools was elected. It 1 was by thia eternal vigilance that we succeeded in keeping a good board. 2 
Occasionally, the opposition was too atrong, and in one auch case 
a member was elected on the iaaue of economy. Nothing daunted••Sheldon pro• 
ceeded to convert him: 
He was made chairman of the executive committee. I took him the next 
lll0rn1ng after his appointment • • • and went from building to building 
and ahowed him conditions •••• As a result when the time came for making 
the budget, he waa the moat liberal man on the Board, and moved to ad• 
vance the budget beyond what the Board waa willing to aanction.22 
It 1a an interesting fact that Sheldon considered good commiaaionera 
"next in importance to good teachera." He indicate• that he could have ac• 
compU.abed little without "the moral backing of a Board composed of aome of 
our moat highly respected citizens. The people had confidence in them and 
l i ,,23 I! t 1ey n me ••• 
19Autobiography. p. 107. 
2<\tary Sheldon Barnes, "'Biographical ;.;ketches" in First Half Century: 
State Normal (Oswego: Radcliffe frees, 1913). p. 46. 
21Autob1ography, p. 106. 22!!!:!., pp. 106·107. 23tbid., p. 120. 
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Assured of full cooperation of the School Board, Sheldon proceeded 
with the classification of pupils and consolidation ~f the achoola. In gradin 
and organizing classes, Sheldon determined that primary children be accommo-
dsted in separate buildings, "and in view of their agea to bring the school• 
houses aa near their homes as possible, the better to secure their early and 
regular attendance. ,;i.4 
The whole city was regarded aa one district, and divided into ten 
sections for Primary Schools; five sections for Junior Schools; three for 
the Senior Schoola; and one High School to serve the entire city. 25 
Sheldon provided a prescribed course of study for each grade level 
and allowed no pupil to advance from a lower to a higher grade until he 
passed a aatlsfaetory examination. This concept of "readiness" had little 
precedent in nineteenth-century schools and is an indication~ Sheldon's 
progressive vision. 
Sheldon describes the first day under the new school ayatem as: 
••• the strangest one ever experienced by either parents or children. 
• • • Families were separated, some members going one way to a Primary 
School, othera a different way to a Junior School • • • the confusion 
•• complete.26 
Sheldon attributed the success of the new system in some measure to 
the fact that it aroused the curiosity of the people, and awakened their 
interest. However, Sheldon, with infinite attention to detail went to the 
homes of those who were unhappy with the newly organized schools "talked 
24First Annual Report of the Oswego Board of Education (Oswego: 
R. J. Oliphant, 1854), P• 6. 
25 ll?!.4, •• pp. 6-7. 
26 Autobiography, p. 105. 
:u 
matters over, and rnrely failed to bring about a reconciliation. If it became 
necessary to make any important change in the location of the children at 
27 
school, I would visit the parents snd so pave the way for change. 1 
ln modern terminology. these tactics would be classified aa "crest• 
ing a favorable climate for innovation. 11 Sheldon was ever aware of the value 
of a good public relations policy, and used the personal approach to ensure 
effective cotmnUnication and community understanding. 
Sheldon's main criteria for the success of any school system was 
the selection of good teachers. Dorothy Roger~ concludes that his greatest 
genius was, "faculty building • • • Furthermore, he was adept in maintaining 
28 their loyalties and retaining their services." It ia a valid conclusion 
that any innovative progra~, however well-planned or executed, will moat cer• 
tainly fail without the enthuaiaam and cooperation of the teaching ataff. 
Io his autobiography, Sheldon atatea that the moat difficult task 
that confronted hil!l in Syracuse waa "the weeding out of poor teachers and 
getting good ones in their places."29 
The School Board was willing to allow Sheldon to select his own 
teachers. so the problem would appear to be limited to "the weeding out of 
poor teachers." However, the difficulty in this area was compounded by 
the fact that many of the teachers in question were friends of School Board 
members who believed that tbeae teachers had the highest ability. Convinced 
that the Boa4d would not cooperate in dlamisaal of teachera, Sheldon aug-
gested that an examination of !!! teachers be conducted prior to conf ircn6ng 
27 
tbid. I P• 105. 
-
28 Rogers, oe. cit., pp. 42-43. 
29 Autobiography, p. 107. 
i ) 
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their annual appointment. The Board readily assented to this. He further 
proposed that each teacher be assigned an examination number (picked from a 
hat on the day of the examination to ensure the anonymity of each candidate. 
Lista of printed questions were prepared on various subjects requhed 
such aa would test the knowledge of principles. In answering these quea• 
tions it was required that there should be seventy•fiyB percent of co£:tect 
answers, or the applicant be rejected as unqualified.J 
Sheldon's plan was effective; and as a result, the school system was cleared 
of incompetent teachers. Board members were aurpriaed and disappointed in 
some cases, but they had cormnitted themaelvea to the plan and could hardly 
go back on the action they th.,.elvea had taken. Other techniques of 
"faculty building" are described in Sheldon's autobiography: 
I took great care to select for each position the moat capable teacher 
that the salary would §ymmand ••.• Some of my beat teachers I brought 
with me from Syracuse. 
There ia evidence that Sheldon advocated higher aalariea, no doubt in an 
effort to attract better teachers. In the First Annual Report, he states 
that the average female teacher received $150 to $220, and male teacher• 
from $300 to $400• under the truatee system. However, at thedlte of reporting 
(March 31, 1854), female teacher• were receiving $200 to $300, and male 
teachers $600. There waa one exception where $412.50 was paid. 
Curriculum revision in Oave~o proceeded much aa it had in Syracuse. 
even to adopting the same Speucer and Rice's system of peamanship. Sheldon 
secured uniform reading textbooks, and insisted on the aame reading program 
in all achools. 33 
30
second Annual Report of the <>awego Board of Education, p. 33. 
31Autobiography, P• 103. 
3211rat Annual Report of the Oswego Board of lducation, pp. 23·25. 
In the Second Annual Report, there is an addition to the courses, 
in the last year of the High School, described as "Theory and Practice of 
Teaching. 11 This was the beginning of a movement that would eventually expand 
and become a full-fledged teacher trainini program. A further innovation in 
..:urriculum to supple1nent the teaching course is described in detail: "and 
in addition if thought desirable, they (students) may be sent at stated times, 
and in regular rotation to one or more of the lower grades of schools, and 
crgage in tLe actual duties of the school room, under the direction of the 
t~:ost skillful teachers. 033 A basic principle of innovation ia that changes 
be made only in response to "needs" and not "change for the sake of change." 
The reason for Sheldon's innovation in this instance is clearly explained in 
the Second At'lili\:ial Report: 
It has been with much difficulty that the Board has been able to se• 
cure thoroughl., qualified and efficient teacher• and it is their hope that 
through the High School thi.s deficiency may be supplied •••• having 
passed through the various grades of our schools, they can but become 
fami· iar with our methods of teaching •••• the Board will also have 
an opportunity to become acquainted with all their habit.a of thought and 
application ••• in ah34t all those chaLacteristics most eaaential to 
the successful teacher. 
ID thia instance, Sheldon llluatratea a second principle of innovation•• 
that the proposed change be initiated on a small scale, or introduced 
gradually to give opportunity for evaluation. In modern terminology he had, 
in fact, eatabliahed a pilot proaram. 
A further need in Oswego was provision for the educational needs of 
pupils who worked in Summer. but were idle in Winter; for pupil• who trans• 
£erred from other school systems and had weaknesses in subject areas; and 
33second Annual Report of the Oswego Board of Education, pp. 32-33, 
parenthesis (atudent's) added. 
34
:>econd Aonual Report of the Oswego School Board, p. 32. 
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for adults who had been deprived of an adequate education. During the fit¥t 
year of his adm!nbtration, Sheldon established an "Evenins School." It was 
under the direction of one of his most competent teachers (Mr. Poucher)••a 
graduate of the Albany Normal School. 
The design of the Evening School was to afford an opportuiity to all 
such persona. both male and female QS, by age or occupation, could not 
attend the day achoola ••• in gaining a knowledge of those cournon 
English branchea s§5esaential to the usefulneaa, ae well as the comfort of the individual. 
"Arithmetic Schools0 were established at the opening of the Winter ter1u 1 for 
those who could only attend school in Winter, and were causing a serious in• 
convenience in the regular schools. The courses of study pursued were 
"reading, writing, spelling and arithmetic. "36 Two such schools were opened, 
one on each side of the rivet', for three months in fJ,F year. It developed 
that theee schools were attended by students described as: 
an older class of young men • • • connected with the business or commerce 
of the place, during the season of navigation ••• desire to attend to 
a few branches of importance to them in transacting their ordinary 
everyday dutiea.37 
The interest displayed in arithmetic, and the fact tbat about one-third of 
the •chool studied Bookkeeping by "Single and Double entry" cauaed th.:ae 
achoo la to be named nArithmetic Schools." 
The Second Annual Report deacribes the preaence of a large transient 
population in Oawego. These children were unprepared to enter the regular 
school classes; and to provide for their educational needs, Sheldon eatab• 
liahed "Unclassified Schools. 0 These achoo ls represented an innovation in 
35rirst Annual Report of the O.wego Board of Education, pp. 28-29. 
36 !B!!•• p. 30. 
37s.cond Annual Report of the Oswego School Board, p. 19. 
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t\111crican Education. They provided for the needs of the individual child 
and are replicated today in modern educational programs such as I.t .E. Only 
Sheldon's administrative genius explains the design and the funding of "Un• 
classified Schools" in a community "in fot'mer years, not especially noted 
for literary or educational progreas.•,38 Pupil evaluation was an important 
element in Sheldon's educational design. Modern educators would find little 
fault in his theory of evaluation. He bad little regard for examinations 
which "test the ability of the person examined bo remember certain thing•, 
but not that which ta of far greater :lmportance••their power to think, to 
·eason. to express and to do • ..39 
Sheldon suggested that children be examined on material not included 
in their regular courses of instruction to test not "what they remembered" 
but ~ow they had been trained to think, to reason, and to expreaa their ideas. 
School attendance proved as great a problem in Oswego aa it had in 
Syracuse. A Compulsory Education Act does not appear until May of 1876.40 
Sheldon makes the same provision for School Attendance in the School Regula• 
tiona as he did in Syracuse. However, to avoid frk.tion in enforci.ng this 
Regulation in Oswego, he had a printed absentee form to be completed by the 
parent: 
Mr. 
The Board of Education ha~e instituted the following regulation for the 
purpose of aiding parents and teachers in cnducing regularity and punctu• 
ality ••• of vital importance to the aucceaa of the acholar, ••• 
38Barnard'• Journal of Education: Vol. XVI (1866). Reported by 
Professor Greene and the Evaluating Committee of 1865, p. 27v. 
39Addreasea and ProceedinS! of the N.E.A., 1895, p. 229. 
40 Twenty•f if th and Twenty-sixth Annual Reports of the Oswego »oard 
of Education 1878·1879 (Oawego: R. J. Oliphant, 1879). p. 74. 
--------- has lost two days ••• Another day so lost will put 
~-----~~~~~~ to the iuconvenience of calling on the Ward Committee 
OT the ~ecretary. 
Teacher~l 
Corporal punishment as a fon1 of diacipline was not entire!.y ruled 
out by Sheldon, but he discouraged its use. He indicates in the Fourth Annual 
Report that this form of discipline caused more complaints from parents than 
any other school problem. Sensitive to the wishes of parents, he justifies 
the use of corporal punishment in his Annual Report: 
While the Board feels that the teacher who can control his school without 
using the rod, is the ll10St successful ••• thgJ do not feel that it 
would be prudent to entirely restrict its use. 
Priot' to the establ1alunent of the School Board, several Distrb:t Librariea 
were placed tn one Central Library. In the Third Annual Report, Sheldon ad• 
vocatea distributing duplicate books to the schools, where teachers could 
encourage pupils to use them, thua promoting the establishment of school 
libraries. 
Summary 
In aumn~ry. it may be said that Sheldon continued many of the ad• 
miniatrative practices he instituted at Syracuse. The extent of his control 
over the School Board would not be condoned at the present time; but mindful 
of the disadvantages of politically elected Boards and the standards of edu• 
cation prevalent in that day, it ia possible that at that place and in that 
time, Sheldon'• executive force waa the ingredient nece•aary for success. 
P• 16. 
41First Annual Report of the Oswego Board of Education, 1854, p. 26. 
42 Fourth Annual Report of the Oswego Board of Education, 1857, 
Faculty meetings were an essential feature of the administration of 
the school&. These were held weekly and a proviaior. for compliance with this 
regulation was part of teacher contracts. It is evident that these were 
u~ed to expose the teaching staff to educational principles and methods. 
Sheldon describea the result of hia educational endeavors: nr have 
good reason for believing that I had organized and perfected the moat complete 
educational machine that was ever constructed. By looking at my watch I could 
tell exactly what every teacher in the city was doing.•,43 
At this point in time, Sheldon lacked flexibility••an element eaaeu• 
tial to innovative practice. With educational insight, it i8 evident that 
it did not take him long to discover the lack. In 1859, havin~ identified 
the problem, Sheldon proceeded to initiate the greatest innovation of his 
entire administrative career. 
43 Autobiography. p. 115. 
CHAPTER VI 
INTRODUCTION OF PESTALOZZ IAN PRINCIPLES 
Sheldon, with his talent for public relations and his belief in dis-
aeminating comparative information, invited the State Teachers• Association 
to hold their annual meeting in Oswego in 1854. Commenting on the results 
of the meeting, he stated: ''We were better known after thia meeting and the 
schools had grown into the confidence of the people.tt1 
The educational program in Oswego by 1859 provided an entire con• 
tinuous ~ourse from the Primary dchool through four years of High School. 
The Arithc!!itic :>chools and Evening Schools promoted adult education and the 
Unclassified Schools provided for atypical children. The local community 
had confidence in the system, end it was attracting attention f:r.0111 educators 
throughout the state. 
In comparison with other school aystems of equal size, it is a fair 
conclusion trust in 1859 the organization of the Oswego schools ranked second 
to none in providing a comprehensive system of education. Methods of teaching 
conformed to prevalent practices of other nineteenth-century schools. 
Reisner described graphically the atandard pattern of such schools. Students 
were compelled to have " ••• stated appearances for recitations, with the 
rest of the school time devoted to narrowly prescribed exercises ••• 11 
The teacher's :role wa1 that of a "drill sergeant in skirts, who unflinchingly 
1Autobiogtaphy, p. 115. 
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t;overned her little kingdom of learn-by•heart•and•recite-by•rote. "2 
Sheldon described the Oswego school system as an "educational machine," 
en<l Professor . ill:l.am M. Aber provides a penetrating evaluation o~. these 
schools as: 
• machines for securing from the pupils the learning, memoritor, 
of so niany pages per day, and from teachers recitation•hearing, marking 
and reporting; his schools were eminently successful. Teachere, pupils, 
and patrons neither knew nor desired anything better.3 
An administrator with less educational insight• might have been well 
aatiafied with the result of hf.a endeavors. Slleldon, however, with hill 
ability to identify educational problems, found the "machine., wanting. He 
was constantly involved in a proceaa of evaluation, and ever sought new means 
to improve education. 
lie placed the responsibility for constant and consistent efforts for 
improvement squarely on the shoulders of adminiatrators: "No institution 
can manifest a surer sign of decay and death, than to rest contentedly on 
laurels alt·eady won. ,,4 
Organization of Oswego achools assured, Sheldon's next area of con-
cern was cur.r1culum and method. In the Eighth Annual Report, h~escribes 
prevailing practices in the schools: 
We begin by teaching the unknown through the medium of things, or 
their symbols or representatives, which are equally unknown ••• 
We require the child to repeat tables • • • six times six are thirty• 
six, six times seven are forty-two, without having first formed a 
2Edward H. a~isner, The Evolution of the Common School (New York: 
Macmillan Co., 1930), p. 428. 
3Prof. William M. Aber, "The Oswego State Normal achool," reprinted 
from ''The Popular Science Month!z, May, 1893"(New York: D. Appleton & Co., 
1893), pp. 3 ... 4. 
4&. A. Sheldon, 11Address of Welcome (First Quarter Centennial Cele• 
bration) Historical ~ketchet 1 Firat Quarter Centuri (Oswego: a. J. Oliphant, 
'ono\ _ ':lf\ 
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correct and definite idea as to how much thirty-six or fo-rty•two :really 
are • • • He repeats three feet makes one yard • • • three miles one 
league, without having previously been taught what a foot ••• m mile 
is ••• names have never been applied to forms and lines while under 
the inspection of his senses, those faithful teache5a upon which he solely 
relies for all his early acquisitions in knowledge. 
Sheldon concluded that American pedagogy generally, had little ayatem 
or philosophic principle, and hi.a dissatisfaction with education is evidenced 
in his criticism of practicea in Oswego schools: 
These exercises were, ••• without much system or order and with but 
little Ldea of what was to be accomplished by them, and no satisfactory 
results were obtained ••• there should be some definite aim and purpose 
on the part of the teacher ••• she should work with reference to obtain• 
ing certain resulta. We have felt the need o~ proper text books or 
manuals, as guides for teachers, in oral instruction.6 
In 1859, the Superintendent of Schools in Elmira c.ame to spend a few days 
obaerving th -swego schools. He and Sheldon agreed that there must be an 
attempt made to bring a varied collection of objects to the classroom; charts 
of color and form, and pictures and objects for teaching nulllbers. It was 
further • greed that it was desirable to provide a greater va~iety of reading 
matter; that it be adapted to the ages of the children; and that natural 
history be added to the curriculum. Mr. ~cofield of Elmira agreed to prepare 
a set of color charts and cards accompanied by a manual of direction to 
teache1·a and Sheldon was committed to producing a set of reading charts, 
cards, and a Reading ~~nual. 
Before putting this plan into effect, Sheldon made a tour of inspec• 
tion of the Toronto school system in the Fall of 1859. Each year since 
assuming responsibility for the schools in Oswego, he visited one or more 
5•~xtrsct from the Eighth Annual Report of the Oswego Board of Edu• 
cation. 11 quoted in Autobiography, pp. 140-141. 
6
seventh Annual Report of the Oswego Board of Education for the 
year ended March 31, 1860, p. 12. 
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town~ having a reputation for good schools. In Toronto, ~heldon found a 
collection of all sorts of educational tools and equipment from all parts 
of the world, brought to Toronto by Dr. Ryerson (Minister of Education for 
Ontario) who had spent a year abroad completing the collection. They were 
lllOStly products of the Home and Colonial Training Institution, London. 
Sheldon promptly invested three hundred dollars in these objects, and brought 
them back to Oswego. This inauspicious beginning initiated the spread of the 
P~stalozzian movement in the United States. 
Sheldon stated, "A new era had come to our public schools . . . 
changes were being inaugurated that were to revolutionize methods of teach-
ing 11ot only in Oswego but in the whole country. 07 If the changes were to 
pevolutionbe methods of teaching, it is obvious th,li.: Sheldon did not visu.,, 
alize an immediate revolution. He was not prepared to overthrow years of 
work, without careful evaluation of the practical application of Peatalozzian 
theory. 
Sheldon describes its introduction into the Oswego Schools: 
This was submitted to the Board, met with their approva§, and was put 
ia operation in the lowest grade of the Primary School. 
The following year, Sheldon introduced the new theory into the 
~econd Grade, and in the same way it waa gradually extended to the Third 
Grade. It appears, at this point, that Sheldon's methods for effecting 
change followed a definite pattern. Ria basic principle was transformation 
rather than revolution. He secured limited changes and gradually incorporated 
them into the existing educational structure. 
In the Annual Report for the year ending March 31, 1860, the following 
7 Autobiography, p. 118. 8 .!.2!2.. ' p. 117 • 
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daily program of studies for the schools appears: 
DAILY PROG1W1 OF ;:;TUDIES FOR 
THE PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
First Year or C Class 
MONDAY 
Conversational exerciaea. Moral Instruction, Physical Actions 
and Employments, b.:Lding and Spelling. 
TUESDAY 
Lesaona on Form; Leaaona on pictures of common objects, or 
Conversational EKerecisea, alternating weekly with Lessons on 
Animals, Reading and Spelling, Physical Exerciaea. 
WEDNESDAY 
Conversational Exercises, Lessons on Color, Lessons on size. 
Reading and Spelling. Phyaical Exerciaea. 
THURSDAY. 
Lea4ona on the Human Body, Moral Instruction, Conversational 
Exercises, R<lading and Spelling, Physical Exercises. 
FRIDAY. 
Lessons on Objects, teaaons on number or Convereaational 
exerciaea§ Lessons on Color, Physical Exerciaea, !leading and 
Spelling. 
Sheldon indicated that Course C was designed for children in the 
f irat year of their schooling (£ years of age) and had a similar program 
eutlined for the second and third yeara••Claas B and Claaa A. Re was careful 
to explain that "the object is not so much to impart information, as to edu• 
c~,te the sea.sea, ••• develop the perceptive and conceptive faculties, lead 
children to observe, and awak~n a spirit of inquiry ••• They must be allowed 
10 to draw their own conclusions, and if wrong, ~ to correct them. 11 
Provision for "Readiness" is an essential feature of the plan, since 
9 Annual Report of the Oswego Board of Education. Year ended March 31, 
1360• quoted in !!.,istorical Sketches••First Quarter Centur;.i, pp. 8-9. 
lOibid., p. 9. 
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it was clearly stated that no pupil would be permitted to advance to a higher 
department until he passed a aatiafactory examination. The time schedule 
indicates that twenty minute• per day was allotted for reading in each sec• 
tion, and all other subjects were limited to f lfteen minutes a period. In 
his Manual of Elementary Instruction, Sheldon ahowa a flexibility he lacked 
earlier. indicating that teacher• should adapt the methoda suggested in the 
Manual to their own immediate situation. He further indicated, "In the 
country schools. where no gradation and classification are possible. where 
the teachers find it impracticable to take up all the topics. aa they usually 
will, they must confine themaelYea to those which seem to them of the most 
practical importance. 1111 
Sheldon's version of objective teaching which he called "object 
teaching," borrowed freely from reatalozzi. Adapted 'by Sheldon to the needa 
of Oawego Schools, Pestalozzian Principle•, generally stated were: 
1. Activity ia a law of childhood. Accustom the child to do 
• • • educate the hand. 
2. Cultivate the faculties in their natural order. first form 
the mind, then furniah it. 
3. Begin with the aeraaea; never tell a child what he can discover 
for htmaelf. 
4. Reduce every subject to ita elementa••one difficulty at a 
time ia enough for a child. 
5. Proceed step by step. Be thorough. Not what the teacher 
aan give but what the child can receive. 
6. Let every leaaon have a point; either immediate or remote. 
1. Develop the idea, thea give the term••cultivate language. 
11B. A. Sheldon, A Manual of Elementary In~truction, Sixth edition 
revised (New York: American Book Company, 1862), preface, p. 9. 
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8. Proceed from the known to the unknown••from the particular to 
the general••from the concrete to the abatract••from the simple 
to the more difficult. 
9. Firat ayntheaia••then analyais••not the order of the subject, 
but the order of nature.12 
If the School Board approved the new theory of education, the teachers 
were leas than enthusiastic about ita acceptance. Thia can be accounted for, 
in aome measure, by the fact that it would require special training to imple• 
ment the new course of atudiea. "Saturday mornings from nine to twelve, all 
the city teachers were required to attend meeting• devoted to studying the 
new methods and planning work for the following week."13 Sheldon diacuaaed 
with them principles and methods, gave illustrative leaaona; and during the 
week, he went from school to acbool encouraging them and directing the work. 
When Sheldon first attempted to put the ayatem into operation, hia 
teachers stoutly restated. They aaid: 
''We find it more than we can do to accomplish all that ia now required, 
and we have only reading, arithmetic, grammar and geography. 0 The 
Superintendent replied: "I expect you will do the work required in 
theae branches with very much more eaae than before. and in a much more 
rational and efficient way." The sequel proved that he was right, aa 
the teachers frankly admitted.14 
When the curriculwn was revised and the new metboda introduced in 
the schools, one would aaaume that Sheldon•• problems were virtually ended. 
Io reality, the very aucceaa of hia efforts to date brought into being a 
12Joaeph c. Park, "Edward Auatin Sheldon and Modern Education." 
Excerpts from an aaaembly talk, 112th Birthday Celebratioa, October 4, 
1935. 
13 Bogere, op. cit •• p. 6. 
14John Pancouat Gordy, Rise and Crowth of the Normal School Idea 
in the United States (Washington: Government Printing Office. 1891), p. 
64. Bureau of Education Circular of Information #8, 1891. 
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new problem that threatened his entire educational plan. It is described 
by Gordy: 
By thia time the work began to attract attention outside Oswego, and 
the teachers thus trained were offered salaries! in advance of those 
which the ''Oswego Board" felt disposed to give. 5 
Sheldon found that he waa training teachers for other school syatemf, 
while he had difficulty recruiting an adequate supply of teachers for his own 
schools. He propoaed to the Board that the teacher-training program already 
established in connection with the last year of the High School be extended, 
and a department established for the sole purpose of training teachers. 
lvaluatian of the High School program had also revealed that the year 
devoted to methods and principles of teaching, neceaaitated a curtailed 
academic program. It waa decided that this was not deairable and that the 
training program ahould be pursued after the High School couraea had been 
completed. 
The Committee on Teacher• offered the following resolution, which 
waa adopted in 1860: 
Reaolved that in connection with the High School, there be organised a 
department of gX'aduatea of thia achool, and peraona fX'om abroad, who 
may apply for admiaa1on, to be styled the Model Primary School Teachers 
Department, the object of which shall be to prepare teacher• for the 
important work of primary inatruction.16 
It waa decided that atudenta from outside the city would be charged a tuition 
fee of twenty•four dollars pet' year, payable in advance. It was further de• 
cided that a High School education would be a prerequisite for admiaaion to 
the training achool. 
ts Ibid •• p. 64. 
-
16Berman J.truai, "Hiatory of the Normal Schex>l," a Paper read at the 
Twenty-Fifth Centennial Celebration. Historical Sketchea••Firat Qu•rteF 
Century, op. cit., p. 44. 
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CURRICULUM 
FIRST TERM: A review of botany,mental philosophy, zoology, and 
linear drawing in its practical application in delineating ob• 
jecta in nature and the blackboard. 
SECOND TEJ.Ub Mineralogy, and review of botany continued and 
moral philosophy begun; linear drawing, as last term. 
THDU> TERM: Moral Philoaophy, and mineralogy continued; drawing 
aa before. There shall abo be a course of reading continued 
through the year, conaiating of such standard works on the theory 
and practice of teaching ea the Board shall approve ••• Resolved 
that the division of time between study, recitation, and practice 
in teaching ahall be arranged aa may seem at the time best to 
subaerve ahe interest• of the class and the school. (School #4) 17 
The CODDittee on Teacher• determined that a certificate could be 
awarded to thoae who passed the required couraea, and participated in the 
program and that the necessary ateps be taken to have the City Training 
School state accredited. 
The prominence given to subjects in Natural Science waa deaigned to 
expoae the teachera to material neceaaary for training the obaerving powera 
of the pupils. The emphaaia on required Science couraea in Teacher Training 
programs in our State inatitutiooa today, bears a certain reaemblance to the 
Sheldon curriculum. 
The Board hesitated regarding the resolution to bring a Master 
Teacher from The Home and Colonial School ~ociety (London), to adminiater 
the City Training School 1 and introduce Peatalozzian principles to Oswego. 
»beldon, however, was determined to secure the services of Miaa Jones, even 
though aha aaked for a salary of one•thouaand dollars per year, plus board. 
He waa permitted to employ her on the condition that "it •hall not coat 
the City a single cent. 1118 
17tbid., p. 44; pareatbeaia added (School #4). 
18Mary Sheldon Barnes, Edward Austin Sheldon, in Firat Half Century: 
State Normal and Trainin choola. o • cit., p. 42. 
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Having decided upon a courae of action, Sheldon proceeded with a 
public relations campaign to .,organize public sentiment" in favor of the 
proposed change. The Seventh Annual Report (1860 contain.I a lengthy descrip• 
tion of Peatalozzian theoriea, and they are favorably compared with existing 
practices. 
At Commencement Exerciaea in th4 High School in the Spring of 1861, 
we find llichardaon, Preaident of the Board of Education, 1118king a speech ex• 
tolling the virtues of Peataloaaian principle• and explainin1 the economic 
consideration& involved. The speech ta so indicative of Sheldon'• mode of 
expression that it might have been written by him: 
••• it has been thought beat at this time that I abould 1118ke some 
explanadon of those changea, of the reason for them, and their coat, 
that the Soard may not be accuaed of innovating rashly, or of trying 
experimenta from which no good may be expected• or the taxpayers be 
afflicted with thoae qualms to which they are so liable. 
Hia speech continuea: 
• • • 1 am happy to inform the taxpayera that exclusive of the fees of 
foreign pupils, the expenae will not exceed thirty dollars over laat year, 
the salariea of the teacher• (three) displaced in Primary School #4, 
which will of courae be aave41 amounting to the aum paid under the new 
arrangement within that aum.b 
The funding of th:f.a project appears to have intereated historians. 
beginning with ~heldon•a daughter, who stated that interested teacher• con• 
tributed one•half of their salaries for one year. Thia fact ia repeated by 
Gordy, Dearborn. Bollie, Profeaaor w. Aber, and even by Sheldon himself in 
bia autobiography: 
I waa careful to keep my word with them. (Board of Education) and showed 
them at the end of the year that Mias Jonea had been no expenae to them, 
19aeport of Committee on Teachers 1960, "Model or Training School" 
in Hiatorical Sketchea••Firat Quarter Centu~I• op. cit., pp. 23·25. 
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~ut bad actually put into the treasury three hundred dollars over and 
above expenaes. It waa done in this way. In the first place I charged 
a tuition of fifty dollare to all persona not residents of Oswego. • • • 
In the second place I persuaded a number of the more progressive teachers 
to contribute one half of their salary for a year •••• In the third 
place by converting one of the schools into a school of practice I saved 
the salary of one teacher.20 
However, Dorothy Rodgers noted that Dr. Poucher. a member of the 
class in question denied categorically that teachers' salaries were con• 
tributed. He attributed the source of the money, instead, aa a gift from 
a amall group of private cittzena. 
Due to conflicting rePorta. the source of Mias Jones' salary reinains 
uncertain. It ia the considered judgment of this researcher that Richardson's 
report wolld appear to be the moat accurate. He haa stated that three 
teacher•' salaries were saved by utilizing practice teachers in school #4 
under the direction and supervision of Miss Jones. Salariea at that time 
ranged from "Three hundred to aix hundred dollars a year. n21 B.ichardaon 
made the statement publicly in the Spring of 1861, near the actual time the 
event occurred. 
If it ia impossible at this date to ascertain Sheldon'• budgetary 
measures, all are in agreement regarding the eesentlal fact••Sheldon succeeded 
in importing a highly qualified specialist, at staggering coat~ to administer 
the Oswego City Training School and to introduce the Oawego teachers to 
Peatalozztan principles. There ie no doubt that this action, in itself, 
commanded public attention and respect, and represents a skillful public 
relationa technique as well aa a sound executive decision. 
The school opened with nine pupils in May of 1861 and Mias Jones, 
20 Autobiography, pp. 135•136. 
21 Rollia, op. cit., p. 19. 
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~ho had contracted to atay for one year, waa prevailed upon to remain aix 
month• longer. The aucceaa of Sheldon's innovation i• well described by 
Kru1i: 
In spite of a great deal of indifference manifested in the neighborhood, 
and ill•concealed hostility of advocates of the old system, Mr. aheldon'a 
work attracted attention from a more liberal and progreaaive claaa of 
educational men in this and other States of the Union. One evidence of 
the increaaing approval of bf.a work lay in the fact that his moat promis• 
ing graduates were much in demand ••• 22 
With bis customary talent for favorable publicity, Sheldon invited a 
committee of educators to come to Oawego in 1862 and evaluate the new theories 
and practices. Their favofable comments and report were duly published in 
Barnard's Journal of Education, and will be analyzed in a later chapter. 
Prior to Miss Smith's departure for London, Sheldon discovered that 
another expert on Peatalozsian theory••Herman Krusi was about to leave the 
United States. Sheldon determined to persuade him to change his mind and have 
him join the faculty at Oswego Normal. The subsequent correspondence that 
paaeed between .Sheldon and Kruai portrays Sheldon as a master of persuasion. 
Hie first letter to Krusi reads in part: 
In order to accomplish what bas already been done, I have been obliged 
to resort to the most shrewd financiering • • • Now, if I should aucced 
in getting you to Oswego, it must be by some such kind of fioanciering.23 
He indicated that be could only guarantee Kruai $800.00••mentioning 
that hia own aalary at Syracuse bad been $800.00. Apparently, Kruai would 
have preferred a larger sum, since we find Sheldon writing: 
22Herman Krusi, ''History of the Normal School" in Historical Sketches, 
op. cit., p. 45. 
23Elizabeth Sheldon Alling, ed., Recollectiona of My Life: Herman 
!!!!!1 (Nev York: The Grafton Presa, 1907), p. 175. Letter dated 5•14•1862 
E. A. Sheldon to H. Kruai. 
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I think you have overestimated the expenaea of living here. When I uaed 
to rent I never paid more than $140.00 •••• Thia did not it ia true, 
give me a firat•clasa houae, but a respectable one.24 
In a letter to Kruai dated May 15, 1862 Sheldon atatea his purpose 
in being ao inaiatent on getting Kruai to come to Oswego. While explaining 
the benefit to the Normal School, he does not fail to specify the economic 
advantage this move would provide for Kruai: 
It aeema to me that if we could once connect your name with it (Oswego) 
and get you fairly identified with the movement, it would help to give 
it chaaacter, and would open to you somewhere, if not in Oswego, a field 
of la~r that would be at oace congenial to your taatea and remunera-
tive. 
At the close of the letter, Sheldon invitee Kruai to Oswego, to stay in hi• 
home, all expenaea paid. He concluded by stating that if Kruai waa prevented 
in any way from coming to Oswego, he (Sheldon) would travel to Lancaster to 
aee him. 
Kruai waa finally persuaded to come to Oswego, and once there he 
stayed twenty•five yeara. Sheldon's letter confirming Kruai'a appointment 
reads: 
They (The Board; appointed a committee to prepare a circular to be •ent 
into every corner of the Union. They have quite got their ideas up abou2t what we shall unitedly be able to do, in carrying forward this movement. 6 
Sheldon had once again demonetrated one of hh main a•eeta-•hia techniques for \1, 
faculty building. 
24Ibid., p. 175. 
25tbid., p. 176. Letter fr~~ E. A. Sheldon to Kruai dated May 15, 
1862. 
26~., p. 178. Letter from She~don·to Kruai, dated June 2, 1862. 
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Summary 
At this point in time, Sheldon's administrative ability ia dis• 
tinguiahed by economic expertlae, executive force, and a keen sense of the 
value of favorable publicity. Regardless of conflicting reports regarding 
the source of Mias Jones' salary, the essential fact remains that Sheldon 
succeeded in appropriating one thousand dollars and board in a community not 
well disposed towards this degree of educational effort. 
Employing an expert from abroad had no precedent in American educa• 
tion, and paid rich dividenda in publicity. The invitation to leading 
educators to evaluate the 0.Wego system ensured the attention of the public: 
Oswego immediately became ao well known that the aecond year'• class 
drew atudeata from Connecticut. Vermont, Maaaachusetta and Michigan. 
Seventeen of that year's tventy•three graduates vere snapped up by 
schools in other statea.27 
27
aogers, op. cit., P• 7. l 
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CHAPTER VII 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE OSWEGO NORMAL SCHOOL 
While Oswego has been called 'ti'he Mother of Normal Schools," it 
would ho inaccurate to auggeat that various pedagogical forms did not exist 
prior to the Oswego Movement. •'The ll!Onitorial ayatem of Lancaster had run 
ita course •••• (prior to 1837) It failed becauae it assumed that the 
students could teach well without a special preparation for teaching. "1 
The teachera 1 classes in the academies were also found unsatisfactory. 
They were the chief means of providing teacher• for New York State prior to 
the establishment of the Albany Normal School in 1844. Horace Mann ex• 
pressed the 1l!llin objection to them "· •• the teachers' department is grafted 
upon an Academy; it ia not the principal, but an incidental object of the 
iutitution; it ia not primary but secondary; it doea not command the entire 
and undivided attention of the iutructora, but shares that attention with 
the general object• for which the academy waa fouoded •• .2 By 1860, the Normal 
School had been generally accepted aa the moat suitable deaign for teacher 
training. The first American Normal School was established in Lexington, 
Maaaacbuaetta, in 1839. Among the N<>rmal Schools which followed were ones 
in Barre (1839), Bridgewater (1840) and Albany (1844). "It thus appears 
l Hollis, op. cit., P• 7. 
21bid., pp. 7-8. Quoted from Horace Mann, contrasting hi• own 
Maaaachuaetta Normal ~choola with the New York Academies. 
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that up to 1860 there were some ten regular State Normal Schools ln different 
parts of the country, and perhaps an equal number which had aaaumed the name, 
if not all the function, of a Normal School. "3 
The early Normala, however. left much to be desired. The programa 
offered consisted of (a) A Department of Academic lnatruction, (b) Theory 
of Teaching, (c) School of Practice; however, with few exceptions, the prac• 
tice school waa ignored or used as a model school for observation of model 
teaching. 
Sheldon, with hie customary ability to identify a problem, waa in 
agreement with the Honorable J. D. Philbrick (then ~uperintendent of the 
Schools of Boston) regarding an exiating defect in the American educational 
design (1860). Philbrick defined the problem as: 
• • • the defects of primary education, which are more grave, and more 
difficult to remedy, than thoee of any other department ••• the great• 
est instrumentality for the improvement of primary education, and that 
on which we must mainly rely, is the professional training of teachera.4 
Having identified a need, Sheldon set about finding a practical remedy. The 
urgency for a solution was compounded by the fact that thie national problem 
was allied to a local problem ia Oswego. It is descril>ed by Professor Gordy: 
••• Pupils from outside Oawego were seeking admission into the training 
school. and its graduate• were supplying the school• of her places with 
teachers.5 
Having received a favorable response from leading educators regarding 
the merits of the City Training School at Oswego, ~heldon determined to en• 
large it• sphere of influence. He realized that he could not hope to get 
3 ~., p. 12. 
4tbid., p. 29. Quoted from a letter to Sheldon, in response to an 
invitatioD't'O visit Oswego Schoola, 1862. 
5 Gordy, op. cit., p. 72. 
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the financial help needed from local sources. Conaequentl% he determined 
to approach the State Legialature. He prevailed upon the Honorable A. C. 
Mattoon in the assembly and the Honorable Cheney Ames in the senate to co• 
operate in his plans. The Hon. v. M. Rice, the State superintendent, waa 
also in sympathy with me in our methods and our movement, and rendered us 
essential service by recommending and encouraging our plans. These were 
strong forces and enabled us eaaUy to secure all that we asked. "6 
In 1863, a grant of three thousand dollars was provided by the State 
for the support of the Oswego Training School for the preparation of primary 
teachers. It was to be provided for a period of two years "provided that the 
citizens or the Board of Education in said City eball, within one year • • • 
provide the necessary buildings, grounds and other accommodations and eppli• 
ancea for auch school ••• 7 A further condition wa1 that each of the 
Senatorial districts of the State would be entitled to send two students to 
the Training School (tuition free). The students were to be recommended by 
the local Superintendents. The purpose of the appropriation was stated as: 
''That the influence of such a achool may be thus, widely spread aa to effect 
beneficially, the schools in all the counties of the state •••• .a 
In 1865, the law securing appropriations for the school provided 
six thousand dollars, on condition that each Assembly District be entitled 
to send one pupil to the school. It required the City of Oawego to provide 
suitable buildings and grounds for the accommodation of the school. In 
6Autobiography, p. 161. 
7Herman Kruai, ''Hiatory of the Normal School" in Hiatorical Sketches--
First guarter Centuri, op. cit., p. 48. 
8 ~ •• p. 48. 
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order to comply with the provisions of the Act, Sheldon pursued a vigorous 
policy of community involvement: 
••• meetings of citizena were called to consult as to the course to 
pursue • • • a committee of citizens was appointed to cooperate with 
the Board of Education, and the decision waa reached to purchase • • • 
the United States Hotel property.9 
The property cost $11,500; however, Sheldon's economic expertise results in 
exchanging "in part payment a lot purchased for school purposes on West 
Fourth Street. The balance paid for the hotel property waa $7,500. The 
contract price for repairing and enlarging the building waa $7,75o."10 
The Training School waa transferred to the new building in 1866. 
Provision waa made for two model schools (one ungraded to represent condi• 
tions in rural schools) and a school of practice. The model schools were 
used for purposes of observation and were staffed by two paid teachers. On 
March 27. 1867, the buildings and grounds were accepted by the State, and 
the institution was formally recognized •• a Normal school. The State 
Superintendent appointed a Local Board of thirteen to gove:n the Oswego 
Normal, and this ended ita connection with the City ~chools, except for its 
use of the Practice School. whose teachers were appointed by the City Board 
of Education. 
The Oswego Normal School in 1866 had accommodation for six hundred 
pupils in the Model and Practicing Schools and three hundred in the Normal 
Department. The following extracts from a circular of the State Superintenden 
(Honorable Victor M. Rice) indicates the entrance requirement•: 
Each county is entitled to as many pupil teachers in the Oswego Normal 
and Training School aa it baa representative• in the Aaaembly, and 
other qualified applicants are received until the accommodations are 
exhausted. 
9Autobiography, P• 159. lOibid., p. 159. 
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to p,airi admisuion to the achool pu:;:il0 nnu-:;t poatJess good health, good 
r;loral character, and flYerage abilities. They must be able to r..ass a 
fair examination in Spelling, Reading, Geogra;;hy and Arithmetic ••• 
alf.io to anul;yz• and parse Eimple sentences. Ladies must be at least 
sixteen and e,;&ntlemen eighteen yea.rs of age. 11 
'!l:t.e coi.rse of irwtJ.·uction ia the School, up to this time (lf66} had 
})een confined to methods of teaching and particularly methods of primary 
instruction. The training class wa. divided into two section3. One-half 
received instructions ir• ~thods in the morning, while the other half was 
te;.1ching in the l'ractice School. In the afternoon, the divisions alternr;.ted. 
The student teachers were given an opportunity of teaching all the subjocta 
of each grade for onemmoath. Prior to changing f'romone grade to another, 
the student teacher~ observed the teaching of the critic~ for two days. 
Sheldon 111eri ts special r-raiae OS the pioneer of the Practice School. 
This is not to say that Schools of practice did not.exist prior to Oswego;; 
however. their use was mo~e in the nature of a model school for observation. 
Dr. Mayo's addroas on "The Normal School in America" notes this fact • 
••• with few exceptions the pructiee school was ignored and 
at best~ a s7stem of cl.ass reeit&tion, with occasional 
observation of sehool ... work and. lessor1-giving used in its place. 12 
In his judgment, "tite spirit of the college and academy still brooded" over 
the new Normal Schools. Contrary to this pr&ctice, Sheldon gave each student 
teacher as much responsibility as would be expected of him after graduation, 
when he received a school appointment. 
u. State Normal and Training Sohool1 New York. Barnard's Journal of American Education, Vol. XVI (1~66) P• 211. 
12. From Dr. Ma70 • s address an ''fhe Normal School in America", 
quoted in Hollis, ~· Cit., P• 45. 
r The school of practice should be so arranged that each pupil teacher 
may have a separate room ••• where he may rule supreme and execute his 
own ideas in his own way. It should emphatically be his ••• to organize, 
to govern, and to teach.13 
However, this is not to indicate that certain prerequisites were essen 
tial to teaching in the Practice ~chool. Prior to auch an assignment: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
~tudents muat have thorough preparation in methods. 
They must complete courses in child study. 
Detailed plans must be submitted to the critic teacher. 
Outlines of lessons must be presented one week in advance. 
The student teacher should have an understanding of the 
relation of subjects. 
They should understand principles of education. 
They should be mature.14 
Initially the Oswego Normal School program was limited to one year 
for the preparatioo of primary teachers. However, since few students poaaesae 
the necessary academic background; Sheldon thought it expedient to add a 
Preparatory Course (one term) in 1865. 
Never one "to rest on his laurels, 11 he proceeded to extend the pro-
gram to prepare teachers for all grades in the elementary school; and by 
1866, the curriculum included provision for training of high school teachers. 
The Circular of the State Superintendent (1866) describea the Curriculum in 
detail (see Appendix II). The preparation of Elenientary School teachers was 
completed in one year (two terms of twenty weeks each) or one year and a half 
where a candidate lacked the neceasary academic background. Upon completion, 
they could teach in the common Schools. 
The High School or Advanced Program waa baaed on the same principle. 
If necessary, an advanced preparatory course was available for student• lack• 
ing academic background. 
13E. A. Sheldon, "The Practice School as a Public ~chooJ, 11 Addresses 
and Proceedings of the N.E.A., 1896, pp. 653•654. 
14Ibid., P• 653. 
tion i'or one lllBl1 in i,; li:fotia., but nore was y&t to come, u.s evidenced b7 
TH~ Cireul.!'J.r of the Del~tment of iublic Inetruction (1B68). "' Clast1ical 
co:-::1;lction of the course "indicatiJlg their .fitneas to teach the elements of 
tho l;:1r~;u.~1.:;es J_;Ul'nu.ed. n 15 
to ~roa:1.ectivo teac'ers-evidenee of Sheldon's belief that a r~hool ahould 
serve the n&€dc; of tho individual. No one would m.•gue the. point that :::.heldon 
in m~thod and practice t&a<".hin.g. 'l'hese 11r'9re included as IMrt cl the 
curriculum for the le.st ;ear ot the hi!th F.1ehool. Ho~evor, evEiluation proved 
tlmt ther\i "1118 not sufficient time f\lr acad&t:tic in~~truction and consequently, 
complete tM· entire High School pl"&gr&m botore being eligible to beg:in the 
tr~1ining ~1nd re·presented somewhat of an innovation. 'l'he tioo c:.11.ottad to 
.Sheldon extended the time to one year. Gradually, the program wa;;.:. extended 
to include the following cour~e8 in 1868. 
15 Circular of the l>e.i.Ul"'tment of :r·ublic Inatructio11 for Os~Jef5"0 r:ormal 
and Trl:l.inin~; School (Oswar~o: l:\. T. Ol:i.1,lmnt, l86H) f:• P• 8 
r~..- -------
1 
ELEMENTARY DEPARTMENT 
Preparatory Course 
Training Course 
Full-Time 
one term 
two terms 
three terms (one and a half years) 
ADVANCED DEPARTMENT 
Elementary Preparatory Course 
Advanced Preparatory Course 
Advanced Training Course 
one term 
three terms 
five terms (two and one half years) 
CLASSICAL DEPARTMENT 
Elementary Preparatory Course 
Advanced Preparatory Course 
Advanced Training Course 
Classical Course Proper 
one term 
three terms 
one term 
three terms 
eight terms (four years)16 Full-Time 
The Classical Course is described in the Circular for 1868: 
LATIN 
FRENCH 
Harkness' First Lesson, Four books of Caesar, Six 
orations of Cicero, Six books of Virgil. 
Harkness' First Book, Greek Reader or its equivalent. 
Otto's French Grammar, Ladquelle's Colloquial Reader, 
Select Dramas of Racine, Corneille etc. In the latter 
part of the course, there will be exercised in Composition 
and Conversation. 
Ahn's Course, Adler's Reader, Select pieces from Schiller 
and Goethe, Exercises in Composition and Conversation. 17 
Assuming that a student wished to enier the Classical Program, and did not 
have a good academic background, in extreme cases, it might require four 
years to graduate. Sheldon's four year teacher program was prophetic in re-
gard to present day programs which culminate in a Bachelor's Degree in 
Education. The difference is one of emphasis in subject matter. The ratio 
between the time allotted to methods and practice teaching differs, but the 
total time devoted to this area is essentially the same. 
16. ~., PP• 10-11. 17. !~id. P• 9 
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ELEMENTA&Y DEPARTMENT 
Preparatory Course 
Training Course 
l'ull•Time 
one term 
two terma 
three terma (one and a half years) 
ADVANCED DEPARTMENT 
Elementary Preparatory Course 
Advanced Preparatory Couree 
Advanced training Courae 
one term 
three terma 
five terma (two and one half years) 
CLASSICAL DEPAll'I'MENT 
Elementary Preparatory Course 
Advanced Preparatory Course 
Advanced Training Course 
Classical Course Proper 
l'ull•Time 
one term 
three terma 
one term 
three terms 
eight terms (four yeara) 18 
Present eyatema of education have an added dimension that i• missing, 
at thia point, in Sheldon's educational design. There waa no proviaion for 
Kindergarten. However, Ruth Baylor credits him with pioneer efforts in this 
area, aince she states that Peatalozzian principles paved the way for the 
acceptance of Kindergarten. There i• little doubt that tbe underlying prin• 
ciplea of rroebel have much in coarmon with Pestalozzian theory. The follow-
ins extracts from "Chronology of the Development of Kindergartens in America," 
reads in pa rt: 
~ caroline L. Frankenberg, who had studied with froebel in 
Germany, opened a German speaking school in Columbua, Ohio ••• 
fili Henry Barnard visited the Kindergarten exhibit at the 
Education Exhibition in London • • • 
.!!.2!. Barnard published ''Froebel 's System of Infant Gardena" ••• 
!!fil:. Dr. E. A. :tbeldora opened a department for training teachers 
in Peatalozzian principles ••• 
18tbid., 10 11 pp. - • 
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1§.§1 Oswego Training Department became a State Normal School. lta 
Pestalozzisn Principles paved the way for the acceptance of 
Kindergartien. 19 
It is generally conceded that the Kindergarten program was introduced 
into the Oswego State Normal ~chool in 1881. The only point of cont ·ntion is 
whether Fredonia or Oswego Normal was the first State Normal to introduce 
such a program. Hollis states that Oswego was first, and Dorothy Rogers 
concura, using as evidence the Dockstader report. It is the considered judg• 
ment of this researcher that to Fredonia goes the credit for thb achieve-
ment. Dorothy Dockstader compiled her report at Oswego with the assiatance 
of •er theory Kindergarten class of 1932, and the class of 1933. It reads 
in part: 
In 1881 a Kindergarten taught by Mrs. Clara Burr was added to the school, 
the Kindergarten training class followed in 1885.20 
However, Hollis, in the preface to his book (publiahed in 1898) qualifies 
hia report: 
Since Chapter V was written Principal F. B. Palmer of Fredonia (N.Y.) 
State Normal 3chool, has pointed out to me that the Fredonia Normal 
School, was reported by the Superintendent of Public Inatruction of the 
State of New York as having a Kindergarten in connection with its train• 
ing department a year earlier than Oswego ••• 21 
Hollia further indicates that he gave priority to Oswego. on the baaia of two 
lettera he received from Dr. Sheldon, and the fact that both achoola are 
listed in the report of the United States Commiaaioner of Education aa having 
Kindergartens for the first time in 1881. 
19
autb M. Baylor, Eliaab4tth Pal.mer Peabody (Philadelphia: Penn• 
aylvania University Preas, 1965). Appendix C, p. 179. 
20 Dorothy L. Dockstader, ''The Opwego Kindergarten, Ita Hiatoty and 
Development, 1932·133. Unpublished. 
21 Hollis, pp. cit., preface, P• iv. 
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In evaluating Sheldon's executive progress, it is not essential to 
prove that he was the first to establish s training progra~1. Sufficient proof 
of hit progressive vision, in regard to Kindergarten education, is that 
Oswego State Normal was one of the firat State Normals to recognize the value 
of Kindergarteaa. It should further be noted that Fredonia State Normal was 
not opened until 1868 and was organized by an Oawego graduate (John Armatrong). 
Oswego's influence was greatest in New York State. "The six State Normals 
that opened between 1867•1871 copied their curricula after Oawego•a.•..22 
The four•year Claaeical Courie waa diacontinued in 1892. Sheldon 
indicates that he objected to the addition of this course from the beginning. 
•":I'he principals and the State Superintendent disagreed with me and no choice 
waa left ua tn the matter, until during the administration of Judge Dr.aper. 
In 1891 coneent ••• gained to drop out thia departmeot.•~3 Iver one to ac• 
compliah goah by limited atepa, tt la evident that the cout'ae was "phased•' 
out, rather than dropped out; 
By resolution of the Local Board,work of thia course haa been given up 
in our achoola. No new claeaea will be formed in any other than the 
English Language. During the year beginning September. 1892, there will 
be one claaa in German, that haa pursued the subject one year, and one 
claas in Latin, reading Virgil and Cicero, and any pupils prepared to 
enter tbeae claaeea may do ao and graduate from the Claaaical Courae.24 
It was further indicated that students coming to the achool with 
the necessary college preparation in Greek or Latin, or two years of High 
~chool G•':.!rll1Bn or French, might receive Classical Diplomas upon cot11pletion 
of the Three Year Engliah Program. 
York, 
Sheldon explains hla objection to the Claeaical Course ln terms of 
22Rogers, 
24ctrcular 
1892, p. 6. 
op. cit., p. 83. 23 Autobiographl, p. 177. 
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goals. "A disttnsuiahing feature of our school• from the beginning has lain 
in our constant endeavor to emphasize the purely professional side of the 
i i 0 2s tra n ag • • • It ia evident, however, that hia objection waa not to 
these languages per se, but rather to what he felt to be an undesirable 
emphaaia in the area. 
Further evidence to this effect were the coureea offered under 
"aubatitutione"••in modern terminology "electives": 
ThP f~llowing aubatitutione will be allowed when desired: Greek, Roman 
and Engliah History for General History: Three booka of Caesar. or aix 
booka of Virgil, or aix oration• of Cicero, or one year of French or 
German, for Familiar ~cience, or advanced Geometry, or Trigonometry or 
Aatronomy.26 
It would appear that elective& were provided in the Sciences and the Human• 
itiea to provide a well•rouoded curricula. In addition to providing 0 elec• 
tivea, 11 Sheldon ahowed progreaaive via ion in two other area• that are ac• 
cepted features of ltlOdern colleges. 
The Sheldon curricula provided for ttadvanced standings" or what 
modern educators would call credit by examination. "A pupil passing any 
branch in this way will not be required to take it in the achool. ,.,2 7 The 
Oswego Normal provided an additional service to its graduates that wae 
prophetic of the Placement Bureaus of modern collegea. In the laagua:::;e 
of the day. this service waa called a ''Teachera Bureau, tt the deaign of which 
waa to aid graduates in aecuring poaitions. With hie apecial gift for good 
communication, Sheldon made the purpoee and reaponaibility of the Teachers 
25Autobiographr, p.177. 
26
circular of the State Normal and Training ~chool at Oawego. 
New York, 1892, p. 7. 
27,!PM., p. 7. 
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Bureau clear to prospective clients•·''While no pledges are given to furniah 
positions to graduates. every effort is ltlSde to do so.•~8 
Sheldon enumerate• the benefits that ensued from dropping the four• 
year Classical Course. 1. Aa additional year was gained for work in History, 
Science. Psychology Teaching, and in Higher English. Thua came into being 
the Three•Year English Courae. 2. Further time was available for Kinder• 
garten training. 3. A apecial course was arranged f•r training critic and 
method ~a~:hera; but since it waa not recognized by the State, thia innova• 
tion did not last. It was one of Sheldon's few failurea••if it waa indeed 
a ttfailure. 11 These critics were much in demand in other State Moru1als. 
Sheldon'• inability to get his auperiors at the State level to accredit this 
course may be an indication of their lack of foresight. 
A change agent can be a victim of change or an inatrument of change. 
A victim reacts to a specific 1ituation with a temporary panacea. Hia role 
ia usually limited to proble• solving. Aa an instrument for change, Sheldon 
could, figuratively speaking, atep into the future and anticipate a need, 
before it became a pressing reality. 
Bollia indicates that Sheldon decided to discontinue the teaching 
of ancient and modern languages, and to "uae the time and mone7 for111erly 
given to such teaching to poat•graduate courses, providing academical and 
29 professional training in more advanced English and Scientific studies." 
It would appear to this reaearcher that some of the poat•graduate 
work was in the area of advanced profeaaional training, aucb aa the courae 
28
ctrcular of the State Training and Normal School: Oswego, 
New York, p. 29. 
29 Hollis, op. cit., p. 77. 
desisned for critic teachers. Hollis stated that graduates of marked ability 
were invited by the faculty to take this course. 
Yet another course whose growth is attributed, at least in part, to 
the withdrawal of the Classical Language Course is the Manual Training Pro-
sram. To some extent, this course was part of the regular curriculum of 
1862-1896, if we regard Krusi •a drawing course as such: "Stick laying, 
30 
weaving; paper cutting; color; form and inventive drawing." .Sheldon in-
dicates that the Manual Training Course and higher Mathematica 't:r~~• electives. 
Ia 1893 1 a regular course in Manual Training was introduced, organized by 
Richard f iez. 
To remodel and equip the new shop, Sheldon wangled an appropriation of 
$6,000 which paid for remodeling the room, and for twenty double benchea, 
each supplied with two aeta of toola, ••• Because power waa lacking, 
pupils had to "make do" the firet year with a band operated circular 
saw ••• Next year, an 8 housepover gaaoline engine waa added •••• 31 
In accordance with Herbartian theory, Sheldon claimed for Manual Training a 
broad transfer of learning. In 1888, a bill was introduced by the Honorable 
s. M. Coon, making Manual Training an integral part of the regular State 
Normals. Inaa111.1ch as Coon wat a member of the Oswego School Board, it ie a 
fair conclusion that Sheldon motivated him to introduce that particular Bill 
in the State Legislature. To correlate Manual Training and science, Piez 
was assigned toteach both subjects. Influenced by Herbartian Theory, 
Oswego'• Manual Training program had such innovations as core curriculum, 
and correlation, or in modern terminology the "interdisciplinary approach." 
"It took our scholarly suceesaora of the next decade to supply us with a 
32 
vocabulary." 08Wego waa one of the first school• to accept Herbartian 
30 Rogers. 
32 Richard 
op. cit., p. 28. 311!>.;!.j., p. 29. 
Piez, quoted in Rogers, pp. cit., p. 29. 
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theory although it would displace object teaching. Margaret K. Smith, a 
graduate of Oswego, ~tudied in G·r~~ny and returned to Oawego to Leach 
Herbartian Theory in the Normal Scho61. She al$0 translated Herbart's work 
for distribution in this country. Thus while Quincy. Hassachusetts, and 
Normal, Illinota. were the fountainhead of the Herbartian Movement in the 
United Staaea, Oswego was among the first Normals to accept the new theory. 
Sheldon'• interest in Child Psychology caused him to invite Dr. Mohlberg of 
the University of Jena. Germany (a diaciple of Herbart). to come to Oswego. 
Summary 
The concluaion one can logically reach from the foregoing chapter ia 
that $heldon not only reflected the beat educational ideaa of bis day, but 
he also bad a committment to lead other educators to look towards the future 
and anticipate need• that were not yet manifest. He succeeded in getting the 
necessary local support for O.wago Normal School by using a technique termed, 
0 Community Involvement." He realized that direct particip.ltion increasee 
commitment to any action that ia mutually agreed upon. 
He was second to none in the field of economic expertise. Four 
thousand dollars had been appropriated by the Local Board for a new Ile• 
mentary School. Sheldon perauaded them to tranafer thia money to the Normal 
School Building Fund. He assured the~ that the Normal School would include 
two model School• and one Practice School to be used aa Public schools·-
thus eliminating the need for a new Elementary School. 
The Thirteenth and Fourteenth Annual Ri.!ports atress the fact that: 
Several small buildings. accommodating in all about 500 children, have 
been rented in various parta of the town, at a coat of over $800.00 
89 
a year• and every building haa been c1:owded to an uncomfortable 
extent.33 
Having asaured the public that the Model ~choola and Practice schools of the 
O.wego Normal would accommodate 500 children, Sheldon concluded: "This en• 
abled the Board to give up all the rented building• except one, ••• --saving 
the city over $600.00 in renta. ,.J4 
He also noted in the Report that buaineaa expenses had doubled in 
the paat five years, "And yet it ta eaay to ahow that the cott of conducting 
the schools baa not increased in any such ratio • • • the percentage of ad• 
vance in attendance waa more than twice as great as the per cent of advance 
in expenses." He concluded: "It would aeem that these facta should aatiafy 
the public that there baa been no extravagance in the expenditures of the 
laat year •1135 
Sheldon baa dmonstrated his ability to provide curricula suitable 
to the needs of a heterogenoua achool population, and the executive skill 
to coordinate the work of elementary acboola and the Normal School. No doubt 
thia feat was more easily accomplished by the fact that be held joint posi• 
tiona aa Secretary of the Oswego Board 01 Education and President of the 
Normal School (1861-1869). The achool year in the public acbools wae made 
to conform to the Normal School year. the better to coordinate the work 
(1867). 
3313th and 14th Annual aeport of the Oswego Board of Education, 
P• 14. 
35tbid., 13 
- p •• 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONTEMPORARY EVALUATION 
In the preceding chapters, Sheldon's administrative ability haa been 
evaluated in terma of modern educational values. At thia point it would 
seem proper to have his progreaa judged by a jury of his peers (nineteenth• 
century educators), if we are to obtain a really comprehensive evaluation. 
In December, 1861 Sheldon extended an invitation to leading edu• 
catora of different States to come to Oswego and evaluate the effectiveness 
of the new method he had introduced into the schools. The examining com• 
mittee included: 
David N. Camp, 
D. H. Cochrane, 
William F. Phelps, 
Misa L.E. Ketchum, 
State Superintendent of Schools in Connecticut 
and principal of the State Normal School. 
Principal of the Albany State Normal School. 
Principal of the State Normal School at Trenton. 
New Jersey. 
Principal of the Experimental Department of the 
State Normal School at Bloomington, Illinois. 1 
Professor Krusi indicates that Sheldon•s objective in having a survey 
of the Oswego Schools conducted was an effort to have his new methods dif• 
fused throughout the country. Convinced of the merit of Object Teaching 
''Mr. Sheldon came to the conclusion that its adoption into the schools of 
2 this country was a matter of vast importance." 
l Gordy, op. cit., p. 67. 
2Henian Kruai, "Bietory of the Normal :;>chool" from Hiator:~ 
Sketchea••Firat 9!J!rter Centurz, op. cit., p. 46. 
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l'he committee conducted a three-day survey of the Oswego School .System 
(February ll, 12, and lJ, 1362), and observed a wide range of topics being 
taught in the classrooms. These subjects included "lessons of various 
gradea on Form, size, weight, color, place, number, language, objects, plants, 
animals, shella ••• also exerciaes in Phonic Reading and Gymnasti.cs. ,,3 
There is every evidence that the survey conducted vaa it thorough one. 
The COlllmittee went so far aa to request that a class from a achool outside 
the city be brought in·-one which had never been exposed to object teaching, 
in order that they might aee the firet step• in introducing thtt Object Method. 
The committee report includes a schedule indicating the varioua cla•ses ob• 
served. The method of presentation. in each instance, is desc~ibed in de-
tail. The concluaioo of the committee were: 
1. That the principles of that ayatem are phUoaophic~nl and aound; 
that they are founded in, and are in harmony with r:he nature of 
man, and hence are beat adapted to eecure for him such an educa• 
tion aa will conduce in the higheat degree to hia welfare and 
happineaa, present and future. 
2. That tha particular methoJs of instruction preaent~d before u~ 
aa illustrative of those grtnciplea merit and recei.ve our 
hearty approbation. • • • 
In conclusion, the Committee presented recommendations ,in the form 
of resolutions. One such resolution cautioned that "any attem1t to introduce 
it Cob1ect teachioa~ bv those who do not clearly comorehend ita principles, 
and who have not been trained in ita methods can result only it failure ... 5 
A further reaolution reads: 
~-------.....-~~-----~~~~------ --~~~~~--~----~--__.,.~~--~~~ 3111sa E. M. Jones, "The Lava of Childhood, u read by Mr. E. D. Weller 
at the Convention. Reoort of the Committee to Examine Object 'leaching (New 
York: Harper and Bros., 1862), p. 11. 
4 Professor Phelps, Reeort of the Committee To Exam ne C b1ect 
Teaching (1862), pp. 27·28. 
5 J.!?!2. •• p. 28, parentheses added (object teaching). 
That in the opinion of your committee, the system of Object Teaching 
is admirably adapted to cultivate the perceptive faculties of the child. 
• • • and the power of accurate expression • • • do recon1111end the adoption 
of the ayatem, in whole or in part, wherever such introduction is prac• 
ticable.6 
Sheldon's "Address of Welcome," read before the visiting corm:nittee, 
indicates that he himself waa fully aware of the merits of the new system. 
He was further aware that the outcome of the survey had implications beyond 
the merits of Object Teaching. 
ShC'~•\d your judgement, after a careful inveatigation, accord with our 
own, it can but lead to a complete revolution in our methods of teach• 
ing; it will make teaching a profession, a title it has yet to earn.7 
The visiting committee included H. P. Wilbur, however, it appeara 
that he did not concur in the committee resolution. At a meeting of the New 
York State Teacher's Association held at Rochester in 1863, and at National 
Education Association meeting in 1864, he read a sarcaatic and vindictive 
paper against Mr. Sheldon- hie achoola and hia methoda. Sheldon indicated 
that Wilbur's attack did not merit serious consideration "It was character• 
ized more by ridicule than by argument • ..S Sheldon may be pardoned for think• 
ing so, considering that the preface to Wilbur'• paper reads in part: 
Even some persona who should have been more discriminating, looking only 
at the motives of its partisans, have good naturedly given it a vague 
countenance, ea ladies sometimes give a 11charscter11 to a stupid or 
ahiftleaa domestic, who ''meana well. u9 
Thia researcher concludes that bigotry rather than ridicule, waa 
the motivating force that auatained Wilbur's attack, upoa a ayatem he 
6!!!!!,., p. 28. Approved by the Ceneral Committee and read before the 
Convention, in Doolittle Hall on Thursday, February 13, 1862. 
7 E. A. Sheldon, "Address of Welcome," Hiatorical Sketchea••Firat:. 
Quarter Centurr, p. 46. 
8 ~utobiograeh1, p. 162. 
9a. B. Wilbur, "The 0.we Inatruction " Barnard •a 
• 
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desc-·ibes as "A forei.gn educational scheme, partial,bigoted, and unphilo-
sophical ••• " He adds that it, uis oo-w naturalized in the country, and 
10 its universal propogation demanded by zealous advocates." Wilbur waa con• 
vinced that anyone who was familiar with the history of educational reforma 
of the previoua forty years. would realize that the current problem was not 
finding ttany new principles of education. 11 The problem as he saw it, was 
the practical application of sound principles already • • • 
generally recognized and acknowledged in thia country. ThiA ta !!2!. 
too much to eay, for here more than elsewhere••almoat only here••were 
sound principle• and methods of instruction generally prevalent. The 
rea1ona are obvious. The American mind ia usually active upon educational 
subjects • • .11 
It is "not too much to aay," tbat Wilbur shows a fine disregard for the edu• 
cational contributions of other nations, notably Pruaaia. He claimed for 
America the credit for having defined and recognized sound principles of 
education in a period of forty years. Assuming he was correct, one can but 
wonder at the expenditure of time, money, and personnel, in this area. up 
to the present time. This writer would hesitate, at the date of writing 
this treatise to claim aeceaa to any categorical abtolutea in regard to 
sound principles of education. 
The firat principle of Object Teaching was assailed by Dr. Wilbur 
who stated .. There is an implied re•triction of this Law of Childhood to hia 
(the pupu•a) physical syatem.n12 Considerine; that Sheldon's phtloaophy 
was concerned with the moral, intellectual, and physical development of the 
child, it appears that Wilbur lacked complete comprehenaion of hi.a subject. 
lOibid., p. 190. 
llill!·. p. 191. Emphasis added. 
12 .!lli.· t p. 195. Emphasis added (the pupil' a). 
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There ia further evidence that he was not sufficiently analytical: 
Referring then to the Oswego Manuals (Sheldon's) I find a statement of 
what are called Peatalozzian plans and principles. It may be remarked 
of these generally, that whatever of them a e sound have not the claim 
of novelty to American teachersA and what are new are of no value, if 
not leading to positive error.1~ 
Wilbur regarded as positive error the fact that acientific and tech• 
nical lang_age was introduced at an early age in Oaweso. In this instance, 
he stated one of the 1uore comnon criticisms of the Oswego method of Object 
Teaching. Elizabeth Mayo ably refutes this criticism: 
An objection has been made to these lessons that put fine words into 
children's moutha, and give them an air of pedantry••but the evil in 
reality is the effect of ignorance that baa hitherto prevailed aa to the 
properties of the most common things by which we are surrounded, and the 
conaequent poverty of the poor man's language ••• when no aimple and 
cornn10n words can be found to express (for instance, such very important 
and conmon qualities aa opacity and transparency), the only terme our 
language affords must be used, and the reproach of pedantry be risked.14 
A further pri.nciple aaaailed was, •• ••• never tell a child what he can di•'" 
cover for himself." Wilbur questioned the use of the word "never." It ap• 
pears that his doubt waa transmitted to Dearborn at a latfr date. 
Logically this doctrine would place every infant on a level with his 
primitive ancestors, and keep him there until he had diacovered what 
had been evolved durint the centuries intervening between man and 
modern civilization.15 
Fortunately, Dearborn qualifies his interpretation of this principle by 
noting that the Oewego school procedurea did not manifest any application 
of this extreme theory. It is the judgment of this writer that the above 
statement of doctrine, completely mbinterprets the principle involved. 
13tb1d., p. 195. Parentheses added (Sheldon's). 
14 Elizabeth May, Lessons on Objects (14th edition), (Lendon: Seeley, 
Jackson and Halliday, 1869), preface, p. xiii. 
l.S Dearborn, op. cit., p. 75. 
It is logically absurd, and conaidering the merit of a current practice 
termed the "Diacovery Method," further comment would be redundant. 
Dr. Wilbur was particularly provoked by the fact that State funda 
were being apptopriated to further the adoption and diffusion of objc-:ct teach• 
ing, in State Normal .)chools. Unless we assume that Sheldon controlled the 
State Legislatures, we muat conclude that the appropriations were made at 
the request of various educatota. They saw merit in Object Teaching, and 
in Sheldon's design for teacher training and convinced their State Repre• 
aentatives that the neceaaary appropriations would further the cauae of 
education in their various dbtr1 ct:s. 
The criticism of Dr. Sheldon and bis methods, 1n thia inatance, 
unwittingly secured fr.c him a national official endorsement. The National 
Educational Association appointed a committee of distinguished educators to 
make a thorough survey of the Oswego School, and make a report at the next 
convention. The committee consisted of: 
Frofeasor s. s. Greene of Brown University 
Barnas Seara, D.D., Frovidence, Rhode Ialand 
J. L. Picard, Superintendent of Schools, Chicago 
J. D. Philbrick, Superintendent of ->choola, Boaton 
David N. Camp, State O\lperintendent of Schools, Connecticut 
R. Edwards, Principal of the Normal School, Illinois 
c. L. Pennell, St. Louis, Missouri 
Profeaaor Greene went to Oswego, and reported for the Committee 
at the National Education Aaaociation, held at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania• 
in 1865. The committee repott included a description of the organization 
of the achools: "The school• of the city ••• are divided into four grade••• 
Pri~~ry, Junior, Senior, and High ••• each grade is subdivided into clsssea 
named in order of rank from the lowest C, B, A. " 16 Since he abo described 
the Arithmetic Schools and the Unclassified Schools, it is not surprising 
that leading educators throughout the country were impre::tsed with ~ihtoildon 's 
educational design. It would appear that such organization was unique since 
Professor Greene explains that Primary, Junior, Senior, and High Schools 
corresponded to the ''Primary, Secondary or Intermediate, Grammar, and High 
Schools of other cities."17 
He gave a brief hi.story of the development of Object Teaching in 
Oswego, indicating that it was first introduced in the :Primary Crades, and 
that presently the system had reached the two lower grades of the Junior 
School. This gradual "Volution would have appealed to administrators who 
felt a need for change, but had little desire to initiate a complete up-
heaval in their schools. Re gives a description of a typical primary leason 
he witnessed, not failing to note the association between writing, spelling, 
and readnng comparable on a smell scale to our modern approach to Language 
Arta. He concluded "In short, this primary room is a busy workahop••not one 
idle moment. "18 Greene was moat impressed with the training school. "The 
superiority of this plan over any other for Normal Training is obvious. ~ome 
19 of these pupil•teachers evinced great presence of mind and no little ~kill." 
He notes further, the flexibility of the system: 
The ayatem has been modified from time to time aa new suggestions h•ve 
16Professor Greene, "OBJECT TEACH.ING." Its General Principles and 
the Oswego Syttem, Barnarda Journal of American Education, Vol XVI (1866), 
p. 265. 
17tbid., p. 265. 
19tbid., p. 268. 
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co• up, or as theoretic plaua have been te1ated. farther experience 
will undoubtedly result in othet' changea.20 
Mr. Camp, Superintendent of the Public School• for the State of 
Connecticut, a member of the committee stated that he had observed object 
methods in Boston, Maaaachusetta; Oswego, New York; Paterson, New Jersey; 
and at Toronto and Montreal, Canada. His judgment was that it was best 
suited to elementary inatruction and when used by trained teachers had 
excellent results: 
Pupils trained under this ayatem have evinced more of quickness and 
accuracy of perception, careful observation, and a correctness of judf-
ment which results from discriminationa and proper compariaona ••• 2 
Greene concluded that, "occaaionally aentencea and fora of expreat1ion had 
a bookish aapect ••• Theae however, at most were but apota upon the face 
of the sun. The whole plan waa admirable in theory and practice.•~ 2 
The publicity alwaya attendant upon controversy waa not missing in 
thia instance. Several thousand copies of the report of the Chairman of 
the Committee were printed and circulated throughout the country, and at 
the convention; leaaona were given to illustrate methods used in Oswego 
schools. Sheldon reaped rich rewards in favorable publicity. 
Sheldon had still to esperience a great deal of local oppoaition, 
which developed after he resigned bia position aa Secretary of the Board of 
Education in 1869. It is a strange contradiction that while Sheldon's 
educational design waa sweeping the country, opposition to hia work de-
veloped in Oswego and reached a p~~k in 1872 when the local press gave it 
extended coverage. 
The apparent contradiction ia explained by Sheldon, as being due 
lO!!!!!.•• P• 268. 21~ •• pp. 269-270. 22.!!?!!,., P• 269. 
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to a change in the local Boai·d of Education. 
By a diviaion of the City into eight warda instead of four, the number 
of members of the Board was increased from eight to aixteen. Thia 
change brought into the Board a number of ignorant ward politicians, 
who knew little of educ&tional movements and cared less.23 
Kruat•a evaluation of the situation tends to support Sheldon'• theory. 
Kruai indicated that a review of political organizations in America, showed 
that at the onset, only the moat able and prominent citizens were elected 
to office. He stated that since the Board of Education was a new inetitu• 
tion. while Sheldon was Secretary, the members elected to it had the highest 
qua lif ica t iona. 
If their acientific atanding wa• not very high (which could not be ex• 
pected of business men) they were willing to be instructed or guided by 
those more conversant with the management of echoole and with •etboda 
of instruction.24 
He adds that $heldon was later to suffer from the opposition of a reactionary 
party, such as is prone to oppoee all innovation, and ''which judges every-
thing by the standard of its coat and not by ita merit."25 
It is the considered opinion of this researcher that the Oswego 
Board of Education in 1872 merely reflected a recurring problem--a problem 
that is still with us in the twentieth century. Described in modern 
terminology, it is the necessity for translating educational needs into 
dollars and not allowing the dollar to shape the needs. The missing element, 
in resolving the problem, in this instance, may have been Sheldon's executive 
force. Had he retained his position as Sec.retary of the Board of Education, 
23 Autobiosraphr. p. 165. 
24 ~~ry Alling Sheldon, ed., Recollections of My Life: Herman Kruei, 
op. cit., p. 188. 
25
.!!?.!2.·· p. 188. 
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it i doubtful if the opposition would have developed to such an extent. 
::>heldon and Krusi have both over-estimated the cooperation of i.:he early 
School Boards, and under•eatimated Sheldon's leadership. 
The School Board member who led the opposition, in 1872, waa a Mr. 
Wallace (a distant relation of Cornell) who was thought to have a vested 
interest in proposing the following resolution: 
Resolved, That we discontinue object teaching in our Junior Schools 
and substitute instead Cornell's primary Geography and Appleton's 
Elementary Arithmetic.26 
The resolution to substitute two text books for a method of elementary educa• 
tion, indicatea a lack of comprehension in regard to the matter involved. 
;iheldon 'a friend Johonot, aptly deacribed Wallace by stating that he "could 
•wear better than he could apell his oath•.'~ 7 
A few exerpts will illustrate the main thrust of the opposition to 
;heldon 1d educational efforta: 
He selected and trained his teachers • • • and has succeeded • • • in 
working out of their situations nearly every teacher not especially 
trained in his methods 1 or who differed with him aa to their valuea.28 
••• the claimed specialty of the Oswego Schools ii 11The Peatalozzian 
system." ••• His (Peatalozzi'a) intention• were excellent but bis 
schools all failed.29 
••• discontinue the high school •••• There is no justice • • • in 
levying a tax upon the whole people to teach a few children Botany 
or Geometry or Latin ••• 
26 Mary ~heldou Barnes, "Biographical Sketches," First Half Centurx: 
3tate Normal & Training School, op. cit., p. 45. 
27 Autobiography, p. 166. 
28 
"Commercial AdvertiHl'," January 31, 1872. 
2911
n:lily Palladium," February 12, 1871. Parentheses added 
(Pestalozzi'a). 
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The introduction of thf.s prf.nciple of lete, tended to inc1·ease the number 
of teachers ••• the more teachers we have, the higher price of course, 
we must pay •••• 
Are our children more muscular or more syn:lllf"trical than they were before 
they were taught to paw the air in rhythm? 
The taxpayer• of Oawego will aee to it that their achoola aball be run 
in the interests of sound practicsl education and not • • • to build 
up fortune• of Book Publishing Rings, and Peatalozzian Monomaniaci. 30 
The underlying problem of "cost'* 18 further evidenced by the fact that 
Sheldon'• opponent• claimed students required a longer time to graduate. In 
terms of return, for the monetary outlay, it was felt that a lower percentage 
of atudents were passing the Regent•' examinations than in the years prior 
to the introduction of the new ayatem of education. Since the Regents' ex• 
amination was first introduced in Oswego in 1866, a comparison between the 
results of this and some earlier instrument of measurement would seem to 
serve little purpoae. The queation ie alao rsiaed a1 to the validttr of the 
result• obtained from the Regent•' examination. Thia is prophetic of modern 
problems of teats and meaaurement. 
The examination ••• 11 framed by Dr. Woolworth, Secretary of the Board 
of Regent•, who is one of the moat steadfast (not to say bigoted) ad-
herents of the education~l ayatem of the old masters. It is often 
bookiah and technical••of a character to teat students knowledge of 
A. s. Barnet & Co. acbool publication, rather than of the aeveral 
branches of learning.31 
A letter to ~heldon from the University of the 8tate of New York dated 
February 17, 1871, indicates that the average age of the graduating class 
decreased rather than increaaed. 
3011ary Sheldon Barnes. "Biographical Sketch of E. A. Sheldon," 
op. cit., pp. 142•143. 
31 
"The :Palladium," date unknown, pi:eaerved in a book of paper 
clippinga at Oswego College. 
1866-67 
1867-68 
1868-69 
1869-70 
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17 .5 years 
15.8 years 
15.9 years 
16.0 years 
The concern of the taxpayers over the coat of education ia explained 
in aome meaaure by the economic situation. Snyder refer• to 1873 as the de-
preaaion year when "a commercial decline aet in. 1132 It continued to the turn 
of the century. However, the Board of Education cannot be excused for 
(temporarily at least) failing to ensure that education was put in proper 
order of priority. 
The criticisms of ~heldon'a educational deaign, translated into modern 
values would indicate a well functioning ayatem of education. (l) Only 
specially trained teachers were permitted in the clasarooma. (2) A physical 
education program was an eaaential feature of each school. (3) The number 
of teachers had been increased thus promoting smaller clasa aize, or speciali· 
zation of subject matter. (4) Normal ~chool faculty members were publishing 
text boob. 
In some mode.rn univeraitiea, it is alleged that faculty membera are 
encouraged, even preaaed, to write book.a in their particular field. Thia 
enhances the image of the University and promotes the career of the individual. 
The adage quoted ia ''Publish or Perish"! It cannot be justly said, in modern 
times, that writing textbooka ia a lucrative pursuit. No doubt it was even 
leaa true in Sheldon'• time, and hia faculty could not be justly accused of 
being overly concerned with personal gain. 
The moat objective evaluation of Sheldon's effectiveness aa an ad• 
miatatrator can be inferred from a comparison of the Oswego ~choola and other 
J2 Snyder, op. cit., p. 189. 
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contemporary school ayatema. A special report waa compiled by Henry Barnard 
to furniah data regarding the achool systems of the principal cities of the 
United State• and schools abroad. Its purpose was to determine the relative 
efficiency of each school ayatem to be used as a guide to improving the level 
of education in the Diatrict of Columbia. 
A survey of the available dat.t reveal• that it ia impoaaible to com-
pare Oswego with other citiea of comparable population since it waa the only 
city (excepting Syracuse) with a achool population of leas than 8,000 (1865) 
which had a comprehenaive, fully•developed system of public education. The 
survey revealed that three distinct classes of achool ayateJNJ existed. 
I. (Citiea) which had no ayatem of free education other than that 
provided for indigent pupils. 
II. Cities which have a nominal system of public schools • • • im• 
perfectly organized; ••• limited in their range, ••• in-
efficiently administered ••• and fail to realise ••• the 
elementary education of children of all classes of the community. 
III. Those cities which have a broad and liberal system of public 
instruction with all the conditions of succeaa, and all the 
agencies of progress • • • instruction free or so cheap as to 
be within the reach of the poor and at the same time good enough 
to meet the •Qnts of the rich and the educated •••• 33 
Oswego falls into the third category of schools and consequently its 
school system was comparable to that of Boston, Maaaachuaetta (population 
27,723 A114), Chicago, lilinoia (27,260 ADM), Cincinnati, Ohio (24,828 ADM), 
Dayton, Ohio (9,114 ADM), Bew York City (90,220 ADM), St. Louis, Missouri 
(14.556 Ail'I), Philadelphia. Pennsylvania (77,164 AJ.Jil), Syracuse, New York 
(4,368 ADA);4 
33Barnard's American Journal of Education, Vol. XIX (1867), pp. 130-
131. Parentheses added (Cities). 
34Ibid., pp. 77•130. 
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The educational design and effectiveness of the Oswego school system 
compares favorably with that of the larger and more prosperous cities of the 
nation. It also compares favorably with Massachusetts ~chool Systems, which 
led the nation for years in educational endeavor and consequently had more 
time than ~heldon to achieve the degree of perfection attained in 1867. It 
should further be noted that Syracuae is li~ted among the few school ayatema 
having an effective school aystem. Much of the credit in this instance goes 
to Sheldon who laid the foundatbn of the system in a brief period of two years 
Sheldon waa appointed Chairman of the Department of Professional 
Training of Teachers, at the International Congress of Education of the 
World' a Columbia Exposition (July 25-28, 1893). The appointment was made I! 
by William Torrey Harris, and ia a measure of hb respect for .:iheldon aa an 1:(' 
educator. He received for the Oswego Normal School a medal of honor, and a 
diploma ''For excellence of equipment, method, and usefulness throughout its 
long history under one principal. ,,35 
Sutm111ry 
The only valid criteria for judging the effectiveness of an ad-
ministrator is to evaluate the extent of his progress. taking into conaidera-
tion the limitations imposed by bis specific situation. If his executive 
techniques do not reault in a positive educational gain they have little 
value. 
It may be said in summary, that any criticism of Sheldon discussed 
in this chapter had little foundation in faat. It may further be stated 
that many elements that were c:onaidered "undesirable" in nineteenth-century 
35M.ary Sheldon Barnes, Biographical Sketches E. A. Sheldon, op. cit •• 
p. 49. 
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education would be regarded as a positive good in terma of modern educational 
values. The change in values ia due to progress in the area of educational 
philosophy and child psychology. 
The extent of Sheldon's progress was phenomenal. He did not have 
the broad tax base of the large cities; consequently, teachers' salaries in 
Oswego did not compare favorably with salaries in the larger cities. Working 
with a limited budget, the only element that explains the effective design 
of the Oswego schools was Sheldon's administrative geniua. 
CHAPTER IX 
SUMMARY 
Prior to making a summary evaluation it would be well to pause at 
thia point and define, or interpret, the theaia as originally proposed. The 
purpose of the thesis 88 stated waa, "to describe and evaluate Edward Austin 
Sheldon 88 an adminbt:rator." Germane to this central problem waa the poai-
tion of the researcher. 
(1) That Edward Austin Sheldon was "an innovative and aggressive ad• 
miniatrator." 
(2) That hia administrative practices did not necessarily constitute 
a perfected "administrative model." 
(3) That the Sheldon model .,representa a significant step in the 
evolution of modern adminiatrative theory." 
(4) That an evaluation of Sheldon would 11neceaaarily include a his-
torical reconstruction of events in Oswego in the Nineteenth Century, 
and make available "an objective evaluation of the O.wego Movement 
in terms of modern hiatoriography." 
In preaenting this 1tudy, a chronological approach waa uaed to trace 
Sheldon'• development aa an adminiatrator. In conclusion, however, Sheldon's 
effectiveneaa aa an administrator will be evaluated categorically, the better 
to isolate and analyze hia approach to the various component• of adminiatra• 
tive theory. 
Eaaentiala of Adminiatration 
Elements of administration were not well defined in the nineteenth 
century. It is clear, however, that Sheldon visualized his role aa that of 
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a change agent. "Change i8 not necessarily progreaa" he said 0 but there can 
be no progresa without change. 111 In the Annual Report of the Board of Educa-
tion for the year ending March 31, 1861 Sheldon atatea: 
Since the reorganization of our schools eight years ago, we can aee that 
great improvements have been made, but should we not, during the next 
eight years make an advance equally marked, we should clearly fail 
properly to fulfill our miasion.2 
Sheldon's speeches and writings clearly indicate that hia educational achieve• 
ments, at any given point in time, served aa an inspiration for further 
effort. Ria speech of welcome delivered at the First Quarter Centennial 
Celebration at Oswego Normal, noted the important contribution the school 
had made in regard to training primary achool teachera. However, with the 
progreasive viaion which characterized all hia effort• he added: 
We shall not fully meet the demands of the public schools. until we can 
prepare teachers for training schools. for high acboola, and superin• 
telldenta. Candidates for such position• should come to ua from our 
Coll~s••• and Univereitiea. to receive the requisite profeaaional train• 
ing. 
Given the limitations imposed by the abaence of any clearly defined theoriea 
of administration in the nineteenth century, it is remarkable how Sheldon's 
administrative practicea conformed to what would currently be regarded aa 
good administrative techniques. His administration of the Syracuse School 
System, the Oswego School System and the Oswego Normal School, ia character-
ized by practice• that would currently be clasaif ied as eaaential elements of 
administration: 
1ao1er1, op. cit., quoting Sheldon, p. 43. 
2Annual Report of the Board of Education for the year ended March 31, 
1861 reported in Historical Sketcbea•Firat Quarter Century, p. 18. 
3 E. A. Sheldon, "Addreaa of Welcome, 0 Hbtorical Sketche••First 
Quarter Centurl• op. cit., P• 30. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
Planning and organizing 
Coordinating 
Problem Solving 
Supervision 
Appraisal 
Public Relations 
Planning and Organizing 
An effective school system not only reflects a community, it must 
also lead. Sheldon's administrative efforts, reflect the distinction in this 
area in terms of (a) i1001ediate objectives and (b) long•term goals. His im-
mediate objectives in Syracuse were to alleviate the overcrowding problem in 
the schools and to prevent the twin evils of absence and tardiness. His long 
range goals were (a) a properly graded school system, and (b) adequate super-
vision to ensure educational progress. 
In achieving his objectives, Sheldon involved the School Board, the 
parents, the teachers, and the community at large, years before anyone in• 
vented terminology such as public relations or community involvement. Annual 
Reports and monthly School Board meetings were favorite forums for diapenaing 
information. The Annual Reports were specially printed for distribution and 
minutes of monthly School Board meetings were readily available in the 
Clerk's office••detailed written accounts, that are still available today 
in the office of the Board of Education at Syracuse. 
Sheldon had four standing committees, but a favorite technique in 
approaching a problem was to have a ~pecial co1lllllittee investigate and make 
recommendatiollll. He was always a member of such special committees and their 
recommendations were readily converted to School Board Resolution. The Build• 
ing Committee in Syracuse proposed an aggressive building program, and the 
~chool Board succeeded in having the restriction on the building fund changed 
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to permit the necessary expanaion. 
Responsibility for absence and truancy was shared jointly by teachers 
and ward committeemen. When over•zealou8 enforcement caused problems with 
parents, Sheldon amended the School Regulations so that he could handle the 
matter personally. 
Sheldon's long•range goals were provided for by a proceaa of evolu• 
tion, rather than revolution. His plan for consolidation of the City Schoils 
in ~yracuae was accomplished by enlisting the aid of a special committee on 
consolidation. First, two schools were consolidated, and later the plan was 
gradually extended throughout the entire school system. The only exception 
to Sheldon's gradual transformation process was the manner in which consolida• 
tion of the Oswego Schools was accomplished. In this instance, he requested 
four months, beginning May, 1853 to plan consolidation of the school system. 
Planned in advance, the consolidation was put in immediate effect in 
September. 
It may be inferred that Sheldon felt confident enough to move without 
delay in this instance because (a) he was well known in Oswego and could 
count on community cooperation and (b) he was convinced of the merits of 
classification from his recent experiences in nearby Syracuse, and did not 
have to delay for the usual process of pilot programs, evaluation or appraisal 
What had been a long term goal in Syracuse became an immediate objective in 
Oswego. Sheldon was equally effective in handling either one. 
Sheldon's most effective plan was undoubtedly his plan for diffusion 
of Peatalozzian principles and practices throughout the country. Essential 
to thia plan was Sheldon's progressive vision, that helped him to achieve 
auccesa where others failed. 
lVJ 
Pestalozzianiam in the United States experienced three major waves of 
interest (l) the short-lived work of Neef and Maclure at Kew Harmony, 
Indiana, (2) the efforts of Barnard, (3) inclusion into the teacher 
program of Sheldon at Oswego, New York.4 
The Honofable J. D. Philbrick, Superintendent of the Schools of 
Boston, wrote to the Oswego ~chool Board (1862) in reply to an invitation 
to come and survey the Oswego School system. He pays tribute to Sheldon's 
planning and foresight in making provision for training teachers in 
Peatalozzian methods. 
The Pestalozzian principles have long been familiar to leading educators 
in this country; and yet they have made little progress in our primary 
schools, for want of teachers competent to apply them in practice •••• 
It ia upward of thirty years since efforts were made to engraft the 
Peatalozzian Principles upon the Boston system of primary indtruction 
••• but after a time object-teaching died out, because the teachers 
were not trained in the system • • .5 
The chief merit of the Oswego Movement lies in the fact that it represents 
the first formal philosophy of education adopted nation-wide. It left much 
to be desired in terms of modern values; however, it spawned the child•centere 
approach to educational philosophy so popular st the present time. To this 
extent, it had a lasting and sustained effect on the course of American 
education. 
Claims have been made that the Oswego Movement gave impetus to teacher 
training programs. This researcher would argue that point and suggest that 
this is a case of confusing cause and effect. Sheldon'• plan for teacher 
training gave new life to Peatalozzian principles and was the vehicle by which 
they were eventually diffused throughout the country. 
More specifically, Sheldon rated three firsts in setting the pattern 
for st~ucturing teacher•training institutions. He instituted the first 
4cerald L. Gutek, Pestalozzi and Education, p. 161. 
5Hon. J. D. Philbrick, quoted in Hollis. op. cit., p. 30. 
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training clasa for teachers in service. He organized the first of the 
City training classes which became so popular later on. And he founded 
the school which set the pattern for all the normals in New York State 
and for the great majority across the country.6 
Coordinating 
For a period of sixteen years (1853·1869) ~heldon had a dual re• 
sponsibility aa Secretary of the Board of Education and Principal of the 
Oswego Normal School. In 1869, he resigned as Secretary of the Board to 
devote all his time to adminiatration of the Normal School. 
The report of the Board of Education for the years 1866•1867 indicate 
that Sheldon used hia authority to coordinate the programs of the public 
schools and the Normal School. He was ever alert to capitalize on an oppor-
tunity for concerted effort. In the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Annual Report 
published in 1867, he concluded: 
Such ia the connection between the Normal and public schools. that it is 
important that they should correapond.7 
The Normal School Year waa divided into two terms, and Sheldon changed 
the ter1'141 and vacations of the Public Schools to conform to this arrangement. 
live hundred pupils from the public schools were acconnnodated in the Practice 
~chool and Model Schools connected with the Oswego Normal. 
The school of practice is and always has been one of the Public Schools 
of Oswego, subject to the same supervision and teats aa the other schools 
of like grade, and it has always sustained itself honorably and taken 
high rank in comparison with these schools •••• The school is not 
located where the children are drawn from the beat homes. They are 
mostly of the poorer clasa••• principally those of day laborers and 
foreigners.a 
6aogera, op. cit., p. 75. 
7Annual Report of the Board of Education of Oswego; for the years 
1866-1867, p. 13. 
8E. A. Sheldon, "The :Public ;>chool as a Practice ;:.ichool, 11 Addresses 
of the National Education Aaaociation, 1896, pp. 656·657. 
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Faculty meetings featured prominently in all of Sheldon's educational 
efforts. He used the personal approach to keep teachers aware of the im• 
portance of united effort. It ls evident that he demanded in practice what 
he preached in regard to principles. "· •• a normal school should be a unit 
in all departments of its work. There should be a mutual understanding and 
agreement as to the general principles that underlie all educational work, 
by all the members of the faculty ••• these principles should be clearly 
manifested in the teaching of all subjecta by every teacher in all depart-
ments of the school. The school should have a character of its own, so pro• 
nounced both as to its spirit and method of work, as to be apparent to the 
casual obaerver. 119 
Pestalozzian principles taught in the Normal School could be observed 
in practice in the Oswego Primary Schools. It was later extended to the two 
lower grades of the Junior School. Krusi was amazed at the progress ~heldon 
had achieved as early aa 1862. 
I expected to see in the training school, and in the classes in connection 
with it, the true germs of Peatalozzian teaching: but I was astonished 
to find that your whole elementary training, in nearly all the schools, 
bad been placed upon that baaia.10 
It is evident that Sheldon was concerned with coordinating educa-
tional efforts at the ~tate level as well as in the environs of Oswego. He 
was one of the earliest proponents of "Unification" which was finally 
achieved in 1904. It combined conflicting ~tate organizations, and may be 
considered aa one of the most important milestones in the progress of New 
York education. 
9 Ibid., pp. 658•659. 
10 Herman Krusi, letter to E. A. ~heldon dated June 24, 1862. Recol-
lections of My Life, op. c~~., p. 179. 
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Education tn the State of New York developed under a sy•tem of dual 
control. The Board of Regenta were responsible for the supervision of all 
colleges, academies, and institutiona of higher education. The Superin-
tendent and Department of Public Instruction were created to administer the 
"common schoob." When High Schools were established, controveray aroae 
over control of these institutions. 
Various efforts were made at consolidation; sometimes by subordinating 
the Superintendent to the Board of Regents; and sometimes by subordinating 
the Board to the Superintendent; and again by abolishing the Board of Regents 
altogether. Sheldon's ability to define an educational problem is evidenced 
in his statement regarding the failure of efforts for unification. 
Both departments have been jealous of an independent existence, and, in 
every instance, each has been able to wield influence auff icient to main• 
tain it.11 
Convinced that neither one could be abolished, Sheldon devised a plan to 
coordinate the two agencies. "In 1874 Dr. Sheldon secured the cooperation 
of the Normal School Principals of the State who sent him and Dr. McVicara 
to Albany to accomplish if possible a unification •••• The plan was simple 
and approved by the Board of Regents itself, the State Superintendent, and 
a conference of prominent educators of the State. Notwithstanding all of 
12 this endorsement the bill was killed by purely political influences." 
Sheldon proposed that: 
In every well arranged system of supervision all the elements contained 
in each department are required • • • we want both a Board of Education 
11 E. A. Sheldon, "Unification in the State of Nft York, .. reprint 
from School Journal, New York, p. 8. 
12Hollia, op. cit., p. 87. 
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and a Superintendent, but we want them so combined aa to constitute 
one head.13 
The bill for unification as drawn up by Sheldon proposed that a State 
Board of Education be established consisting of ten membera••aeven to be 
selected from the existing Board of Regents (21 mem~rs) and three from out• 
aide the board, selected by a joint ballot of the Assembly and Senate. By 
a stipulation regarding the terms of office it would be possible to change 
the Board completely in five years, should it appear desirable. The Board 
of Education was entrusted with the responsibility of appointing a Superin• 
tendent. Sheldon's favorite appeal, couched in customary tertr•, was that 
such a plan was being props·sed, ''with a view to a proper division of labor 
and economy of means. 1114 
Sheldon'• second attempt at unification was during the administration 
of Andrew J. Draper. Draper, then State Superintendent opposed the meaaure. 
With dogged peraistence, Sheldon made a third attempt to achieve unification. 
''The last effort I made was before the Constitutional Convention for the 
amendment of the Constitution of the State. I hoped to get the plan in• 
augurated in the Constitution, but I was left rather single•handed, and again 
it failed for want of proper support. 015 Draper wrote years later: 
His purpose waa correct, but the time had not come ••• Unification had 
to come through more tribulation than we had endured or were prepared to 
endure at that time. • • • But the editors have ample warrant for at• 
tributing to Dr. Sheldon a good share in the credit of it.16 
1896. 
13E. A. Sheldon, Unification in the State of Nev York, op. cit., p. 9. 
14Ibid., p. 12. 
15E. A. Sheldon, a letter to Mary Sheldon Barnes dated December 16, 
16 Andrew s. Draper, "preface" to Sheldon's Autobiograehx, p. xi. 
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On the national level, it is evident that William Torrey Harris had 
the highest regard for Sheldon •s ability as a coordinator. A letter dated 
November 25, 1892 acknowledges Sheldon's acceptance of chairmanship of the 
Normal Department at the International Congress of Education, of the World's 
Columbia Exposition. "The duty of Chairman is limited to presiding at the 
Congress, and his main work will be to see that the various distinguished 
17 foreign delegates have an opportunity to speak on the questions discussed." 
A review of the correspondence that subsequently ensued indicates that Shel• 
don's duties and reaponaibilitiea were progressively extended. ''According 
to my idea the chairman of the congreas is the party most interested in niaking 
h ul8 up t e program. • • • The firat letter to Jbeldon indicates that a con1-
mittee of Arrangement, which includes Mr. E. O. Hyte of Millersville State 
Normal School has been formed to asaiat Sheldon. 
• • • It occurs to me that the suggestion for the third day is our best 
point, and that if you find anything worth adopting that it will be that. 
Our second day's program aeelll8 to have been thought out by you inde• 
pendently, both as to topic and aa to the person to treat tt ••• 19 
The final letter from Harris in response to questions po~ed by Sheldon 
ia clearly indicative of Sheldon's ability to establiah good communications. 
It is evident there were thirteen questions in all, and by answering them, 
Harris is compelled to commit to writing his arrangements and preferences 
concerning the International Congress of Education. Barria assures Sheldon 
the program will get as much advance publicity as possible in "educational 
journals and in the public p·reu." Harris continues: 
17William T. Harris, letter to E. A. Sheldon dated November 25, 1892. 
18w1111am Torrey Harris, letter to E. A. Sheldon dated May 4, 1893. 
H William Torrey Harris, letter dated June 8, 1893. 
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4. Your plan for two pei:sons to prepare theses to lead off in the dis• 
cussion is very good, and has been adopted in most of the departments. 
5. • •• indeed one person is enough if he can be entirely relied on. 
Two are better than one because of the risk. 
6. The list of Vice Presidents may be added to, according to your dis-
cretion • • • the committee has not decided as to the • • • list of 
honorary Vice•Presidenta ••• give me advice on thia point •••• f 
11. • • • It is possible to have two sessions • • • by taking a recess 
of an hour and a half at noon and commencing at two o'clock ••• 
till five ••• t hope you will thoroughly advise me on this point.20 
It appears that Harris' confidence in Sheldon was not misplaced. The 
International Congress was held July 25th through July 28th, 1893, and Sheldon 
received for the Oswego ~chool a medal of honor, and a diploma, "· . . for 
excellence of educational methods and literature, as evidenced by their use 
in the United States. ,..Zl 
Problem Solving 
Sheldon's approach to problem solving followed a definite pattern. 
l. Statement of the Problem. 
2. Diffusion of information. 
3. Eatabliah a special committee. 
4. Survey other school system. 
5. Diffusion of comparative information. 
6. Selection and recommendations. 
7. Appraiaal. 
8. Public Relations Campaign. 
"(\ 
. william T. Harris, letter dated June 20, 1893. 
2~ry Sheldon Barnes, "Biographical Sketches," 9e.cit., p. 49. 
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1. Statement of the Pl'oblem: 
The problems Sheldon faced were ao varied as to defy tho ingenuity 
of any but the moat skilled executive. With progressive vision he identified 
problems years before other educators realized that such problems existed, 
e.g., 
• • • it seems to us that there has been little aystem, or philosophic 
principle involved in our methods of teaching in this country.22 
He involved people on the local level, the State level, and the National 
level, in this particular problem, and devoted his life to help solve it. 
More immediate problema he faced were (a) Consolidation of autonomous school 
districts in Syracuse, (b) Overcrowding, (c; Absence and Tmedineas, (d) Es• 
tablialunent of a High school in Syracuse, (e) Consolidation of School dis· 
tricts in Oswego, (f) Organization of a classified school system, (g) Ea-
tabliahing a High School for Oswego, (h) adequate Teacher Training, (1) Cur• 
riculum revision. 
2. Diffueion of Information: 
Sheldon's first act upon defining a problem waa to diffuse informs• 
tion, so that the teachers, the School Board, and the local community might 
be alerted that the problem exi8ted. In essence he was establishing an 
atmosphere conducive to change. A committee of teachers came before the 
Syracuse School Board to make a plea for added Regulation in regard to 
abaence and tardiness. It is a fair conclusion that they were there at 
Sheldon'• instigation, to publicize an existing problem in the schools. 
The matter was diacuased at length, in the Annual Report: 
22E. A. Sheldon, Extract from the Annual Report of the Board of 
Education, Histotical Sketches, op. cit., p. 13. 
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These statistics (of absence and tardiness) are carefully preserved in 
the off ice for reference, and for the purpose of showing from time to 
time the extent of the evil, with ~ view of creating a favorable impres-
sion in regard to its importance. 23 
3. Establishing a Special Committee: 
It is generally agreed that standing committees were erosive of 
authority> as established in early School Boards. When Sheldon was Secretary 
of the Oswego Board of Education and Clerk in Syracuse, standing com!l.1ittees 
were limited to four. After Sheldon's resignation as Secretary (1869) in 
2 Oswego, the Standing Committees were increased until there were nine in 1877. 
However, if Sheldon did not advocate standing committees, he was eager to 
establish special committees which were dissolved as soon as a project was 
completed. HB regarded special committees much as he regarded school 
boards. In each instance. he felt they added "dignity and rooul support." 
It is true that a superintendent may act more promptly and sometimes, 
perhaps with more efficiency when he does not have to wait for the more 
tardy action of a Board, but at the same time, when he acts through a 
well•con•tituted body of men, who have the confidence and esteem of the 
public, his acts will carry with them more weight, and be likely to win 
more promptly public opinion and confidence.25 
4. Jurvey of Other School Systems: 
In presenting a plan for a High School in ~yracuee and in Oswego, 
Sheldon surveyed at least fourteen other school systems to convince himself 
and the local community that such an institution would be an asset to their 
23Annual Report of the 
year ended December 31, 1852. 
p. 11. 
Board of Education of the City of Syracuse, 
Parentheses added (of absence and tardinesa), 
24Twenty•Fourth Annual Report of the Oswego Board of Education. 
Year ended February 15, 1877, p. 56. 
25E. A. Sheldon, ''Unification in the -.»tate of New York," .2.P.• cit., 
p.14. 
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educational system. l?rior to proposing conaolidation, he investigated the 
results of »uch an operation in other &chool dietricta, and discusaed their 
experiences at length in Annual Reports. He quoted the opinions of prominent 
men like Mann and Barnard in support of his theories regarding consolidation 
of school di•tricta and employment of female teachers. 
S. ~i~fusion of Comparative Ioformatio~: 
Sheldon traveled widely, always alert for a progressive idea or 
sound educational practice. President of the New York Teachers' Aaaociation 
in 1860, he waa always active in teacher institutes and conventions at the 
local and national level, for the purpose of disseminating comparative in• 
formation. Considering the limited communication aysteme of the nineteenth 
century, his knowledge of the functioning of school ayetema all over the 
country was phenomenal. He was ever eager to share this information wtth the 
teachers, the School Board, and the local community. 
Dr. Piez considered him ttoverrated.u He stated that .Sheldon "simply 
kept his eyes open, did things a bit better, and had a gift for publicizing 
what he did • ..26 It appears to this researcher that publicity was not 
Sheldon's main concern. He uaed it as a means of communication, and gave 
equal time to personalized communication in the form of visits to homes of 
parents who opposed measures he wuhed to introduce in the schools. He uaed 
local press and School Board reports to keep the people informed regarding 
the benefits that had accrued to other school systems from changes he pro• 
poaed to initiate in the local schools. 
26 Rogers, op. cit., p. 43, quoting Dr. Piez. 
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6. Selection and Recommendations: 
Being knowledgeable about a subject, Sheldon was competent to aelect 
the moat suitable from competing alternatives. Hia recommendations appeared 
to have universal support, by the time he reached the stage of proposing them 
himself, or having them proposed aa School Board Reaolutiooa. 
7. Aperaiaal: 
In problem solving, Sheldon introduced propoaed changes on a small 
scale. By degrees, pilot programa were extended, as careful appraisal made 
such action appear desirable. The result of tests and observation was duly 
cOU111Unieated to the local community and all interested parties to assure them 
that projects undertaken were in the beat interest• of education. 
8. Public Relationa: 
When he waa convinced that changes in the school system or in the 
Normal School were progreaaing aatiafactorily, Sheldon never failed to 
publicime his efforts. Keenly aware of economic considerations, he never 
failed to show the economic benefit that accrued as a result of improved con• 
ditions. 
SuP!rvision 
Henry Barnard, in the school survey conducted in 1867, deplores the 
fact that the Diatrict of Columbia did not have a full•time administrator or 
supervisor. 
In respect to supervision. the best indication of the real vitality of a 
achool syatem •••• The success of this branch of the system will depend, 
however, on the intelligence, fidelity, and discretion of the officer, 
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and on such a pedor11iance of dutiea as will relieve the faithful and in-
telligent teacher from untimely and vexatious interference.27 
Harris alao deplored the lack of teacher training inatitutiona in the 
District of Columbia. A review of the Oswego School System reveals that 
Sheldon had obtained for Oswego much that was lacking in other school system, 
even to having a "continuoua efficient agency • • • in monthly or quarterly 
meetings, for the professional improvement of the whole corps of teachers.•~8 
A modern definition of supervision indicates t~t here as in other 
areas, Sheldon operated with progressive vision. "Today supervision is 
generally seen as leadership that encourages a continuous involvement of all 
school personnel, in a cooperative attempt to achieve the most effective achoo 
program.29 OtlJ of Sheldon•a greatest attributes was the ability to obtain and 
retain the services of teachers of exceptional merit. Kruai attributes much 
of the success of the Oswego Normal ;>chool to "The permanency of teachers 
in some of the most important departments ••• and the cooperation and 
sympathy produced by the fact that nearly all the teachers wert alumni ••• 030 
Kruai does not question the fact that Sheldon'a faculty remained, although 
other Normals and School Systems offered a higher pecuniary reward. Sheldon!• 
~chool Board reports paid tribute to the excellent work of his staff and he 
never failed to ahow appreciation for their efforts. 
Teaching as a profession owes much to Sheldon'• leadership. With a 
27
william T. Harris, 0 n.elative Efficiency of Public School _,ystema 
in the United Statea,n op. cit. 1 p. 132. 
28 llli· t p. 132. 
29Jane rranseth, Sueerviaion as Leadership (New York: Row, 
Peterson & Co., 1961), p. 19. 
30aerman Krusi, 11Hbtory of the Normal School, op. cit., p. 52. 
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carefully prescribed training program, teaching ceased to be everyone's trade 
and assumed the dignity and prestige of a profession. Better academic prepare 
tion and special training commanded higher wages. Curriculum revision, and 
the introduction of special methods, facilitated the task of the teacher in 
reaching educational goals. These goals and principles of education were 
being constantly explained and defined in numerous faculty meetings. This 
insured for ~heldon an element he considered essential to an effective ad• 
ministration••unity of purpose. an~ng the teaching staff and all school per-
sonnel • 
.>heldon's clear statements regarding "The Duties of Teachers 11 and 
"Duties of Pupils" in School Regulations, insured complete communication 
regarding the duties and responaibilities of teachers. It helped to define 
their role in what was still an emerging profession. 
Appraisal 
~heldon was engaged in a continuous program of appraisal and evalua• 
tion. It has been alleged that he foate.:-ed intense rivalry among teachex:s. 
There is some substance to this thought since Sheldon published the total 
number of correct answers for each class in Annual examinations. No doubt, 
a good showing by students reflected favorably on their teacher. Whether 
we call this "fostering healthy competition" or "intense rivalry," in essence 
it differs little from the modern concept of merit pay. The reward for 
effort in one instance was prestige, and in the present day we find some 
educators advocating monetary rewards for like service. 
Visiting Committees were standing committees of early Jchool Boards. 
They visited the schools annually to satisfy the Board concerning the progreaa 
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of the pupils. There is ~ome indication that o>heldou felt such examinations 
left dome thing to be desired in the way of testing or appra i.sal. "I con• 
f ideotly look for a time near at hand when we shall employ more senaible 
meanli of te1tting educational values than those 110 widely prevalent at the 
preaent t:irue. 031 Ile indicates that exa10inations in that area teated "the 
ability of the persons examined to i.:emember certain thinga, but not that 
which b of far greater importance••their power to think, to reason, and 
,.32 to expreas . . . While many educator& tended to evaluate teachers on 
the merits of examination results gained by their students, it ia evident 
that ;:;heldon favored a tnore subjective approach. He stated that he could 
evaluate a teacher's work by the atillO.sphere in a claaaroom; however, pos-
sibly due to School Board pressure, there io evidence that he permitted the 
standard tests of the day to be used in his schools. 
Public Relations 
Edward Auatin aheldon had a well-developed public relations policy 
year• before modern educators provided the terminology for such an exerciee. 
Thia waa one of the areaa in which he showed progresaive and stimulating 
vhion. 
Recent trends in school public relations are summarized by Emery 
Stoops and Max L. Rafferty as: 
A. Public relations are used to interpret rather than to ju•tify. 
B. Integration of Public Relationa and total school admioi»tration. 
31 E. A. Sheldon, extract froni a discussion on teacher evaluation. 
Addresses and Proceedings of the N.E.A., p. 230. 
32
.!J?..!i., p. 229. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
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It is ueed to collect and evaluate public opinion. 
Continuous rather than intermittent. 
Baae of public relations being broadened. 
33 Centralised profeaaional direction. 
Sheldon adopted an open door policy in regard to the operation of 
the schools, and in regard to the training program of the Normal ~chool. 
This attitude undoubtedly ia what would be regarded as an interpretative 
approach to public relations. It waa a continuous proceaa as evidence by 
the fact that Sheldon used ~chool Board records, annual reports, faculty 
meetings, teachers' associations and the local newspapers as channels to 
project information. He had a positive attitude towards opposition, that 
aaaumed it arose frOltl ignorance of the issues involved••s defect he never 
failed to remedy at the earliest opportunity--usually by a personal visit. 
Hia programmes of the Annual examlnationd of the public schools was published 
in local papers. and printed apeclally for diatribution. The program.me in• 
eluded a detailed schedule regarding the achoola to be viaited. the date, 
and the time of day. One such programme concluded: 
The patrons and frienda of the public schoola, and the citizens generally, 
are earnestly invited to attend the~e examinations. This will afford 
all. a favorable opportunity for judging of the thoroughness and effi• 
ciency of our schools and will tend greatly to stimulate and encourage 
both teachers and pupila. r eaae preserve this progra~ and call in aa 
often as you find it convenlene.34 
There is evidence that Sheldon had broadened the base of public re• 
lations, before other educators conceived of any such administrative function. 
13 Emery Stoops and M. L. lafferty, Jr., Practice• and Trenda in School 
Ad:miniatrati~~ (Beaton: Cinn and Company, 1961, pp. 532•533. 
34Program of the Sixth Annual Examination for the year ended ~arch 31. 
1859••preaerved in the Sheldon Room at Oawego College. 
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Hb 1:i1pecial collllllitteea, .:i(.;hool Board and numerous faculty rneetinga; at the 
local level were foruma for diasemination of information. Hi• invitation to 
leading educators in 1862, and the school survey conducted in 1865 extended 
public relationa on a ~tate and National level. 
:Sheldon eatabliahed a Central Library at the office of the Board of 
Education in Syracuae. Hia annual report reads: 
Thia library ta now open to the public, and can be conaulted by any 
citizen, free of expense, during the regular office hours of the Clerk. 
A liot of the books has been published in the city papers and may also 
be fouod in the appendix to thia report~ 
When Krusi waa prevailed upon to join the faculty, Sheldon "appointed a 
committee to prepare a cL-ular to be sent into every corner of the Union" 
36 to publicize Krusi's appointment. It is a fair conclusion that he never 
miaaed an opportunity to disseminate information, or reap the rewards of 
favorable publicity. 
The aophisticated nature of Sheldon'• public relations may be inferred 
from bu approach to "unification" of the educational departments of the state 
I canvaaaed all parts of the State quite thoroughly, viaiting member:a of the 
Board of Regents, leading educational men, the leading newapapers of the 
$tate ••• We also called a conference of the more prominent educational 
men of the State at Albany, who also favored the acheme. 1137 The fact that 
the plan waa not adopted, was attributed to political opposition. It is clear 
that Sheldon waged a vigorous campaign in establishing a favorable atmosphere 
35The Annual Report of the Board of Education for the City of 
Syracuse; year ended December 31, 1852. 
36 E. A. Sheldon, a letter to Krusi dated June 20, 1862. 
37Newton Edwards and Herman G. Richey, The school in the American 
3ocial Order (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Co., Second ed.t 1963), p. 588. 
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for the proposed change. The success of the Peataloszian movement in the 
United o>tates baa been partly attributed to "Sheldon's expertneH aa a 
publicber. 038 
~ ~yntheaia: The ~heldon Model 
An analysis of Sheldon's administrative practices indicates that they 
conformed to a definite pattern. When executive action results in a definite 
pattern, an administrative model is established••in this instance, an innn• 
vator model. All bis efforts were oriented towards change; change by evolu• 
tion rather than revolution; a gradual transformation rather than over• 
throwing existing systems. His efforts were characterized by the following 
elements: 
1. Authorit;r: 
(a) Sheldon broadened the base of hia authority, by uniting with a 
body of citizens having the confidence of the community; they ahared the 
reaponaibility,and added the weight of their influence and moral support to 
all his plans and deciaiona. 
(b) He co111111itted to writing, delegated authority, and embodied hia 
power and influence in School Regulations. 
2. Accountabilitl: 
Sheldon displayed a fine aenae of accountability to the local coai• 
munity. reassuring them that the expenditure of time, money, and personnel 
waa juatified in each of hia various endeavors. He never failed to assure 
38 E. A. Sheldon, a letter to Mary Sheldon Barnes dated December 16, 
1896 from the Sheldon collection at Oswego College. 
,,) 
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them of the economic and social benefit that would accrue as a direct result 
of their educational effort. He interpreted and explained all phases of his 
plans and kept the community constantly informed of his progress. 
3. Appraisal: 
(a) Sheldon waa involved in a constant appraiaal of his efforts. 
He was not about to change established practices without assuring himself 
and the public that such action waa necessary for educational progreas. 
(b) His appraiaal was a comparative evaluation as opposed to appraisal 
in isolation. He was fully informed regarding •tatiatica of other school 
aystems and made them available to the local conanunity for a comparative 
evaluation. Anything of merit he borrowed, and adapted to his own school 
system. 
(c) He did not hesitate to abandon practices or principles (even 
his own) to make way for a better or more progressive philosophy. 
4. Economic Expertise: 
In many instance$ Sheldon'• plans were adopted by virtue of the fact 
that he would show the Board of Education and the citizens that such changes 
as he proposed could be effected with relatively little monetary outlay. He 
waa an expert at what he called ttftnanceering" and there is little doubt 
that this attribute contributed in large measure to bis success. He was an 
expert at getting value for the educational dollar. a fact that was readily 
apparent to the local community. 
'i 
5. Progressive Viaion: 
(a) He was one of the earliest educators to realize the necessity 
for improvement in teacher training. 
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(b; Ue advocated "Readineas 11 and 11homogenoud grouping, 0 before 
terminology for these concepta had been invented. 
(c) He was one of the earliest and moat forceful proponent• of the 
child centered approach to education. 
(d) He realized the necessity for profeaaionaUam of teachers. 
(e) He may be credited with a contribution in the area of equal 
rights for women. 
Lady graduates have frequently been pioneers in securing recognition for 
their atx as , school officers. One lady graduate • • • served five 
y~ars as coun'y superintendent in Washington Territory, and five years 
d8 a member of the Territorial Board of Education. Another lady 
graduate haa been Superintendent of Public Schools of Iowa City. Iowa 
••• another State Institute conductor of Minneaota. Lady graduates 
have served aa County Superintendents in New York State •• ~ a recent 
lady graduate was a member of the State Council of Nebraaka.~9 
Sheldon's progressive vision enabled him to step into the future, 
and initiate ch&.lge rather than merely reacting to existing problems. His 
innovations never degenerated into a problem solving process. Re planned 
for initiative action rather than function as the helplesa victim of a 
reaction type of policy. 
6. Public Relations Program: 
Sheldon maintained a constant and continuous flow of communication 
at the local level, the State level and the National level. He used all the 
media available to interpret and explain hia educational endeavor1. Aa pre• 
vioualy mentioned, he practiced an open door policy that could only result 
in impressing the local community and contemporary educators with the merit 
of hi• 6~~cational endeavors. His confidence in hie educational practices, 
39 Hollis, op, cit., p. 111. 
12£ 
was communicated to others as a result of this type of publi~ relations 
policy. 
In conclusion, it muat be stated that while ~heldon involved others 
in his decisions, there was never any doubt that he used hb authority to 
personally make the final decision. Sheldon readily comes to mind as we 
read Curti: 
It ia n1y obaervation that the men and women who have affected the course 
of human events are those who have not hesitated to use the power that 
has come to them.40 
40 Merle Curtt, "Dare the School Build a New Social Order." 
Readings in Ihe Philosophy of Education, Joe Park, Ph.D. (New York: 
millien Company, 1958), p. 143. 
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APPENDIX I 
The following extracts from a Circular of the ~tate Superintendent 
of Public Instruction (Hon. Victor M. Rice) presents the conditions of admis-
sion, and the Course of Instruction for 1866: 
Each county 1a entitled to as many pupil-teachers in the Oswego 
Normal and Training School as it has :cepreuentatives in the Assenibly, and 
other qualified applicants are received until the accorumodations are exhausted. 
To gain admission to the school pupils must possess good health, 
good moral character, and average abilities. They must be able to pass a 
fair examination in Spelling, aeading, Geography, and Arithmetic (as far as 
the roots), also to analyze and parse simple sentences. Ladiea must be at 
least aixteen and gentlemen eighteen years of age. Those who shall have passe 
the examination will receive a formal appointment frOISl the Superintendent of 
Public Instruction, and be admitted to all the privileges of the school. 
COUISE OF INSTRUCTION 
Elementary Preparatory Course 
Thia course is limited to one term of twenty week.a, which is de-
voted chiefly to instruction in Spelling, Reading, Writing, Book-keeping 
(aingle entry), Linear and Object Drawing, Geography (phy•ical and political), 
-----------------------------------· ..--
1source: Barnard's Journal of American Education, Vol. XVI (1866) 
pp. 211-212. 
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Arithmetic (oral and written), Hbto•:y, Crarnmar, Analysis of Words, to Ex-
ercises in Impromptu Composition, and to Weekly Essaya. 
It is desirable that all pupils, on entering the school, be thoroughly 
qualified in these common English branches. Those not found so qualified 
will be required to pass through thi.il course under thorough instruction 
before entering upon the Training Course. 
Elementary Training Course 
Thia courae is limited to one year of two term.a, each twenty weeks; 
and includes instruction in methods of teaching the branches named in the 
Elementary Preparatory Ciuxae, and of miscellaneous subjects calculated to 
cultivate the perceptive faculties. Special attention will be directed to 
objective teaching, and to the philosophical yet simple methods of primary 
instruction. 
B Claaa.••Method• of teaching the subjects comprised tn the Elementary 
Preparatory Course; also inatruction in the Philosophy of Education, School 
Economy, Phya1ology, Zoology, Botany, and Mineralogy, and Impromptu Compost• 
tion (oral and written). Criticism lessons and easaya weekly. 
A Claas.••The time of this class will be devoted to observation in 
the Model Schools. and teaching in the Practicing Schools, under the super-
vision of competent critics. Two hours, each day, will be devoted to 
Itnpromptu Composition and to methods of teaching Forni, Size, Measure, Color, 
Weight, Sounds, Objects, Animals, Plants, and giving moral Instruction. 
Criticism lessons and esaaya weekly. 
~tudenta having satisfactorily completed the preceding courses will 
receive a diploma. signed by the Superintendent of Public Instruction, the 
Superintendent of the School, the Read Master, and the Officers of the 
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Board of Education of the city of Oswego. 
Thia diploma will $erve 88 a certificate of qualification to teach 
common schools. 
Advanced Preparatory Course 
~tudenta to be admitted to this course must pasa a satisfactory 
examination in the studies of the Elementary Preparatory Course; one much 
more critical than for admission to the Elementary Training Course. 
As familiarity with any subject is essential to a consideration of 
the best methods of teaching it, no pupil will be admitted to the Advanced 
Training Claas until prop-:.-ly prepared in all the subject. of thia course. 
Those familiar with none of the branches herein named will require a full 
year and a half to com{iete the course; others, who hav4 mastered a portion 
of them, may complete it in lesa time. 
The students of this division may be arranged in three classes, ac-
cording to their acquirements. Those conversant with some of the studies 
of each class may take up such studies as they need to pursue, in order to 
pass the required examination for the 0 Advanced Training Course." 
Subjects of C Clasa.••Higher Arithn-ietic, Algebra, Grammatical 
Analysis, Rhetoric, Engliah Literature, Book-keeping (double entry), Linear 
and Object Drawing, Botany, and Impromptu Composition. Rhetorical Exercises 
and Essay$ weekly. 
Subject• of B Claaa.••Algebra continued, Geometry, History, Natural 
Philosophy, Paalpective Drawing, Chemistry, and Impromptu Composition. 
Rhetorical Exercises and Essays weekly. 
Subjects of A Claaa.••Aatrooomy. Algebra completed, Trigonometry, 
Surveying and Menauration, Mental and Moral PhUoaophy. Geology and 
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Hineralogy, and Impromptu Cornpositaon. Rhetorical Exorcises and Ei.isays 
weekly. 
Advaned Training Courae 
Thia courae will occupy one term of twenty weeks, end will be devoted 
to instruction and practice in the beat u1ethoda of teaching the branches 
named in the Advanced Preparatory Course. 
In thia course special attention will be directed to the Philosophy 
of Education, Scbool History, Scbool Law, Science of Government, School 
Organization, and Diacipllne; to the Theory and Practice of Teaching and 
School Economy generally. There will be frequent Criticism Leasona and 
Compos itiona. 
A course of lectures will be given on Zoology, Physiology> and 
Hygiene, to be accompanied by reading on the part of the class. A portion 
of the time will be devoted to obaervation and practice in teaching under 
criticism. 
To thoae who satisfactorily complete the course a diploma will be 
given, signed by the superintendent of Public Instruction. the Superintendent. 
of the School, the Head Master, and the Officers of the Local Board, certify• 
ing tht the graduate therein named 1a "deemed qualified to teach the English 
branches usually pursued in the High Schools and Academies of the State ... 
1 
APPENDIX II 
6SWECO STATE NORMAL AND TRAINING SCHOOL 
Entrance Examinations 
Students who have been duly appointed and who are unable to present 
any of the above evidencea of acholaatic proficiency, may be admitted at the 
opening of each term upon passing a satisfactory examination in arithmetic, 
grammar, and descriptive aD.d mathematical geography. Any who fall below 
sixty per cent in any one of these aubjecta, or below an average of seventy 
per cent in the three branchea, will be rejected. Any who fail to meet this 
requirement, or who fail to be preaent at this examination, which will be 
held on Wednesday and Thuraday. the firat and second days of each term, and 
aatiafy the principal that there was sufficient reason therefor, niay, in the 
discretion of the principal be permitted to try another exaniination on a 
different list of queationa prepared for the purpo•e• to be held one week 
after the firat examination. Candidates who failed on the f irat examination 
will be re-examined only on the subjects in which they failed, and if they 
gain the required standing in theae aubjecta they will be admitted, and other• 
wise rejected. No other entrance examination will be held during the term, 
and no candidate will be admitted after the time of the second examination 
who does not present some one of the prescribed evidences of proficiency. 
1ctrcular of the O.Weso State Normal and Training School 1 1892 (Oswego: -R. J. Oliphant, 1192. 
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The following lidta of questions will give a very juat idea aa to what 
is required for admiaaion in theae subject1t: 
GRAMM.AR 
l. What are the propertiea of nouna? of verba? 
2. Decline who, he I, aiater. 
3. Write a sentence containing an objective clause. 
4. When are the fol1118 mine, tbeira, and thine used? 
5. drite the plural of fly, girl, Miaa Jonea, aon•in•law, money, 
child, basid, focus, t, a. 
6. Write the past tenae and past participle of do, hear, learn, 
teach, aee, ait, lie, lay, set, choose. 
7. Give an example of a aimple, a complex, and a compound sentence. 
a. Writ~ the following aentencea with the errors corrected: 
Can you learn met to write? 
He was much effected by the news. 
Will I find you at home? 
Money ia scarce, and times bard. 
t knew it waa him. 
1 called, but you was not at home. 
Everyone of the witneaaea te1tified to the •ame thing. 
Them that seek wisdom ahall find it. 
I bought thia at Parker's and Miller'• atore. 
9. "Enraptured with the beautiful scenery before him, he determined 
to explore this strange, new country, which was worth more than the wealth 
of the Indies." 
lJj 
Analyze the above sentence by any method, and parse enraptured, 
beautiful, explore, which. 
10. Write a composition, of one hundred words or more, on one of 
the following subjects: 
1. An Account of an Excursion and Picnic. 
2. A Description of a Jchool-room (speak of its excellences and 
its defects). 
Give attention to punctuation and capitalization, as well as to the 
language employed. 
.ARITHMETIC 
l. Find the leaat common multiple of 24 1 44, 65, 100. 
2. Bxpreaa in Arabic and alao in Roman notation five million and 
fifty•three. 
3. What ia the difference between • 75 divided l>y 75 and 75 divided 
by .75? 
4. A pole c·xtended into the mud 5 ... 5/6 feet; 1/3 of ita length was 
in the river and l/4 of it in the air; what was the length of the pole? 
5. Find the exact amount of $68 from March 13 to June 15, 1888, 
interest 6 per cent per annum. 
6. How many acres in a field 210 ch. long and 50 ch. wide? 
7. How many bbls. will a cistern hold whoae depth is 7 ft., length 
8 ft •• Width 5 ft." 
8. It took 9 horses to move a stick of timber weighing 12,590 lba. 
How many pounds would a stick weigh which could be moved by 1 horsea? Solve 
by proportion. 
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9. Mr. A. aold a horse for $275, which was 5 per cent leas than he 
asked for it, aDd bia aaking price wae 5 per cent more than the horae coat 
him; what was the coat of the horse'l 
10. Fiacl the aquare root of 60.516. 
GIOGRAPHY 
l. Which ia the longer, the equator or a meridian circle? 
2. Na~ the zonea; tell their boundaries, and describe the general 
character of climate in each. 
north. 
3. Give two proof• that the earth is round. 
4. Tell the important things you know about Egypt and the river Nile. 
s. Describe the principal river ayatema of the United Statea. 
6. Name all the aeaa oa the eaat coaat of Aaia, beginning on the 
1. Name the States bordering on the left 'bank of the M1aaiaaippi 
River, and give the capital of uch. 
B. Locate four great plaina. 
9. Going from 8&1ffa1o to New York City by the central Railroad, 
through whet cities would you paaa? 
10. Name three capea on the coast of Europe. 
READING, OB.THOGBAPHY, AND PE111ANSHIP 
No student is desired who does not r~ad readily and intelligently, 
spell correctly, and write legibly and neatly. Theae acquisitions are to 
be assumed and regardleea of diplomas. certificates, and examinations, all 
•tudenta who do not possess them in a highly credib.able degree will be re-
fused adaiittance. 
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:PLRDGE 1'0 TEACH 
All pupila entering by appointment from t:hia State are required to 
siga the followina pledge 
"I hereby declare that my purpose in entering the State Nonnal and 
Training School at Oawego, N.Y., ia to prepare to teach, and that it ia my 
intention, as I ackaowleclge f.t to be 81y duty, to teach in thia State if a 
suitable opportunity offera ... 
PUPILS i'RCl1 OTHER :.>TATES 
Pupils not reaidenta of the State of New York are required to pay 
a tuition fee of twenty do1lara per term of twenty weeks. No mileage will 
be paid, an<l no appointment nor pledge required from such studenta. In all 
other reapecta they will be acbnitted to all the privilegea and aubject to 
all the requiramenta of pupila fro• our own ~tate. 
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